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Next Generation Lighting
Radion

TM

XR15w PRO XR30w G3XR30w G3 PRO

• 21 energy-eicient LEDs

• 6 Color Channels

• Max Wattage: 75W

• Max PAR (est.): 825 (12” below 

center of fixture)

• Dimensions: 7” x 7” x 1.5”

• 38 energy-eicient LEDs

• 6 Color Channels

• Max Wattage: 150W

• Max PAR (est.): 900 (12” below 

center of fixture)

• Dimensions: 11.8” x 7” x 1.5”

• 42 energy-eicient LEDs

• 6 Color Channels

• Max Wattage: 170W

• Max PAR (est.): 1100 (12” 

below center of fixture)

• Dimensions: 11.8” x 7” x 1.5”
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is a Hungarian aquarist
with over 35 years of
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money saving ideas and
tests 15 external filters
on pages 56 and 94.
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DAVE WOLFENDEN is
curator at the Blue
Planet Aquarium in
Cheshire Oaks. He
ofers an essential
guide to protein
skimmers on page 62.

Get more PFK!

FORUM

         

Join us at forum.practical 
fishkeeping.co.uk

Like us on Facebook.com

Follow us @PFKmagazine

Watch us on youtube.com/
user/practicalfishkeeping

Learn from 
the best

NATHAN HILL is an 
aquatic journalist and 
PFK’s features editor. 
He looks at freshwater 
sharks and ofers advice 
on susbstrate 
maintenance. Pages 8 
and  50.

Subscribe to Practical 
Fishkeeping now and 

SAVE up to *51%
See page 66

*51% is based on purchasing 
a digital & print subscription

38 Set up this low 
maintenance aquascape.

08 The right way to keep 
freshwater sharks.

20 We visit a magnificent 
marine set-up.

Karen Youngs, editor

I have three tanks at home — two 
freshwater and a nano reef — which give me 
hours of pleasure, and most of the time I’m 
pretty content with the way they look. But 
occasionally I’ll walk into a reader’s home 
to ogle their set-up or see a particularly 
stunning aquascape and I realise just how 
big a mountain I’ll have to climb to ever 
reach the same sort of  peak. A case in point 
is Paul Hughes’ reef set-up, which is 

situated in his shop in Essex. When we visited him on a recent 
shoptour, we were blown away by this outstanding aquarium and 
just had to go back to do a proper feature (see page 20). This system 
ranks as one of the best shop display tanks there is  — or rather, was, 
as it’s unlikely to still be there by the time you read this. We visited 
Paul’s magnificent centrepiece just before it was stripped. 

One of my freshwater tanks is home to Feargal the Red-tailed 
black shark (those of you as old as me who can remember The 
Undertones will probably get the reference). He’s in my six-foot set-
up where he has never been a bit of bother in the four years or so 
since I was given him as a Mother’s Day gift, and he’s one of my 
favourite residents. Freshwater sharks, despite their popularity, are 
often considered ‘problem’ fish due to their territorial nature —  
but is the reputation deserved? We put them under the spotlight on 
page 8.

TRISTAN LOUGHER 
works in aquatic retail 
and has sold marines 
for 15 years. He 
spotlights a hardy 
anemone species that’s 
gaining a huge 
following. Page 42.
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It’s the ultimate aquarist fantasy – a shark in your
tank! With body shapes that fuel the imagination, it’s
no surprise the freshwater versions are as popular
now as they were 50 years ago.

SHARKNADO

WORDS: NATHAN HILL

In the UKwe call themSilver sharks, in

other parts of the world they call themBala

sharks, Tricolour sharks, or Sharkminnows.

Call themwhat you will, there are few

aquarium fish as distinctive as they are.

Meet Balantiocheilosmelanopterus.

They’re among the worst aquarium fish for

themodern community, despite them being

sold in droves. How so? Size, mainly. At full

length they can exceed 30cm/12in from

snout to tail, and they’re as excitable as

puppies fed on sugar.

Bought small, around the size of whitebait,

they have inimitable shark allure. Their

bodies are sleek and long, with erect fins

and a posture that screams speed. At first

glance, they look like they could endure

high velocity pursuits through open water,

and therein we find their first problem:

space requirements.

Silver sharks come from large lakes and

wide rivers, and they’ve evolved tomove

quickly in an environment without

obstacles. They swim fast, but at high

speeds they sacrifice fast turns and

reaction times.

An adult Silver shark in a tank under

200cm/80in long is going to run into

problems. They’re so skittish that even

being spooked by a tankmate can send

them crashing in to one of the side panes, or

worse, through the top of the tank and on to

a slow and ignoble death on the carpet,

shrouded in fluf and biscuit crumbs.

Swimming space is the singlemost

important factor. These fish aren’t even

fussed when it comes to the likes of gravel

and decor— it’s not stuf that interests

them. They’re one of a few fish that can

appear happier in a large but barren layout,

with nothing on the base and nothing to

crash in to. Pandering to this innate need to

flee is essential for Silver shark success.

For their skittishness, they are for the best

part entirely peaceful with fish that are big

enough not to be eaten. They’ll not nip,

chase, cajole or threatenmuch in their tank,

but if they are big and tankmates are tiny…

well, expect the occasional absence. Their

inherent nervousness can be calmed by

S
harks theworldoverhave
hadaroughtime.Asapex
predatorsof theseas, they
arehunted for trophiesand

food,oftendiscardedonce the
profitablefins—used inexoticand
overpricedsoups— havebeen
stripped fromtheirbodies.Figures
varybetweensources,but if thedata
are tobebelieved, asmanyasone
hundredmillionsharksayearare
hauled fromtheseas.
It’s impossible tomentionsharks

without reference toJaws.The
haunting imageof thatgiantman-
eater,with itsblackened ‘doll’s eyes’,
cruisingwithsilentmenace,has
becomeanoverplayedstereotype.
Jaws isnowover40yearsold, and its
creator,PeterBenchley, exertedhis
energy formanyof thoseyears trying to
re-educate thepublicabout theneedof
conservationandnot fear.
Publicperception ishard toredirect—you

mightaswell try tohandbrake turn ina
train.Once theglobalaudiencehadbecome
frenzied in itshysteriaandpredator
fantasies, theshark’s roleasasymbol for
mercilesskillingwasfixed.Tothisday, even
thename ‘shark’ stayssynonymouswith
imagesofcoldandcalculatedsavagery.
Showanyoneapictureofa triangulardorsal
finprotruding fromwater, and it’ll beasafe
bet that they’ll starthummingthe ‘derrrder,
derrrder’Jawsscoreatyou.
It’s likely that thismorbid fascinationwith

marinesharks is innosmallparta reason
for thepopularity
of their freshwater
analogues.
Tobeprecise,

thereare twokinds
of freshwatershark.
Thereare thereal
ones, like theBull
sharks,which
occasionally swim
inshore fromthe
seasandcause
problems in
periodicallyflooded
countries like
Bangladesh.Then
thereare the

aquariumsharks,whichhave little in
commonwithreal sharksbeyondbeingfish
andhavingavaguely ‘sharky’ shape.
Taxonomically, the twoareseparatedby

manymillionsofyearsofdistinct
evolutionary lines, andmajorphysiological
diferences.Truesharksaredefinedas
elasmobranchs,withskeletonsmadeof
cartilage, anabsenceof swimbladders,
massiveoily livers, curious tooth-like
scales, vulnerablegillsandelectrical
sensoryorgans.Aquariumsharksare ‘true’
fish,or teleosts, characterisedbybony
skeletons, swimbladders, gill coversand
characteristic rayor lobefins.Asidesome
spurioususeofcommonnames(Shark

catfish, forexample), almost
all freshwaterfishwith the
‘shark’ labelarecyprinids
—closely related tobarbs
andminnows.
What the ‘real’ and ‘false’

sharksdoshare isa tenuous
grasponexistence.While
marinesharksarenetted,
hookedandspeared fromthe
seas incatastrophic
numbers, someof their
freshwaterequivalentshave
beendriven fromtheirwild
rangesaltogether.Sadly, it
seemsthemostcommon
thing forbothshark types
is their race toextirpation.

Sharks are hauled from
the seas in catastrophic
numbers.

Give a shark a bad name
—Jaws certainly did!

TheGreat Silver…
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sensible keeping. Add a cluster of six or more

and they’ll keep any infighting and dominance

struggles to a minimum, but more importantly

they’ll be pretty relaxed. Keep two or three and

they’ll bicker and be on edge. Keep one alone,

and it’ll turn on fish that look similar to itself,

and have all the ambience of a terrified mouse.

If you buy a Silver shark, it’s pretty much

guaranteed that you’ve bought a farmed one.

Once abundant in the wild, a combination of

collection for the trade, as well as deforestation

and urbanisation, wiped out multiple

populations in the 1980s. The collection

problem was exacerbated by traders

discovering the sharks’ Sumatran and Borneo

breeding grounds. Silver sharks are migratory

spawners, all descending upon the same site

at once for an enormous Balantiocheilus orgy

of eggs and milt. Once fishermen found this

site, they rapidly cleared it of all fish of a

saleable size — which meant all those of a

breeding size.

That in turn was compounded by the high

mortality rates in tank-based specimens.

Being unsuited to small tanks, deaths were

commonplace, and turnover was high.

On top of all that, Silver sharks are unable to

navigate their way past manmade obstacles

like dams. The intrusion of gigantic concrete

structures on former migratory routes acted

as the final death knell for an already

struggling fish.

Subsequently, the remaining populations,

further afield in Thailand, now carry the IUCN

Red List classification of ‘endangered’ after the

global population dropped by around 50%.

Large scale farming eforts have appeared

across Eastern Asia and India, and though

the fish are near impossible to spawn in

aquaria, they can be triggered to do so in

large ponds with the injection of pituitary

extract hormones.

Silver sharks are often thought of as the only

fish in their genus. That wasn’t always the

case, as once there was another fish,

Balantiocheilos ambusticauda, found in

gigantic lakes in Thailand. Alas, it failed to

stand the test of time for reasons unknown,

though migratory blockage is likeliest.

None have been seen in decades, and

it’s safe to say they are now gone.

In aquaria, Silver sharks have mixed

demands. Feeding is omnivorous and easy;

wild fish eat insects, crustaceans and plants. In

the tank they’ll readily take dried foods, from

flakes to sticks, pending the individual’s size.

Frozen Tubifex, bloodworm, Daphnia and

Calanus is also ingested greedily, along with

occasional oferings of leafy veg (spinach

and dandelion are good) and flaked peas.

Bigger fish will need bigger mouthfuls, so

migrate to prawns, river shrimp and even white

fish pieces.

From a health perspective, they have a

couple of generic complaints, plus a nasty

specific one. Scale loss is typical in spooked

fish, along with physical damage from

incompatible tank mates. Though big, they

are not brazen, and a cichlid with a chip on

its shoulder will savage their fins and bite out

an eye.

Deformations through collisions and nutrient

issues are equally common. Noses can be

broken and misaligned through moments of

panic-and-crash, while stumpy bodies can be

symptomatic of too-meaty a diet combined

with too-small a tank as well as adverse water

conditions. Keeping oxygen levels high and

ammonia, nitrite and nitrate low is

prerequisite. To avoid obesity or muscle

wastage, it’s suggested to keep them in high

flow rates. Don’t scrimp on investing in a

couple of marine reef style circulation pumps.

A tight fitting lid isn’t just recommended, it’s 

demanded. Give Silver sharks a gap and they’ll 

breach like a Great White going after a seal. 

You will not be the first person to find a shark 

dead on the floor one morning, and you will 

not receive sympathy for it. 

Some can struggle with the illness Whirling 

disease, caused by Myxobolus balantiocheili. 

The parasite involved, a nasty little 

myxosporean, finds its way through 

intermediate hosts (usually worms) into the 

sharks, where it sets up home in their brains 

and nervous systems. Symptoms involve 

emaciation, rolling and pitching, darting 

without reason, and corkscrewing through  

the water instead of swimming straight, 

especially when under duress. It’s rare,  

but still a problem, and if you get it, treatment 

is at best inefectual. But then, without 

professional diagnosis by a qualified vet, 

chances are you’ll never confirm if you have  

it anyway. 

If you take nothing else away from this 

feature — this magazine — then at the very 

least let me repeat the importance of tank 

sizing for Silver sharks. If your tank is less than 

2.4m long, then don’t buy them. They’re 

amazing fish, but when they’re big nobody will 

want to rehome them, and you’ll be 

condemning them to a substandard existence 

and reduced lifespan.

Juveniles are a common sight in shops, 
but with an adult size of 35cm/14in, 
these skittish fish need a huge tank.

The construction of gigantic dams 
has proved disastrous for many 
fish species. 
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If Silver sharks seem a foreboding prospect,

Red tail black sharks, Epalzeorhynchos

bicolor, more than make up for it with their

resilience, intense markings, and ability to

make a home in many tanks.

The name is accurate. These are jet black

fish with a soft matt hue, and a glaring

beacon of red hanging on the back, like the

designer spoiler on a sleek sportscar. Look

closely, and you’ll see a finishing flourish, a

tiny flash of white on the dorsal fin. Few fish

are prettier.

They’re unique in that they were once

classified as extinct in the wild, from 1996,

when researchers and collectors finally

threw in their towels and stopped searching.

Then in 2011 a population was discovered in

the Chao Phraya Basin of Thailand. Scan

forward a couple more years and researcher

Sitthi Kulabtong turned out another lone

individual in the Lower Mae Klong Basin,

shifting the fish from an extinct status to a

critically endangered one. Perhaps being

critically endangered isn’t a strong position,

but it’s better than not existing at all.

Red tails, often abbreviated to RTBs, are

intensively farmed, so there’s no danger

Red is for danger...

you’ll be buying up that solo fish any time 

soon. You’ll see them in almost every store you 

visit, usually looking adorably small, chasing 

each other about in a heavily stocked tank. 

The chasing is an early warning of what’s to 

come, because as they age they can become 

obsessed with it, like their life’s ambition is to 

play one ongoing game of tag. They don’t bite 

too much, but they do corner fish, and try to 

drive them away. Tank mate choice is rarely as 

important as it is with these. 

Most slow fish are out. Fighters will be 

chewed up like dog toys, while wallowing 

man-made exotics like balloon fish will exhaust 

themselves trying to stay away. Long finned 

fish are mostly out — guppies may last 

seconds. Any fish that looks like the Red tail is 

out, and that applies to both colour 

equivalents (of which there are very few) and 

shape (of which there are many), though 

deeper loaches like Clown loach are usually 

ignored. In a robust tank, active barbs or 

characins, large gourami and many cichlids 

will go well. The best examples of Red tail 

communities I have seen have been 

rainbowfish tanks, where the majority of fish 

are in the upper half of the water column, well 
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outside the irritability zone of the sharks. We

know that wild fish are found alongside the

likes of halfbeaks, rasbora and Barbonymus,

Homaloptera and Nemacheilus loaches, and

spiny eels.

You can do a couple of things to reduce the

aggression of a Red tail. Adding them as the

last fish into a set-up will help, as they tend to

take umbrage with intruders rather than

already established natives. If they themselves

are added late — becoming the intruders — it

takes them longer to establish a territory, by

which time they’ll come to accept tank mates

as a part of the furniture. Add them first, and

every new fish you add afterwards will be a

trespasser, to be shooed away.

Rearranging decor can help if a shark starts

getting delusions of real estate. Take away

their territory and for a while at least you take

away their reason to be snippy with others.

Breaking up lines of sight is touted as a way

to reduce aggression, with mixed reports of

success. A shark can’t be angry with what it

can’t see, goes the theory, and so by carefully

building a ‘Great Wall of Fish Tank’ you can

give those fish out of sight some respite

against the Red tail’s belligerence.

My own experience here is that it doesn’t

always work as intended. Red tails are wilier

than this, and know to police all sides of any

territory. They are like modern social media

users, going out of their way to find things to

be ofended by and fight about.

I suggest something a little diferent, having

seen it work with several tanks. Instead of

putting the decor across the middle to break

up lines of sight, shift it to one side, leaving a

large gap elsewhere.

If their territory happens to be in the middle

of the tank, then any fish moving from one end

to the other becomes a potential target for a

‘boom and zoom’ style attack, where it gets

reverse divebombed from below. Keeping the

decor to one side or the other means that

the shark only has to patrol a quarter or

third of the tank to stay happy, while the

remaining space allows for other fish to swim

about unmolested.

Where Silver sharks prefer an environment

more barren than the void of empty space, Red

tails like their tanks chintzy, and the more

decor you can cram in, the happier and more

at ease they’ll be. Finding a golden ratio to get

the most from your fish is hard — give too little

and it’ll hide. Give too much and it’ll hide.

You’ll need to experiment to find your

optimal level.

They’re unfussy about decor type. Wood,

rock, castles, pink unicorns, whatever the 

boundaries of your taste, they can handle it. 

Just ensure that what you’re using isn’t a 

hotbed of acids (like some wood) or calcium 

(like some rocks) and they’ll be okay with it. 

Likewise with plants, they’ll take plastic, real, 

light, dense, and everything in between. 

They’re easy going with water chemistry. 

Slightly acid is just as acceptable as slightly 

alkaline, meaning that most places in the UK 

are equipped for them with whatever comes 

right out of the tap. Even temperature 

tolerance is wide open, from 20–26°C being 

okay. In both chemistry and temperature,  

aim for the middle of those extremes for a 

happy fish.

They don’t get particularly large, barely 

getting past 15cm/6in fully grown. Still, a tank 

of at least 120cm/48in should be provided, if 

only to factor in the size of their territories. 

Keeping more than one is fraught with 

problems. Red tails are proudly individualistic, 

and carry as wide a range of personalities as 

cats or dogs. There are peaceful ones, 

aggressive ones, shy ones, bold ones, and 

more. Keeping two together may be blissful, or 

it could be brutal. I suggest erring on the side 

of caution and keeping them singly — as far as 

we know, no Red tail was ever troubled by 

being on its own, and to our knowledge they 

live solitary lives in the wild. 

When you have one, expect to be in for the 

long haul. Red tails will last for 10–15 years 

easily, and will probably outlive most of their 

tank mates. 

The biggest danger you’ll face with Red tails 

is losing their intensity of colour. Clever 

feeding will assist, with colour enhancing 

pigments helping to keep that tail fierce. Wild 

fish are aufwuchs grazers, nibbling through 

algae growth with comb teeth. In the tank, 

provide colour enhancing flakes, along with 

Daphnia, bloodworm and Calanus. Lightening 

of the body is usually a result of stress or poor 

water conditions, so keep those water changes 

tight and you’ll have a fish that’s blacker than 

the dark side of the moon. Just don’t make the 

schoolboy error of assuming that they feed on 

algae, and they’ll be dandy.

A healthy Red tail is a 
stunning fish — but limit 

the number to one.

Once thought extinct in the wild, 
small populations of Red tail 
black sharks have since been 

discovered in Thailand. 
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Fish of the month

More sharks to choose from

FISH  FACTFILE
●   Scientific name: Labeo cyclorhynchos

(Lab-bee-oh ss-eye-cloe-rin-koss).

●   Origins: Congo, Africa.

●    Habitat: Rivers and streams, flooded

forest, amongst thick marginal planting.

●    Size: Usually to 15cm/6in.

●   Tank size: Minimum 120cm/48in long

for an adult.

●    Temperature: From 22–27°C/72–81°F.

●    Water conditions: Soft acidic to slightly

hard alkaline water tolerated, but ideally

neutral; 6.0–7.4pH, hardness 4–16°H.

●    Temperament: I’ve yet to meet one that

wasn’t brutal.

●    Availability and cost: Rarely available,

from around £7.50 for a juvenile.

FISH  FACTFILE
●   Scientific name: Epalzeorhynchos

frenatum (Ep-pal-zee-oh-rin-koss

fren-at-um).

● Origins: Thailand, Laos, Cambodia.

●  Habitat: Rivers and streams, as well as

potentially flooded forest.

●     Size: Usually to 15cm/6in.

●  Tank size: Minimum 120cm/48in long

for an adult.

●  Temperature: From 20–26°C/68–79°F.

●  Water conditions: Slightly soft acidic to

slightly hard alkaline water tolerated,

but ideally neutral; 6.5–8.0pH, hardness

4–16°H.

●    Temperament: Varies from fish to

fish, but much like Red tails — can

be nasty.

●   Availability and cost: Very

common, from £2 a fish.
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Harlequin shark
Wonderfully marked, every one of these fish I’ve ever kept 

has been a psychopath. Hailing from the Congo, they work 

okay with some African characins, but that’s really about it. 

Requires a heavily decorated tank, plenty of plants (Anubias 

is great) and pristine water quality. 

Rainbow shark
Always second place to the true Red tail, the Rainbow shark, 

while having an olive-grey body instead of a black one, has a 

charm all of its own. Plus, it has red fins all over, not just on the 

tail. Behaviour wise, they’re pretty much the same as Red tails. 

For some reason, the widely farmed albino versions of this fish 

seem better sellers than the normal ones. 
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FISHKEEPING NEWS
Latest news and events from the world of aquatics.

Men charged following death 
of one of world’s rarest fish

CONSERVATION
PRODUCT NEWS

FACEPALM MOMENTS
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Three men have been charged with killing

an endangered species, following the

death of one of just 115 remaining Devils

Hole pupfish.

The men believed to be responsible have

also been charged with damage to the fish’s

habitat, conspiracy to commit a crime and

destruction of property. They face fines of

up to $50,000 and a year in prison.

The incident took place on the evening of

Saturday, April 30. The suspects drove an

of-road vehicle around a secured gate at

the Devils Hole parking lot in the Death

Valley National Park, Nevada. Cameras and

a motion sensor were shot at and damaged

along with locks on two gates and a number

of signs. One member of the group went

skinny-dipping in Devils Hole, leaving his

boxer shorts behind. The site was left

littered with beer cans and vomit.

Tetra recalls 
its ProLine 
heaters
Tetra is recalling all its

ProLine aquarium heaters as

a precaution due to concerns

that a fault discovered on

some models in the range

may lead to tanks overheating.

The company has issued the

following statement:

“For 65 years Tetra has

prided itself on providing high

quality food, care and

equipment to you, as

fishkeepers, allowing maximum

enjoyment when it comes to

the hobby you love.

“Regrettably, we have

detected a malfunction in a

very small percentage of our

ProLine 200 and 250

heaters which are

permanently heating

aquariums. Our primary

concern is the safety and

welfare of you and your fish,

which is why we have made

a decision to recall the

whole ProLine range.

Therefore we ask if you are

using one of the ProLine

heaters you safely remove it from your

aquarium and return it to your local retailer

for a full refund.

“Tetra is committed to developing

innovative products which make

fishkeeping easier, safer and more

enjoyable than ever and would like to

apologise that this issue has occurred.

“If you have any questions or concerns

about the ProLine range please contact

Tetra’s Service Centre using

petservicecenter@eu.spectrumbrands.

com or 01634 756 023.”

The incident is thought to have led to  

the death of at least one of only 115 

remaining pupfish.

Investigation of the scene led to the 

collection of evidence, including DNA, along 

with video surveillance, which located the 

of road vehicle driven by the suspects. 

An initial $5,000 reward ofered by the 

National Park Service in a bid to find the 

culprits was later increased to $15,000 after 

the Centre for Biological Diversity added 

another $10,000 to the reward.

The Devils Hole pupfish, Cyprinodon 

diabolis, has been described as the world’s 

rarest fish and is on the IUCN Red List of 

Endangered Species. 

Biologists are said to be working to 

determine whether any damage has been 

done to the fish’s spawning sites and  

food sources.

The Australian Navy were called in after a 

snorkeler mistook a pair of sea urchins 

for unexploded anti-shipping mines.

The man was snorkelling at Mosman 

near Sydney when he discovered the 

creatures and reported them to police.

Even after he was shown photos of 

both mines and urchins by police — who 

were rather dubious about the man’s 

report — he was still adamant that they 

were mines (compare the two for yourself 

in the images on the left and see if you 

can tell which is which).

As a precaution, a maritime exclusion 

zone had to be placed on the area until 

the Navy came in to take a look. They 

discovered two ‘healthy sized’ sea 

urchins among the rocks. 

Navy called in to deal with two unexploded sea urchins!

The Devils Hole pupfish has been 
described as the world’s rarest fish.
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A report looking at the positive

benefits of wild caught fish has

been published by the

Ornamental Aquatic Trade

Association (OATA).

The UK trade voice has long

argued that fish caught in the wild

from reefs, rivers and Rift Valley

lakes can ofer much-needed

opportunities in remote parts of

the world for people to earn a

sustainable living from their

local environment.

The report looks at where fish

are caught across the world, how

they travel to the UK and the

regulations that govern each part

of that journey. It also examines

the alternative livelihoods that

might be open to fisher

communities if they could no

longer provide live fish for the

aquarium trade.

The report — entitled Wild

Caught Ornamental Fish: The

trade, the benefits, the facts —

draws on information contained

in a specially commissioned

literature review by the University

of Kent’s Durrell Institute of

Conservation and Ecology

(DICE) as well as other

information compiled by the

trade association.

Dr David Roberts and Ian

Watson from DICE, undertook a

literature search for relevant

research and associated papers

from governments and NGOs that

demonstrated the economic,

social and environmental benefits

that wild taken fish can bring to

indigenous communities. DICE

also presented two case studies

to illustrate the human element

behind the trade, with help from

LINI in Indonesia and

FundAmazonia in Peru.

“We believe it’s vital people

start to understand the human

story behind the issue of wild

caught fish,” said OATA Chief

Executive Keith Davenport.

“Animal welfare and

sustainability are important and

where poor practice is found we

need to address this. But we

should also acknowledge that the

people involved in catching these

fish are also important and we

mustn’t lose sight of that. What

would the alternative livelihoods

be for those remote communities

and are we so sure the

alternatives are ‘better’?

“Our report shows ornamental

fish caught for our industry

represent a very tiny percentage

of the total number of fish caught

from across the globe. Many

countries which supply live

ornamental fish are on the UN’s

low human development and

least developed countries’ lists as

well as many which hold Small

Island Developing States status.

So catching live fish for

aquariums rather than dead fish

for the plate can provide people

with a better income — trade not

aid. And it ofers a good incentive

to conserve the local environment

by providing people with a

sustainable livelihood.

“It’s these issues we need

hobbyists, the industry and

politicians to take into account

when they start to question taking

fish from the wild.”

More info: You can read the

report at wcof.ornamentalfish.org

and case studies and sources at

www.ornamentalfish.org/

wild-caught-fish
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New report reveals benefits of 
wild caught aquarium fish 

Saturday June 25, 2016           

Association of Midland Goldfish 

Keepers holds its Open Show at 

West Orchard Church Hall, 

Baginton Road, Stivichall, 

Coventry CV3 6FP. Open to the 

public from 12.30pm.  

O  More info: amgk.co.uk or email 

linda.malpas@ntlworld.com

Saturday & Sunday 
June 25–26

The British Koi Keepers Society 

(BKKS) National Koi Show takes 

place at the Heart of England 

Conference and Events Centre, 

Meriden Road, Fillongley, 

Warwickshire, CV7 8DX.

O  More info: www.

thenationalkoishow.co.uk

Saturday September 24  
National Fancy Goldfish Open 

Show, Horsehay Village Hall, 

Bridge Road, Horsehay, Telford, 

Shropshire TF4 2NF.  New, larger 

venue. This event also includes 

the Guppy League Show.

O  More info: amgk.co.uk  or email 

linda.malpas@ntlworld.com

Over 1,500 families and avid fishkeepers attended the oicial opening 

of a new store by Fishkeeper Scotland in Dobbies Garden Centre, 

Braehead at the bank holiday weekend.

The store, which is the second in Glasgow and eighth in Scotland, 

opened to a queue of over 100 families and fishkeepers, many who had 

queued from 7am, keen to get a first look at more than 5,000 fish and 

invertebrates in the shop’s sales tanks. 

Colin Christian, Fishkeeper Scotland Regional Director, says: “Our 

launch weekend broke all visitor records since the company first started 

out. People turned up in their droves from all over Glasgow to check out 

the new store and the feedback already has been fantastic.”

Fishkeeper Braehead is located within Dobbies Garden Centre, 75 

King’s Inch Drive, Glasgow, G51 4FB. Tel. 0141 886 3689.

Record numbers turn out for 
opening of new store

Staf at the new 
Fishkeeper Braehead store.

The trade in wild caught fish 
provides a sustainable income for 

poor communities.
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FISH
TOLOOKOUT

FORTHIS

MONTH

Flecksofgold
This month we spotlight two fish that
couldn’t bemore diferent— except
perhaps in colour and the fact that
neither are regulars in retailers’
tanks. Catch themwhile you can!
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: NATHAN HILL
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Fish in the shops

If thereputationofdogshasbeensulliedby ‘devilbreed’
stereotypes, thenso thereputationofbarbshas longbeen
damagedbythesupposedlywaspishandnippyTigerbarbs.
Toredress this,meet theLilliputianGoldendwarfbarbs

fromthecloudedandslowwatersof Indianstreams.These
bantamsof thebarb familyhitaround3.5cm/1.4inat full
stretch, and far frombeing insatiablestrippersoffinsand
flesh, are timidandnervous, inclined toseekrefuge inplants
andmosses thanengage in theroughandtumbleofa
community tank.
Whenyoucanfindthemtheygogreat inshrimpset-ups,

alongsidesmallRasbora,Danio,Microdevarioand
Trigonostigmaspecies.Toss insomehandfulsof looseJava
moss,ordenseregionsofCryptocoryne, andyou’ll see themat
theirbest, arranging theirminiaturehierarchiesandsmall-
scalestrugglesofdominance.
Alwaysplumpforashoal, butnever rushthemintoan

ill-establishedtank.You’llneedyourmostmaturewater,
filtermediaandsubstrates tokeepthesedelicategolden
ingotshappy.

50 l+

Golden dwarf barb

O  Scientific name: Pethia gelius.

O  Size: To around 3.5cm/1.4in.

O  Origin: India, Nepal and Bangladesh.

O  Habitat: Muddy, slow moving streams, 

usually living at the edges.

O  Water requirements: Slightly soft and  

acidic to neutral; 6.0–7.2pH, hardness  

below 10°H.

O  Temperature: Slightly subtropical,  

18–24°C/64–75°F, no higher than 25°C/77°F.

O  Feeding: Tiny live and frozen foods, Cyclops 

is a favourite; dried flakes and micropellets.

O  Temperament: Nervous, not to be housed 

with bold fish.

O  Availability and cost: Sporadically appears,

but more likely in specialist retailers, price 

from £2.95. These fish were seen at  

Aqualife Leyland. 
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We’ve all seen eels before, and many of us have 
seen Banjo catfish, but these curiously
antediluvian creatures look like they’re trying to 
bridge that family division. 

As if to complete their aspirations at being one 
of nature’s all-time oddities, they have a curious 
way of caring for eggs that could come straight 
from the pen strokes of HR Giger. Once their 
eggs are laid, the females sprout sticky stalks 
from their bellies which they use to carry the 
ofspring around until they eventually hatch. 
The theory goes that the stalks act a little bit like 
lifelines, bringing oxygen and possibly nutrients 
to the developing larvae. 

Forget the usual soft and acidic conditions 
needed for South American fish. These cats like 
it harder and alkaline, and given that they’re 
often found in estuaries, they’ll even thrive in 
slightly brackish water. 

Provide a soft, deep substrate, because they’ll 
be spending more time in it than on it. Though 
they’re usually slow to move (if at all), they can 
go from surface to subterranean in an instant — 
blink and you’ll miss it. 

O  Scientific name: Platystacus

cotylephorus.

O  Size: To around 30cm/12in.

O  Origin: South American: Brazil,

French Guiana, Guyana, Suriname,

Trinidad and Tobago and 

Venezuela.

O  Habitat: Lives in the mud of

estuaries and around mangroves.

O  Water requirements: Neutral to

alkaline, but will temporarily

tolerate acidic conditions: 6.5 to

8.2pH, hardness from 14–30°H.

O  Temperature: 22–26°C/72–79°F.

O  Feeding: Sinking, meaty foods like

prawn, fish chunks, squid and

worm. Will also take sinking tablets

after a while.

O  Temperament: Dormant, but will

snatch small fish that fit into its

mouth given the chance. 

O  Availability and price: Come and

go seasonally, usually around £25

each. This fish was seen at Neil

Hardy Aquatica. 

Eel tailed Banjo catfish
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Fish in the shops

A real aquarium oddity, albeit one that 
doesn’t tend to move very much. 
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Witness the final days of P
reef tank on our recent reader visit.
WORDS: NATHAN HILL
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isplay tanks instoresare the
mannequinsofhigh-street
boutiques.Theyshould inspire,
elicit adesire tocopy, and

showthecustomerwhatcanpotentially
beachieved.They’realsoareflection
onaretailer’s competence.Afterall,
wouldyoutakeadvice fromastore that ran
dishevelled tankswithdyingcoralsand
ill-looking livestock?
AdvancedAquariumConsultancy in

Essexowns the textbookexampleofa
display tankdoneright. Its reputation
preceded it,warrantingseveral aquarists
tocontactmeandadvise that I shouldget
overandsee formyself.WhenIfirst

l

visited thestoresomemonthsback,under
theauspicesofashoptour, eachandevery
testimonyI’dheardwasvalidated.This isa
shopdisplay thathitshardenoughtowind
youwhenyousee it, leavingyouwith
nothing tosaybut ‘wow’.
Inacurious twist, the tankhasbecomea

victimof itsownsuccess. If aquascapes
canbeKing foraday, thenso this tank is
peakingrightnow.As thestorehasgrown
andthebusinesshasboomed, the
premises it callshomearenowexpanding,
meaning thatabigger,newer—dare I say
better—display is in theawnings.Within
weeksof thismagazinehittingpress, the
tankwill benomore. Itsprimecoral

choiceswill beclippedand fragged, thefish
transferredandawholeminiaturereef
seededafresh inanewhome.Having
witnessed the ‘dry’ layoutof thenewtank, I
feel safe insaying it’ll bewonderful.
Itsowner,PaulHughes, is amanwitha

namerightlyassociatedwithquality
reefing.After longstints in the industry,
includingspellsof coral farming,hehas
turnedhishandto installationsand
consultancy,witha long listof successful
reefbuildsunderhisbelt.
Iwasso impressedaftermyshoptour that

Iwassoonbookingup forareturnvisit.
Here’s a littleofwhatwesawanddiscussed
thatday…

This system is only three years
old, but the ancestry of some of
the corals it contains can be traced
back 20 years ormore.
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Reader visit

NH: Your tank is ostensibly called a display

tank, but to what extent is it a self-

indulgence? Looking at it, and the pride you 

have in it, I sense that this set-up is more 

personal than corporate.

PH: Absolutely! It’s more than just a shop 

brochure, although of course it does aid the 

shop in terms of sales. As I practically spend 

every day of the year at AAC HQ, there’s no 

longer any time for a personal home aquarium 

— so why not have a good one here instead? I 

may be working in an aquatic profession, but I 

think that it’s essential for customers to feel 

my genuine enthusiasm for the subject too.

 

NH: How long has it been up and running  

for now?

PH: Approximately three years, but it was 

started from my extensive collection of LPS 

corals and SPS mother colonies from a 

previous home coral farm and display tank.

NH: From a hardware perspective, how has 

the tank evolved? What has stayed, what has 

gone, and has anything in particular 

impressed you?

PH: The aquarium’s principal system 

equipment and engineering has pretty much 

remained the same throughout my career,

since the advent of the Berlin system ideals.

The tank’s fundamental ingredients are a 

protein skimmer, calcium reactor,  

kalkwasser reactor, phosphate control, high 

levels of circulation, lots of living rock and 

strong lighting. 

Although nothing has been sacked 

equipment wise on the current system, what 

has impressed me during the tank’s 

development, has been the evolution of the 

high-powered AI LEDs which have been 

changed several times to more improved 

models. The Deltec protein skimming has 

been uprated too.

NH: Would you class yourself as more of a 

fish person, or more of a coral person?

PH: Without a doubt, anyone who knows me 

well understands that I see fish mainly as a 

pain in the backside in a reef system, apart 

from those that perform useful jobs, such as 

wrasse, dragonets and pipefish and the odd 

grazing tang. 

In recent times a customer trend towards 

fish-only systems has rekindled an old interest 

in butterfly fish and other possible 

combinations in a reef aquarium too. I'm 

MEETTHE
AQUARIST
●   Name:  

Paul Hughes.

●   Age: 46.

●  Profession:  

LFS owner for 

my sins.

●   Time in the 

hobby: Earliest 

fishkeeping 

memories from 

six years old. 

●   Most tanks kept at any time:  

Loads — can’t remember but it borders 

on ridiculous when I think back to my 

tropical days.

●   Favourite fish: Too many to mention, but 

one group that I love includes the 

following species Anampses lennardi, 

Anampses meleagrides, Anampses 

femininus. They always float my boat. 

 ●   Favourite corals: Cyphastrea sp. and 

the chalice coral groups.

Without a doubt, anyone who knows me well 
understands that I see fish mainly as a pain in 
the backside in a reef system...
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meetingmore andmore aquarists that risk

introducing one of their wish-list 'reef-safe'

angels or butterflies, or alternatively try to

shape their coral garden around those species

that won't view everything as a potential meal.

But corals will always bemy first fascination,

andmy specialist subject. I'm focussingmore

ofmy spare reading time on studying coral

pests, diseases and viruses— there’s somuch

more to learn than just the chemistry, and

nutrient cycles to grow a coral.

NH: It stands to reason a lot of peoplewill be

inspired by the looks of this tank.Who

inspires you?

PH:Recently on the international scene (and

from a design perspective), Youngil Moon

fromKorea for his Real Reef Rock displays.

Closer to home, reefing gods such as

Reef bloke of Ultimate Reef fame and other

greats such as David Saxby, Terry Evans and

Martin Lakin.

Forme, one of themost inspirational

aquariums ever was a classic tiny 60cm/ 2ft

SPS reef tank by Julian Sprung, which had a

mangrove tree growing out of the top of it!

Check it out— I think it was in volume 1 or 2

'TheModern Reef Aquarium' in a thing called a

book (Feature eds note: TheModern Reef

Aquarium range of books, by Fossa and Nilsen

are available from the publisher Birgit

Schmettkamp Verlag, andmay be the best

marine books in existence.)

NH:Did you plan livestock before you

started, and did you stick to it?Orwas the

selection a gradual process?

PH: I nevermake toomany hard and fast

rules, or rush things. Any selection of

livestock has to constantly evolve in a

decent reef aquarium inmy opinion.

The phenomenal success of one species in a

mixed reef may prove to be detrimental to

others, especially as you learnmore of the

coral’s own personal requirements including

growth patterns, lighting and hydrodynamic

requirements, and aggression. Thismaymean

forfeiting one species to save another.

What I do have, likemany experienced

gardeners with their planting schemes, is the

ability to visualise the final outcome and

how it should turn out. But it's never written

in stone.

NH: I understand that someof the coral in

here comes from frags of colonies that have

never been imported since. Howdid that all

come about?

PH: It is true, some of the corals in the display

can trace their ancestor’s roots back 15 to 20

Convict tangs,
Acanthurus
triostegus.

Goldrim tang,
Acanthurus japonicus.

Pseudanthias evansi.
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Reader visit

years or more. The initial frags and colonies 

were passed on to me by like-minded stony 

coral pioneers, including David Saxby and 

Martin Lakin.

 

NH: Is there any livestock you regret adding? 

I heard something about a cantankerous crab 

that’s been causing you problems…

PH:Well, 'Robert the robbing crab' certainly 

wasn't added deliberately I can assure you. He 

recently consumed a £150 Papaya clove polyp, 

pinching a ‘flower’ from it every night. Other 

species at times that have brought great 

annoyance include adult wrasse that have 

terrorised any new additions to the tank, 

causing all sorts of dramas.

NH: You use a mixture of LED and T5 lighting 

— what’s your thinking behind that? Is LED 

on its own not up to the job yet?

Livestock

Fish

O  Purple tang, Zebrasoma xanthurum

O  Yellow tang, Zebrasoma flavescens

O  Convict tang, Acanthurus triostegus

O  Scopas tang, Zebrasoma scopas

O  Goldrim tang, Acanthurus japonicas

O  Golden anthias, Pseudanthias aurulentus

O  Randall’s anthias, Pseudanthias randalli

O  Yellow-back anthias, Pseudanthias evansi

O  Purple queen anthias, Mirolabrichthys tuka

O  Yellow tail tamarin, Anampses meleagrides

O  Spotted mandarin, Synchiropus picturatus

O  Silver belly wrasse, Halichoeres trispilus

O  Hoeven’s wrasse, Halichoeres melanurus

O  Dusky wrasse, Halichoeres marginatus

O  Ghost cardinal, Apogon leptacanthus

O  Common clownfish, Amphiprion ocellaris

Corals 

O  Montipora sp.

O  Pocillipora sp.

O  Seriatopora sp.

O  Cyphastrea sp.

O  Pavona sp.

O  Ricordea florida

O  Pachyclavularia sp.

O  Acanthophyllia sp.

O  Blastomussa sp.

O  Symphillia sp.

O  Acanthastrea sp.

O  Goniopora sp.

O  Scolymia sp.

O  Acropora, including A. gomezi, 

humilis, florida, nana, carduus, 

horrida and hyacinthus.

Ghost cardinalfish, 
Apogon leptacanthus.

Silver belly wrasse, 
Halichoeres trispilus.
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 Tank basics
ODimensions: 205 x 65 x 80cm/82 x 26

x 32in.

O Lighting: A mixture of five AI Hydra 52

LEDs, plus two 39W T5 D-D Razor 

Lights. System cranks up through a

dawn period, and closes in a dusk

period, giving 12–13 hours of lighting 

daily. Evenings involve the use of UV, 

violet and royal blue light settings to 

encourage coral fluorescing.

O Temperature control: Two 500W 

titanium heaters keep things warm, 

while dual fans are on standby for the 

event of overheating.

O Filtration: The tank utilises much of 

the Berlin method, with heavy reliance 

on good circulation and live rock to 

convert pollutants — roughly 140kg of 

live rock is used in Paul’s set up.

Circulation comes from a mixture of 

eight Tunze stream pumps, combined 

with a Tunze wave box. Phosphates are 

controlled with a sump-based PO4 

reactor, while occasional carbon use 

and floating Polyfilters help to extract 

anything else undesirable. Limited 

mechanical filtration occurs at the 

point of exit on the PO4 reactor, where 

a filter sock is attached.

OMaintenance regime: Five daily fish 

feeds, using a mix of frozen (Mysis, red 

plankton, brine shrimp) and dry foods. 

Corals receive a mixture of Polyp Lab 

Reef Roids and Boost, Goniopower 

from Two Little Fishes, and Red Sea’s 

Reef Energy. Inside the tank, the glass 

is wiped down daily, while a 25% water 

change occurs fortnightly. RowaPhos is 

changed every six weeks; Kalkwasser 

roughly every three-to-four weeks. 

PH: Ooooh that’s a juicy one. Are LEDs  

up to the job ? By themselves? Yes, they are. 

The fact is, a photon of light is a photon of 

light whatever the source. It's how's it's 

delivered, spread and the number of units used 

that's very often the issue for sole use of  

LED lighting.

I could harp on about metal halide lighting 

and T5 tubes supplementing one another in 

recent history, for years and years — and why 

did we do this ? I'd say to level out the point 

sources of light and reduce shadowing. It's 

either that, or you need to really cover the 

surface well with LEDs to provide a very even 

cast, just as you would with metal halide and 

T5 use. Let’s also remember that many folks 

doubted the eiciency of T5s as the sole 

source of light, when they first came out. 

I'm particularly interested in the new E5 T5 

high powered LEDs that have just entered the 

market. These are LEDs but are well difused 

and will even outshine those PAR monster 

LEDs from America. I'm sure that E5s will 

bring further debate to the reefkeeping 

community and I will certainly experiment on 

finding the best solution for the system I can 

create around its needs; no trends, just what 

works best. Lighting can always be improved, 

it's tough trying to replicate sunlight and the 

way it works.

 NH: What degree of remote control do you have

over the system? What software do you use for

things like lighting?

PH: I use the AI platform for the Hydra 52 LEDs, 

and Apex is fitted for temperature control and 

monitoring , but very little else. I am more of an 

'analogue' man and prefer cranky timer switches 

for their simplicity and reliability. 

 

NH: Tell me something you do that would 

make other reefkeepers frown.

PH: You should see me with the food! 

But it's only PO4 media that’s needed to 

put the additional phosphates from my heavy 

feeding right.

 

NH: Which brands do you trust the most?

PH: Eheim, Tunze, Deltec, Schego, 

AquaIlluminations, Sera. D-D H2O Ocean,  

Red Sea.

 

NH: What would you say has been the best 

innovation in marine keeping?

PH: The black gold — RowaPhos! Before  

this, there was nothing like it, and now  

there are a hundred and one imitations.  

Some of them are getting close, but Rowa 

is Rowa and it has helped me grow the  

huge numbers of coral frags that adorn  

many reef aquariums around the UK .

NH:You have lots of small pumps 

running on this system. What’s the 

benefit of many small pumps over a 

couple of bigger beasts?

PH: I prefer the idea of micro flow 

patterns and plenty of surface water 

movement to disperse the light rays 

coming from the LEDs, so that I don't get 

hotspots. I have a couple of big beasts 

too, for laminar flow.

 

NH: I know the set-up is ‘migrating’ 

to a new home next door, so how 

long has the tank got left in it? 

How much of the livestock are you 

hoping to reclaim?

PH: By the time this article gets published 

it’s pretty fair to say that I will start 

chopping it about. The best way to get the 

new garden growing properly is with 'new 

shoots' rather than 'trees', as the frags will 

find their new flow patterns and light. 

I hope to be able to reclaim pretty much  

all of it, but there will also be plenty  

of frags available for customers, so it has 

its plus points. 

It is getting tired and overgrown and 

would need a good coppicing to rejuvenate 

some growth, even if there wasn't a new 

tank on the horizon. 

The set-up includes some 
well-grown LPS corals.

Highly colourful 
Scolymia.

Corals are Paul’s first 
fascination and he 

spends a lot of his spare 
time studying them. 
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Reader visit

Paul wants to add ‘new shoots’ 
to replace the ‘trees’ in the 
current set-up — so there will 
be a lot of frags available.
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EXTERNAL ASAP FILTER

dŚĞ�ŶĞǁ��Yh��>��^�W�ĮůƚĞƌƐ�ĂƌĞ�ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇ�ĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ�

dŚĞǇ�ŝŶĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞ�ƚĞƐƚĞĚ�ƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ŵĂǆŝŵŝǌĞ�ďƵŝůĚ�ƐŝŵƉůŝĐŝƚǇ�
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ƚƌĂŶƐƉĂƌĞŶƚ�ĮůƚĞƌ�ŵĞĚŝƵŵ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌƐ��dŚĞŝƌ�ƵŶďĞůŝĞǀĂďůǇ�ƐŝŵƉůĞ ĚĞƐŝŐŶ

ŐƵĂƌĂŶƚĞĞƐ�ĞĂƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƵƐĞ�ƚŽ�ƉĞƌƐŽŶƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĂĐƋƵĂŝŶƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĐŽŵƉůĞǆ ƚĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů

ŵĂƩĞƌƐ��dŚĞǇ�ĞĸĐŝĞŶƚůǇ�ĐůĞĂŶ�ǁĂƚĞƌ�ĞǀĞŶ�ŝŶ�ůĂƌŐĞ�ƚĂŶŬƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ ĮůƚĞƌŝŶŐ

ĐĂŶŝƐƚĞƌƐ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĐƌĞĂƚĞ�ůĂƌŐĞƌ�ĮůƚĞƌŝŶŐ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ�

�ǀĂŝůĂďůĞ���ϬϬ�;ϭϬϬ�ϮϬϬ>��ϭϲϬϬ�;ϮϬϬ�ϯϱϬ>�

INTERNAL

dŚĞ �^�W ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů ĮůƚĞƌ ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚƐ ŽĨ Ă ŵŽĚĞƌŶ ĞŶĞƌŐǇ$ĞĸĐŝĞŶƚ ŵŽƚŽƌ

ƉůĂĐĞĚ�ŝŶ�Ă�ƐƚǇůŝƐŚ�ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ Ă ůĂƌŐĞ ƚƌĂŶƐƉĂƌĞŶƚ ĮůƚĞƌ ďŽǁů ĮůůĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ

ĐĂƌĞĨƵůůǇ�ĐŚŽƐĞŶ�ĮůƚƌĂƟŽŶ ƐƉŽŶŐĞ� dŚĞ ƐƉŽŶŐĞ ŝƐ ƋƵŝĐŬůǇ

ƉŽƉƵůĂƚĞĚ�ďǇ�ďĞŶĞĮĐŝĂů�ďĂĐƚĞƌŝĂ��dŚĞ�ŶĞǁ��^�W�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĮůƚĞƌƐ ĂƌĞ ĂůƐŽ

ŝĚĞĂůůǇ�ƐƵŝƚĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�ƵƐĞ�ŝŶ�ĂƋƵĂƚĞƌƌĂƌŝƵŵƐ��ƐŝŶĐĞ�ƚŚĞǇ�ĐĂŶ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞ ŝŶ

ƐŚĂůůŽǁ�ǁĂƚĞƌ�ĂƐ�ůŝƩůĞ�ĂƐ�ϱ�ĐĞŶƟŵĞƚƌĞƐ�ĚĞĞƉ��/Ŷ�ĂĚĚŝƟŽŶ� ƚŚĞǇ

ĞīĞĐƟǀĞůǇ�ŽǆǇŐĞŶĂƚĞ�ǁĂƚĞƌ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĂŶŬ�ďǇ�ĐĂƵƐŝŶŐ�Ă�ƐƚƌŽŶŐ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ

ƚŚĞ�ǁĂƚĞƌ�ƐƵƌĨĂĐĞ�

�ǀĂŝůĂďůĞ��ϯϬϬ�;ƵƉ�ƚŽ�ϭϬϬ>��ϱϬϬ�;ϱϬ�ϭϱϬ>��ϳϬϬ�;ϭϬϬ�ϮϱϬ>�

COMFORT ZONE

GOLD

'ůĂƐƐ�ĂƋƵĂƌŝƵŵ�ŚĞĂƚĞƌ�ǁŝƚŚ

ƚŚĞƌŵŽƐƚĂƚ�ǁŚĞƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƚĂĐƚƐ ĂƌĞ

ĐŽǀĞƌĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ůĂǇĞƌ�ŽĨ�ŐĞŶƵŝŶĞ ŐŽůĚ�

dŚĞ�ŵŽƐƚ�ƐĞŶƐŝƟǀĞ�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ

ĐŝƌĐƵŝƚ�ĂƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƚĂĐƚƐ ʹ

ĚĞƐƉŝƚĞ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�

ĚƵĞ�ƚŽ�ŵĞƚĂů�ŽǆŝĚĂƟŽŶ� ƚŚĞ

ĐŽŶƚĂĐƚƐ�ƐƵƌĨĂĐĞ�ŽǀĞƌ�ƟŵĞ�ŝƐ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ

ƚŽ�ŐƌĂĚƵĂů�ĚĞĐĂǇ���Ǉ�ĂĚĚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ ŐŽůĚ

ƚŚŝƐ�ĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽďůĞŵ�

�ǀĂŝůĂďůĞ��Ϯϱǁ�;ϭϬ�Ϯϱ>��ϱϬǁ

;ϭϱ�ϱϬ>��ϳϱǁ�;ϯϱ�ϳϱ>�

ϭϬϬǁ�;ϲϬ�ϭϬϬ>�

ϭϱϬǁ�;$Ϭ�ϭϱϬ>��ϮϬϬǁ�;ϭϯϬ�ϮϬϬ>�

ϮϱϬǁ�;ϭ�Ϭ�ϮϱϬ>��ϯϬϬǁ�;ϮϯϬ�ϯϬϬ>�

MINI UV
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ĞŵŝƫŶŐ�>��Ɛ�ĂƌĞ�ůŽĐĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ŝƚƐ�ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ�� 

ĞīĞĐƟǀĞůǇ�ƐƚĞƌŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ǁĂƚĞƌ�ŇŽǁŝŶŐ�ŽƵƚ�ŽĨ�

ƚŚĞ�ĮůƚĞƌ��/ƚ�ŝƐ�ĂĚĂƉƚĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶ�ǁŝƚŚ�

ŵŽƐƚ�ůŝŶĞƐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů��Yh��>�ĮůƚĞƌƐ�;&�E� 

hE/&/>d�Z��dhZ�K&/>d�Z��W�d�D/E/2�� 
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ĚĞǀŝĐĞ�ŝƐ�ǀŝƌƚƵĂůůǇ�ŝŶĂƵĚŝďůĞ��dŚĞ�ĞīĞĐƚ�ǁĂƐ�ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞĚ�

ďǇ�Ă�ƐƉĞĐŝĂů�ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŵĂŐŶĞƚ�ĂƐ�

ǁĞůů�ĂƐ�ĚŽƵďůĞ�ǁĂůůƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶĐůŽƐƵƌĞ�� 

KyzWZK�ŝƐ�ŶŽƚ�ŽŶůǇ�ƋƵŝĞƚ��ďƵƚ�ĂůƐŽ�ĚŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�

ŝƚƐ�ƉŽƐŝƟŽŶ�ĚƵĞ�ƚŽ�ĞŵŝƩĞĚ�ǀŝďƌĂƟŽŶƐ�;ŝƚ�ŝƐ�Ă�ĐŽŵŵŽŶ�

ĂŋŝĐƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĂŶǇ�ŵŽĚĞůƐ�ŽĨ�ĂĞƌĂƚŽƌƐ2�� 

�ĂŶ�ďĞ�ƵƐĞĚ�ŝŶ�ĂƋƵĂƌŝƵŵƐ�ƵƉ�ƚŽ�Ϯŵ�ĚĞĞƉ�

AIRPUMP OXYPRO

®

More than 175 different 

species of aquatic plants 

available, grown in Holland.

Sold in 5cm pots and leaded 

bunches.  Many Echinodorus, 

Anubias and Cryptocoryne 

species are available as 

mother plants too. 

Floating pond plants such as 

water hyacinths and water 

lettuce, are available in 

season, including JUMBO 

sizes!

We also offer beautiful 

plants on bogwood and 

plants on coconut.

Aquatic plants

• 3P]L�ÄZO�MVVK�

• -YVaLU�ÄZO�MVVK 

• +Y`�MVVK 

• 9LW[PSL�MVVK

• Aquatic plants 

• 7VUK�WSHU[Z  

• ,HZ`�3PML�WYVK\J[Z

0031 412 - 639 618 

0031 412 - 623 052 

sales@aquadip.com 

www.aquadip.com

MYVaLU�

ÄZO MVVK

Contact us now to find
your local stockist!

LiveCopepodsavailable now!

Award winning 100 gram 

blisters in 35 different 

flavours. 500 and 1000 

gram packaging also 

available and in stock!

KY`�MVVK

SP]L�ÄZO�MVVK

LHZ`�SPML�

WYVK\J[Z

45 different foods for 

goldfish, tropicals and 

marines and 

turtles. Available in 100ml, 

250ml, 1000ml pots and 

in BULK.

Enriched Brine shrimp, 

Nauplii, Daphnia, 

Glassworm, Tubifex,

Small- and Large 

Bloodworm, Mysis, 

Rivershrimps and 

Copepods. 

Distributor of  Easy-Life 

products. Famous for 

EasyCarbo and ProFito 

and more plant fertilisers 

and water treatments.
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The place to share your fish, tanks, letters and photos
TANKCOMMUNITY

‘Share experiences 
and gain new friends’

Win FishScience aquarium food
The writer of each star letter will win a 250ml pot of their choice 

from this quality range of food, which uses natural ingredients. 

Email: editorial@practicalfishkeeping.co.uk

I am such a lucky person  

to be a part of such a great

fish society!

I wanted to share with PFK

readers my experiences and

show the benefits of being an

active member of your local

fish club.

On April 10, Robin Hood 

Aquarists Club held its 

biannual fish auction at the 

Highbank Community Centre  

in Nottingham and what a day 

it was!

For the first time in years we 

had the support of sponsors 

with a rale. There were plenty 

of prizes up for grabs and big 

thanks to all the sponsors are in 

order. ALF/Aquael, FishScience, 

Tetra, King British, Coalville 

Aquatics, FishMania and 

Fishphilosophy all chipped in to 

produce a stunning selection of 

prizes to raise funds towards 

the development and 

sustaining of our society.

Some of the bargains that 

were snapped up included a 

pair of L066 plecs, L340 Mega 

clown plecs, L144 and Super 

red bristlenose adult males, five 

diferent types of pure strain 

Endlers, Corydoras eques, 

panda, sterbai, albino sterbai, 

schultzi, and black Venezuelan. 

There were lots of rarer 

livebearers such as Characodon 

audax, Limia nigrofasciata and 

Xiphophorus montezumae, 

together with many varieties of 

guppies, platies, swordtails and 

mollies and also a great range of 

general community fish. Huge 

mother plants of Anubias barteri, 

Tiger lilies and Amazon swords 

were also auctioned — all home 

grown. We sold over 600 items 

and we had over 120 visitors.

On the following evening (our 

monthly meeting), Dr David Pool 

of FishScience gave us a 

scintillating talk on fish nutrition, 

covering a variety of topics related 

to fish diets, their importance in 

relation to fish health and 

aquarium maintenance. The best 

bit was his explanation of colour 

formation in fish. Everyone came 

out with free food samples and 

had an opportunity to purchase 

food directly from the company’s 

owner at a greatly reduced price. 

As always, our monthly meeting 

ended with a mini auction with 

more superb fish.

Supporting your local fish club 

can benefit you on so many levels:

O you get to learn in a very 

interactive way from the 

experts,

O you can get hold of some 

quality fish and plants that were 

bred and/or raised in your local 

water, thus acclimatisation 

process is so much easier,

O you can get your hands on 

species rarely seen in the shops,

O and finally, you can share 

your experience and gain new 

‘fishy’ friends from your area!

Robin Hood Aquarists Club 

meetings are held at Highbank 

Community Centre in 

Nottingham every second 

Monday of each month and are 

free to attend for the first three 

times and then visitors are 

approached for a £10/one-of, 

life-time membership fee.

Why not visit www.fbas.co.uk 

today and find your local  

fish club? 

Maciej B. Kozlowski, email

What’s the best 
shoaling tetra?

Adidas
What types of tetras 

are good at shoaling in 

groups of eight or more? My 

tank is 180 l/40 gal.

reghorse
I have eight Buenos 

Aires tetras and they shoal 

well, swooping about the tank 

left to right.

Lamzang
Rummy noses like to 

stay together and swim back 

and forth. Another lively 

species is the Diamond tetra. 

At feeding time they act like 

miniature piranhas but are 

otherwise peaceful and active.

kno22488
Black neon tetras are 

good for shoaling.

sarahross
Rummy noses for me, 

too. I have 12 and they 

look excellent!

adam88
My favourite 

readily available tetra has to 

be the Colombian tetra, 

with Emperors coming a 

close second.

darren636
Ember tetras all 

the way!

alex_bell
I’d say Rummy noses; 

mine shoal well.

Heather85
Platinum tetras shoal

beautifully and look good

against blue/black painted

background.

glassfish
Glowlight tetras are

good shoaling fish too.

Find the popular fishkeeping 

forum at http://forum.practical 

fishkeeping.co.uk. 

FORUM

         

Practical Fishkeeping, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA

�

�

There are five diferent ways to get in touch with Practical Fishkeeping: Tweet, like us on Facebook, drop us an 
email, join the forum or simply send a good old-fashioned letter:

JOIN THE PFK COMMUNITY

editorial@practicalfishkeeping.co.uk facebook.com. Search Practical Fishkeeping

twitter.com/PFKmagazine http://forum.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk 

STAR
letter

+

Full house for Robin 
Hood Aquarists Club.
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Is it possible for you to do an

article on tankbusters? I’m a

massive fan of big freshwater

oddballs, however unless I had a

tropical pond I wouldn’t buy them.

I’m for ever seeing Redtail catfish

and Tiger shovelnoses (my

favourite fish) for sale because

they have outgrown their tanks

— and a lot of these are being

sold at only 30cm/12in in length.

I’m sorry, but if it has outgrown

the tank at 30cm/12in, then it

shouldn’t have been bought in the

first place as the tank was clearly

not big enough even to house a

juvenile. Even big cichlids like

Oscars, Jaguars and Red devils

are passed from pillar to post as

they outgrow people’s tanks.

Silver sharks are yet another.

I understand that the people

buying these fish are not all to

blame and the local fish shops

should take some responsibility.

But these people should also do

their research on the fish they

want to buy. I think an article on

tankbusters and a few common

fish with the size they get to would

be a massive help. I feel there

must be people out there who

would read the article and think

twice before buying these

amazing fish — and it’s the fish

that are sufering in the long run.

If we can stop some people from

buying them, in turn there would

be less imported for sale.

I’ve personally not missed an

issue of PFK for many years. Keep 

up the amazing work.

Graham Nicholson, email

PFK says: An article on

tankbusters is long overdue, so 

watch this space. Over the years 

we’ve trodden a subtle and

diplomatic line on features about 

large fish, suggesting that many 

aren’t suited to home aquaria, but 

the problem persists.

There is a place for big fish, but 

sadly not in about 99% of tanks...

TANKCOMMUNITY

Paul Allsop: I always use a
prawn.
Claire Ohm: Fish out and
dose with pure ammonia.
First time of doing it this way
on my last cycle and worked
really well.
Sue Mccarney: Squeeze 
other sponges into new tank
water and then feed with
flake.
Craig Cox: Mr Kipling 
Bakewell tarts.
Craig Cox: Then I use Aqua
Pure balls.
Craig Cox: Then a cuppa. It’s
a three stage process.
Mason Bell: I use tank water
from an existing tank and a
small amount of the filter
media from said tank, I prefer
to avoid new tank syndrome.
Erik Meek: A bit of fish food
and a few weeks’ patience
does the trick for me.
Benjamin Haines: Currently
cycling mine, fishless using
Kleen Of Ammonia. It’s a
long but necessary process.
Chris Goddard: ATM Colony
now. Done three tanks now
with this. Great stuf.
Nicole Counsell: Jeyes Kleen
of Household Ammonia for
six weeks with plenty of 
bicarb for my super soft water.
Laura Davidson: Fishless
cycle using ammonia. Usually
I can get a tank cycled in 3–4
weeks.
Mark Hodgkinson: Just use a
couple of Zebra danios, they
are tough enough to survive
the cycle, and you get to keep
the fish.
Simon A. Morgan: Transfer a
mature filter to the new tank.
Stock slowly.
Benjamin Bowles: I just
don’t see how pure ammonia
is an analog for actual fish
waste...

        FROM 
FACEBOOK

Responses to our 
question ‘How do you
folks go about cycling
your tanks before 
adding fish? 
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EA’s Pure Aquarium.

Pipework
problems
I’m a newbie to keeping fish and have

learned a big lesson today. It’s something 

I’ve not seen mentioned in books or

indeed your magazine.

Over the last ten months or so I have

carried out regular water changes,

cleaned the filter, gravel cleaned, removed 

dead plant matter and water tested and 

all has been going well. I’ve lost a couple 

of fish but I sort of expected this.

Then a few days ago I noticed my filter, 

an Eheim 2213, was rattling a bit, but I

didn’t think much of it as it was coming up 

to needing a clean anyway — and then 

yesterday I found two dead mollies and 

this morning a platy and an Oto.

I went into panic mode and started to 

look for possible causes. Everything

seemed OK until I checked the filter inlet 

into the tank — nothing happening. I

cleaned the filter and reconnected it — 

still nothing. I removed the filter again

and checked I’d got everything assembled 

properly — again, nothing. I spent about 

three hours messing around with it and 

getting nowhere.

I was just about to go out to buy a new 

filter when I noticed what looked like a

small green blob sticking out of the inlet 

pipe. I gave it a pull and it kept coming 

— I ended up with about an 18in length of 

green slime from inside the pipe, and a 

filter that was working again.

Lesson learned today — clean your

pipework! I had always assumed until now 

that the water flowing through the pipes 

would keep them clear.

Stephen Clarke, email
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O�Ministry of molluscs? 
Dave Godfrey snapped his group of Tylomelania snails 
deep in council with each other — just what they’re plotting 
remains a mystery though!

O�Panda paradise
Apistogramma panduro is a lovely little dwarf cichlid species 
from South America, captured here thriving in David Liptrott’s 
(forum name ‘pose1don’) atmospheric biotope tank.

O�Stuck on you
Tablet foods stuck to the glass are a great way of feeding fish 
and ideal for fancy goldfish which can gulp in air when feeding 
from the surface, causing buoyancy problems. Floss and Doris 
here are owned by Sarah Craven (forum name ‘sarahflute’).

More on the problems of tankbusters please!

Red-tailed catfish.
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Rubber eels need 
more space.

I’m an avid reader of your great 

magazine and have been 

reading it for 14 years now (and 

I still have every copy). Usually I 

love all your articles and many 

have saved me from numerous 

problems or — to my girlfriend’s 

dismay— set me on a new path 

and a new set-up. 

But I was very concerned 

about the care information 

given by Neale Monks for the 

Rubber eel, Typhlonectes 

natans, in the June issue. I have 

been lucky enough to be one of the few people in 

the country to have owned these and to say that 

you could put two or three into a 50 l/11 gal 

aquarium is very wrong. My largest girl is 

90cm/3ft long and would struggle to move in such 

a small body of water — these fish need a planted 

tank minimum of 200 l/44 gal  and a deep sand 

bed as they love to dig and hide. I’ve also never 

had any problems keeping them with fish such as 

Rubber eel tank size is just too small!
Aspidoras and small tetras. 

Please could you put this info

right in the next issue?

David Price, email 
 

Neale Monks says: Thanks for

getting in touch. I’ve looked

back at the word processor

document and for some reason

I’d written “you can keep two

or three in fifty lies [sic] or so

without any trouble”, which

obviously can’t be right, 50 l

being only 10–11 gal! So this is

definitely a typo! I don’t even recommend 

keeping guppies in that! Abject apologies — 250

l/55 gal would be more to my taste.

Typhlonectes natans gets to about 50cm/20in,

so I’d have to wonder if the really big chap in your

photo is something else. I’d warrant the various

Typhlonectes species are hard to tell apart, hence

the wildly diferent maximum size quotes in the

books/online.

O ThewinnersoftheEvolutionAquaUVunitsinourSpringcompetitionwere: Hayley Parr from
Cambridge, who wins the evo55. Ian Mitchell of Rotherham  and Chris Zajac of Swansea each win an evo25.
The ten runners-up, who each receive a Pure Pond Bomb, were: Paul Huish, Somerset; Joe Purser, Cornwall;
Sharon Hodgson, Cumbria; Philip Wright, Stoke-on-Trent; A. Watson, Dyfed; Andy Southwick, Bath; Carol
Saynor, Gwynedd; Alan Short, Lincoln; Mr Webster, Cornwall and M. Ellis, Leics.

Competition winners

O�Shining lights
The gorgeous Glowlight tetra, Hemigrammus
erythrozonus is a wonderful community tank choice
often overlooked in favour of its more gaudy tetra
cousins, but given room to shine they live up to their
common name. Photo by Alan Scott, forum name
‘Greenlantern101’.

O�Grub’s up!
Feeding time always 
brings out the wild 
nature of our fish as seen
here in this tetra feeding
frenzy in Charlotte 
Oxley’s tank (forum 
name ‘familyfish’).

O�The colour purple
This quirky invertebrate belongs to 13-year-old
George Parish, and it’s an aptly named Purple-legged
shrimp, Saron rectirostris, a genus sometimes
referred to as monkey shrimp. They have been
reported to predate some coral species, however, so
can’t be considered totally reef safe.
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Cheryl loves the character of cichlids.

Badis assamensis.

CrowntailBetta.

Pearlspot cichlid.

●Name:Cheryl
McElroy.

●Age: 42.
●Occupation: PhD
student.

●Whereabouts?:
Blackburn, East
Lancashire.

●Time in the hobby:
I kept fish for a few years in the
1990s and thenmore recently for
the past two years.

●Number of tanks: Five: a shrimp
set-up, a Betta tank, an Asian tank,
a South American tank andmy
Indian pearlspots.

Whatattractedyou to thehobby?
Living a few doors down from an aquatic shop;

Imanaged to secure a tank and a stand as a

birthday present. My recent venture back into

fishkeepingwas a result of wanting to keep

shrimp, whichweren’t available back inmy

early fishkeeping days. Of course, we all know

what happenswhen you just start ofwith one

20 l shrimp tank….it quickly turns into another

four tanks and hundreds of litres of water.

Howwouldyoudescribeyour tank?
I don’t considermyself an aquascaper and I

guess I justmake tanks look how I’d like them

to look. I don’t really adhere to any of the rules

regarding aesthetics, so inmany respects, my

tanks have a natural feel about them.

What’s your favouritefish?Cichlids and

thatmight be asmuch as I can narrow it down!

I like fishwith a bit of character, so cichlids

definitely win there. As a fish family, they are

diverse with a huge range of appearances and

characters available to hobbyists.

What’s themost challengingfish
you’vekept?Corydoras, I just never seem

to be able to keep them successfully.

Mycurrent stock
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SouthAmerican tank

●Giant flora discus,

Symphysodon sp.

●Rummy-nosed tetra,

Hemigrammus rhodostomus

●Black neon tetra,

Hyphessobrycon

herbertaxelrodi

●X-ray tetra, Pristella

maxillaris

●Otos,Otocinclus sp.

Betta tank

●Crowntail Betta splendens

Asian tank

●Badis assamensis

●Neon green rasbora,

Microdevario kubotai

Pearlspot tank

● Indian pearlspot cichlids,

Etroplus canarensis

●Dawkinsia tambraparniei

●Haludaria fasciata

Shrimp tank

●Fire-red Sakura shrimp and

Amano shrimp.

And theeasiest?South American tetras,

which isn’t surprising asmywater is naturally

very soft, with awater hardness similar to what

theywould be thriving in back home.

Any favouriteplants?MyAnubias congensis

grown onwood. I’ve also had great success with

Amazon swords using a fairly low tech approach

of root tabs, liquid carbon and aweekly fertiliser.
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Discus.

Shrimp rekindled Cheryl’s
love of the hobby.

Few people realise how
big Clown loaches get.

Malabar leaf fish.

Which fish would you like to keep next? 
Malabar leaf fish, Pristolepis marginata, as it looks suspiciously like 

a cichlid, so I have a feeling I know why I like it! I also love the 

Cofee bean tetra, Hyphessobrycon takasei.  I really like the look of 

them and again, not something you come across often – I’d like a 

big shoal of them and a single species of Corydoras on the bottom.

What would be your dream aquarium? I would love to 

have what I already own but on a grander scale. What would be 

really good though would be something big enough to ethically 

house some of the larger species that people inadvertently buy 

when they’re cute and small.  I think it would be great to be able to 

ofer the inappropriately homed Clown loaches of the world 

somewhere spacious to live — definitely in dream territory here as 

this would have to be huge! 

My advice for beginners 

Go straight to the ‘New Fishkeepers’ 

section on the PFK forum and read, 

read, read. Try to get it into your head 

that getting the fish right away is not 

going to be the optimal approach to 

keeping them. Then go and get a bottle of 

ammonia and a test kit. Read some more 

and start interacting with the forum 

members in terms of starting a fishless 

cycle. As soon as the basics of the 

nitrogen cycle start to become familiar, 

the rest should follow naturally in terms 

of what you need to do to prepare a tank 

a few weeks before the fish get in there. A 

little patience and restraint always comes 

in handy too — your fish will thank you 

for it.

Save money. I really like play sand for a 

natural look as a basic substrate and it is 

much cheaper than aquarium brands.  

It is however, a little hit and miss in  

terms of being clean so it needs a good 

wash beforehand.   

Save time. Organisation isn’t my strong 

point but I found that getting a cheap 

small toolbox (the type you can carry with 

a handle on the lid) for my test solutions 

saves me time in scrabbling around for 

something when I really need it. 
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Things I wish I’d known 

For me, it is more a case of something I  

wished I had — and that would be the internet, so 

that I could have researched more efectively. I’d 

have known that Clown loaches were never really 

going to do well in a 90cm/3ft tank. Apart from that 

I wish I could have had the networking afordances 

of the internet, giving us the chance to interact and 

meet up in person with fellow enthusiasts, 

something I have recently been involved in.  

I was lucky enough to have a forum member  

come and help me move my fish a few months  

back. I think the internet allows the world of 

fishkeeping to be enhanced, ofering an even  

richer experience. 
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The popularity of the Siamese fighter has exploded over
the past few years, with new fin shapes and an almost
unlimited choice of colour variations.

TCLUB
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: MAX GIBBS, PHOTOMAX

f all theaquariumfishreadily
available to thefishkeeper, inmy
opinionthere’snothing that
evenapproaches the

magnificenceof thecurrentstrainsofmale
Siamesefighters.KnowntoscienceasBetta
splendens, theSiamesefighters isamember
of the familyBelontiidae.Fish fromthis
family—whichalso includesmanyother
popularaquariumspecies—havean
auxiliarybreathingorganrequiring themto
takeoccasionalgulpsofatmosphericairat
thewatersurface tosupplement theoxygen
fromthewaterpassing throughtheirgills.
Deniedaccess tosurfaceair, thesefishwill
sufocateanddie.
Today’sdomestic strainsofmaleFighters

have largely lostall resemblance to thewild
Bettasplendens.That said, there isavery
activebreedingprogrammetodevelop

strainsof short-finnedvarietieswhich
retain thespreadoffinnagemore typicalof
thewildfish—although inmostcases the
coloursarewildlyatvariancewithanything
found innature.
ThewildBettasplendens is abeautiful—

evendramatic—specieswhenseen
displayed ingood lightingand it iseasy to
seehowbreedershavebeenable todevelop
newstrains,particularly inrecentyears,
toexploit those inherentcolours toan
amazingextent.
But it’snot just thecolour. It ismore—

muchmore—about theextent towhichthe
finsof thesefishhavebeentransformed
throughselectivebreeding fromthemodest
spreadof thewildfishthat thehobby
initiallycametoknowas theVeiltail
Siamesefighter—inmorerecent times
oftenreferred tosimplyas theVeiltailBetta.

Thisdevelopment, exciting in itsday,
producedelongatedcaudal (tail), dorsal,
ventral, andanalfins.
Laterdevelopmentof furtherstrainssaw

the increaseof thespreadof thesefinsso
thatwhendisplaying, theprofileof themale
fishwasvirtuallycircular.Thisfinnage
developmentwouldremainunchanged for
manyyearswithonlynewcolourvariations
appearing fromtimeto time.Basiccolours
werered,blue, opalescent, green, anda
white-bodiedred-finnedcolour form
knownas theCambodia (wherehave the
greenVeiltail andCambodiaBetta
disappeared to?)BlackBettaappeared
occasionallybutneverseemedtoestablish
themselvesasaregularcommercially
available form.Someshort-finned
double-lobedvarietieswerealsomarketed
but theywereneveranywhereasmuch

The Fighter has
something of a cult
following in Thailand.
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Favourite fish

Siamese fighting fish
●Scientific name:Betta splendens

(Bet-tah splen-dens).

●Size: Up to 7.5cm/3in, depending on

the strain.

●Origin: Swamps, ponds, ditches and

rice paddies in Thailand.

●Aquarium size: 40 l/9 gal or

45 x 30cm/18 x 12in minimum —

despite what some tank manufacturers

might tell you!

●Water chemistry: 6–8pH, hardness

ideally below 14°H.

●Temperature: 23–30°C/73–86°F.

●Feeding: Accepts the usual aquarium
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in demand as the Veiltail forms.
But now this double-lobe caudal fin

formation can often be seen extravagantly 
displayed in some Halfmoon strains to 
great efect and they are very much in 
demand. A comparatively new form of 
Betta splendens is the ‘Big ears’ or ‘Dumbo’ 
Betta, with greatly enlarged white pectoral 
fins likened to an elephant’s flapping ears. 
Inevitably there are now ‘Big ears’ 
Halfmoon forms beginning to appear on 
the market.

Jewel in the Crowntail
The first indication of extraordinary 
finnage development in the o�ng was the 
appearance of the Crowntail Betta, said to 
have originated in Japan. The primary 
caudal (tail), dorsal, and anal fins had 
largely lost the spread of ‘web’ tissue 
between the fin rays, resulting in a spiky 
appearance to the fins. However, more 
than just the fascinating new finnage was 
the fact that new colour forms emerged 
with the launch of this exciting new 
variety. Initially there were many sub-
standard Crowntails marketed with poorly 
defined finnage, the best of the brood being 

flake and pellet diets but frozen or live foods

such as Daphnia and brine shrimp should 

also be ofered. 

●   Availability and cost: Most stores will ofer 

these, prices vary wildly depending on the 

strain. From around £5 to over £100.

FISH FACTFILE

selected for marketing at a much higher 
price than the ‘rejects’. But line breeding has 
largely eliminated those inferior specimens 
and the commercially raised fish on ofer 
now are generally of a good standard. 

All the while the precursors of the 
impending Halfmoon Betta were improving 
with the broadening of the caudal fin from 

an elongated profile to a fuller and more 
rounded form. Dorsal fins and anal fins also 
followed the trend and became more 
extensive and expansive. This movement 
was an early indication of an explosion of 
finnage development to come. Largely 
credited to Japanese fish breeders some 
dramatic enlargement of the overall finnage 

The appearance of the spiky-finned 
Crowntail fighter was accompanied 
by many new colour forms.

The ‘Dumbo’ form is a newer arrival. 
Note the greatly enlarged pectoral 

fins which give rise to the name.
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spreadofmaleBetta followedandstock
wasexportedandbecameavailable to
variousbreedingcentresaroundtheworld
where furtherdevelopmentprogressed,
eventually resulting in thesheer
magnificenceof theHalfmoonBetta!
Itwas inevitable thatmuchof this later

workwasdone inThailandwhere thefish
hasacult followingand in itswild formis
alsowidelyused for the traditional sportof
Bettafighting.Astrainof femalefishwith
extendedcaudalfinsevenappeared—
nowherenearasdramaticasanyof the
domesticmales, butappreciably larger
thanthenaturalwildBettaorother

domesticallybredstrain females.
Perhaps themost impressive featureof

thenewandhighlydevelopedHalfmoon
malestrainswas theapparenteasewith
whichthefishcopedwith theextreme
spreadofwhatappeared tobepotentially
cumbersomefinnage,hardlyslowing the
movementsorpoiseof thefish in its
aggressivedisplay toanothermale
intruderenteringhis territoryorwhen
courtinga femaleprior tospawning.
While thisnewandexciting

developmentofBettasplendenswas
workedonbybreedersacross theworld,
newcolourstrainswereappearing ina

staggeringvarietyof formsand
combinations.Buta truegreencolour
hasstill tobedeveloped, so faras I
amaware.
Lookingmorecarefullyata fullygrown

andsuperblyfinnedHalfmoon,youwill
sometimesnotice that thecaudalfin is
double lobed, resulting inanevenmore
fullydevelopedarrayoffinnage.There
arealsonotablediferences in the length
andspreadofdorsalfinsbetween
individual strains.Analfinextent ismore
usuallydirectly related to thedegreeof
developmentof thecaudalfinso that
somesortofbalance isachieved.

Short-finned Fighters are

sometimes referred to as

‘Plakat’Betta.

DIDYOUKNOW?
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Favourite fish

Fighting Koi!
Another recent development in the world 
of the Fighter has been the recent 
emergence of a short-finned variety 
dubbed the Koi Betta. This strain has a 
white body with red and black coloured 
patches said to be reminiscent of some 
Koi varieties. While there appears to be no 
absolute standard as to the pattern of the 
markings it is accepted that the best 
examples are clearly and very attractively 
marked — and such specimens can be 
further distinguished by the higher value 
placed on them when priced for 
commercial distribution. 

DragonBetta are so called because of the

thick scales on the body that are opaque,

white and metallic, giving the appearance

of the scales or armour of a dragon.

DID YOU KNOW?
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BreedyourBetta
Maybe it isbecausemaleFightersareso
frequentlypromptedtobuildabubblenest
whentheyarekept in isolation, there is
justifiablemotivation for thefishkeeper to
provideamodest sizedbreedingaquarium.
With themalefish inprimeconditionand
largely fedwith live foods, the timehas
cometo introduceasimilarlywell
conditioned female,plumpwithspawnand
showing thewhiteovipositorprominently
situatedbetweentheventralfins. If anest
hasnotalreadybeenconstructedwith
copiousquantitiesofmucous-coatedblown
bubbles, themalewill energetically set
about the task, excitedlybreakingofbriefly
todisplaywithextendedquiveringfins to
thewaiting female.Oncehisbubblenesthas
acquired thedesiredproportionshewill
expendmuchenergyonacourtshipdisplay
topersuade the female to joinhimbeneath
theraftofbubbles.
Itmaytakeawhile for the female to

respondand if so themalemightbecome
impatient—evenaggressive—tohurry the
processalong.But theenergyofhisdisplay
isusually suicient tostimulateawell-
conditioned female torespondby joining
himbeneath thenest.Themale thenmakes
hisapproachtoenvelop the femalewithhis
curvedbodyandwraphimself aroundthe
femalewhonormally respondsbyallowing
herself tobe inverted intoanupside-down
positionwithherovipositorexposed
directlyunder thebubblenest.Themale
enfoldsherbody insuchawaythathisvent
is inclosecontactwithherovipositorand
thiscontact, coupledwithaquivering

As I live half of my life in Thailand, escaping

the dreaded UKwinters inmy dotage, I have

ample opportunity tomonitor what’s

happening in the development of Betta. Well

known in Bangkok for its vastness and

mind-blowing array of shops is The

WeekendMarket at Chatuchak. A large

section of themarket is devoted to pets and

situated in an area that is open for business

every day of the week.While all manner of

animalsmay be found in the ‘pets’ section, it

is largely dominated by aquatics— fish,

plants, aquariums, live foods, equipment,

and anything else associated with the

fishkeeping hobby.Within themarket on

any day of the week you can find thousands

of Fighters for sale.

There are certain traders who deal only in

the traditional wild form for the enthusiastic

Thais who stage competitive fights as a kind

of national sport. Their stocks are usually

displayed in large jars of brown stained

water with a piece of dried brown banana

leaf or similar to produce the required water

chemistry. The fish are dull-looking and

unattractive in such conditions but

transform to their more attractive colourful

formwhenmoved to a well lit ‘battleground’

jar of clear water to face an aggressive

opponent. Wagers on the result of the

contest are covertly and surreptitiously

agreed—gambling is illegal in Thailand

(the Thai National Lottery is an exception, if

you consider that gambling).

However, the vastmajority of themale

Betta for sale in themarket are the domestic

aquarium specimens familiar to fishkeepers

across the globe. Many Betta dealers can be

found lining a road that borders themarket.

Until more recent years the fish displayed in

that area were individually bagged in

elongated narrow plastic bags and racked in

demarcated ‘bins’, priced according to the

variety on ofer. But this approach is slowly

being replaced with a selected sample of the

stock displayed in small glass box-likemini

aquariums so that the Fighters display

aggressively to their visible neighbours, and

are therefore shown to their best advantage.

The longtime favourite Veiltail variety is the

cheapest on ofer here followed by

Crowntails and Double tailfins. Generally

these varieties are almost only available

from these street based dealers. Out on this

roadside short-finned and Halfmoon

varieties are also widely available and while

theymay be described as second quality in

general, some fine fish can be found

occasionally. Giant Betta and wild

specimens for fighting bouts are also

displayed out here.

The best quality dealers are situated

within the aquatics area of the actual market

buildings, and they ofer themost expensive

—and superb— Halfmoons. Some also

have exceptionally good quality stocks of

short-finned varieties, the like of which I’ve

only usually seen at shows and exhibitions.

Betta in Bangkok

During spawning the female is inverted
into an upside down position so her
ovipositor is directly under the nest.

Fighters for sale on
a streetmarket in

Bangkok.

ThewildBetta splendens
is a beautiful species when
viewed under good lighting.
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Favourite fish

action by the male, causes the female to 
eject her eggs to mix with his released 
sperm. The eggs may float up into the 
bubblenest but any that drop down are 
gathered up by mouth, usually by the male 
alone, and blown into the nest. The 
spawning process will continue until the 
female has released all her eggs and at 
that point the male will chase her away 
and take up a protective role as guardian 
of the eggs. At this point the female must 
be removed from the aquarium without 
delay as she will be at risk of injury — even 
death — from the male who now sees the 
protection of the eggs and nest as his sole 
priority. Take care not to disturb the nest 
and dislodge the eggs during her removal. 

Whether to leave the male to his duty or 
remove him to reduce the risk of the eggs 
being eaten is the dilemma a hobbyist has 
to face. A commercial breeder will almost 
certainly remove the male before the fry 
hatch or shortly after. If the male is left to 
care for the developing eggs the next 
possible crisis point occurs when the eggs 
hatch into tiny fry. In the nature of things 
the male is required to continue to care 
for the fry until they are suiciently 
developed to begin to wander away from 
the nest. Initially, he will shepherd the 
wandering young, taking them into his 
mouth and blowing them back into the 
nest. But as the wanderings become 
increasingly frequent he may well begin 
to eat his errant babies. Much depends on 
the behaviour of the individual male as to 
when and how he is separated from his 
nest and babies.

Fry rearing
Once the yolk sacs have been absorbed
the fry will seek suspended food in the
water. Shortly after their free-swimming
phase they will also take in atmospheric
air from the water surface to stimulate
the development of their gill labyrinth
system. As soon as it is practical the
growing fry should be carefully moved
into a more spacious prepared rearing
tank. Netting is not an option at such a
tiny size and a fine mesh net should be
used simply to raise them gently to the
surface of the aquarium water where a
spoon can be used to scoop them up from
the net and transfer them to their new
accommodation without exposing them
to the air or possible damage by the
netting process.

Feeding the babies once the yolk sac has
been absorbed is of prime importance
and should be carefully controlled.
Infusoria can be cultured with infusions
of hot water onto hay or other suitable
dried vegetable matter but this method is
often abandoned in favour of easier and

If a nest has not already been
constructed, the male will energetically 
set about the task, excitedly breaking 
o� briefly to display with extended 
quivering fins to the waiting female.

more practical use of proprietary liquid 
based fry foods. Take care to ensure the 
bellies of the fry are always filled out at this 
critical stage to ensure the best results for 
the wellbeing of the growing fish. Newly 
hatched brine shrimp is a valuable food  
to have available once the fry are big enough 
to take it. When they are suiciently 
developed to take more substantial  
thawed frozen foods, like brine shrimp, 
bloodworm and Daphnia, their progress will 
improve dramatically.

Once the young males begin to show 
aggression towards one another, you will 
need to split them up before damage occurs. 
Unless you are intending to try and raise all 
the male fish from a brood, the hard decision 
has to be taken to select a limited and 
manageable number to rear. Disposal of  
the excess fish to a dealer is one option. 
Giving them to other fishkeepers might be 
possible, but bear in mind that only one 
male can be housed in an aquarium, and not 
all aquariums will suit the addition of a 
Betta. The females can, of course, be safely 
reared together.

The male Fighter will 
collect any fallen eggs for 
return to the nest.
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You don’t need all the bells and whistles to have a
successful aquascape. This gorgeous lowmaintenance
set-up uses an entry level aquarium kit.
WORDS AN HOTOGRAPHY: GEORGE FARMER

I
gaveanaquascapingworkshopusing
theMirabello60aquariumonthe
NEWAstandat theAquaTelford
tradeshowat theendof lastyear.

Rather thanstripping the tankdownafter
theevent, Idecided to take ithomewithme
tosee if theaquariumwassuitable for
aquascapingona longer-termbasis.
TheMirabellohasbeen in thehobby for

manyyearsbutanoptionhasrecently
becomeavailable that incorporates twinT5
fluorescent lightingrather thantheolder
singleT8tube.While itwouldbepossible to
aquascapeaplanted tankwithoneT8 lamp,
thesuitablespecieswouldbevery limited.
Butwith thedoubleT5 lamps, lighting
levelsare farhighersoalmostanyplant
speciesshould thrive, so longas theother
conditionssuchasnutrient levelsand
circulationaremet.

Taket asyroot

Set up
this tank

for less than

£350

Theaquarium
Thetank itself isamodest-lookingafair
with itsblackplastic trim,blacksilicone
andregularfloatglassbut itdoes feel good
quality.This is reflected in theprice,which
ishigher thansomecompetitorswith
similar sized tanks.
I amnotusuallyabig fanof internalfilters

but Ido like the ideaof theheaterbeing
stored inside the largefiltercompartment.
Thefiltermediacontent isalso impressive
with threespongesandacarbon insert.The
filtercanbefitted toavarietyof locations
aroundthe tank—goodnewsfor
aquascaperswhocanposition it
appropriately fromanaestheticand
functionalperspective.
InmycaseIdecided tohave itonthe left

with theadjustablefilternozzlepointing to
theright, creatingaverygoodcirculation

patternaroundtheaquarium—particularly
importantwhenusingCO2 injection to
ensure theCO2 reachesall theplants, ideally
inequalmeasure.
The lightingconsistsof two24W

high-outputT5 lampsfitted into thehood.
The lamppositionsare towards the frontof
theaquariumandtheballastprotrudes
behind.This results in thevastmajorityof
light reaching the frontof theaquariumand
relatively littlehitting thebackground.This
is ideal if youwish toaquascapewith
light-demandingcarpetingspecies, butnot
so ideal forgrowingbackgroundplants—
something thatneeds tobeconsideredwith
thisaquariumwhenplanninganaquascape.
The lampsonmymodelconsistof

Sylvania10,000KandGrolux lamps,which
produceapleasantcolourrendition that
enhancesfishandplantcolouration. I’ve
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been using a lot of LED lamps in 
recent years but still find T5s 
pleasing to work with. T5 may 
not be so energy eicient but 
there’s something about the 
uniformity of the light and 
access to so many diferent 
lamps to suit individual tastes 
that still gives it an advantage 
over LED in some respects.

Creeping roots
One of my favourite styles of 
aquascape at the moment involves creating
the efect of creeping roots growing over
rocks. The dimensions of this aquarium 
made this style appropriate, as it’s relatively 
shallow and long. 

I chose some lovely Elephant rocks from 
my local aquatic retailer, so-called because 

Step by step

O  NEWA Mirabello 60

aquarium (T5 edition): £196

O  Tropica Soil (9 l): £35

O  Redmoor roots: £30

O  Elephant rocks: £25

OPlants: £40

OCO
2

kit (optional): £100

OTropica liquid fertiliser: £15

Total: £438 (£338 without the

CO2 kit).

SHOPPING LIST

Rather than trying to find 

one special stone or piece 

of wood, consider using multiple 

smaller pieces. This will allow you  

to create more complex designs, 

which can be particularly efective in 

smaller aquariums.

Have your 

lighting come on 

and of automatically with a 

plug-in-timer. Most planted 

tanks are fine with an 

eight-hour photoperiod. 

Consider what time of day 

you’re most likely going to 

be viewing the tank and go 

from there. 

TIP

TIP

Lambchop rasbora
●   Scientific name:Trigonostigmaespei (Trig-on-oh-stig-mah

esp-ee-eye).

●   Size: 2.5–3cm/1–1.2in.

●   Origin: Thailand and Cambodia.

●   Water requirements: pH 6–7.5; hardness

to 10°H.

●   Temperature:

23–28°C/73–82°F.

●   Feeding: Flake and

granular foods plus small

live and frozen foods such

as Daphnia andArtemia.

●   Availability and cost:

Usually available at around

£2.50 each.

Chocolate gourami
●   Scientific name: Sphaerichthys osphromenoides (Ss-fair-ick-

thiss oss-fro-men-oy-deez).

●   Size: To 5cm/2in.

●   Origin: Peninsular Malaysia, Sumatra, and Borneo

●   Water requirements: Soft and acidic — ideally 5–6.8;

hardness up to 6°H.

●   Temperature: 23–30°C/73–86°F.

●   Feeding: Small live or frozenArtemia nauplii,

Daphnia, microworm and

suchlike. These fish aren’t

always easy to convert to

dried foods.

●   Availability and cost:

Increasingly available.

Try to buy tank bred fish if

possible, as they are more

adaptable. Expect to pay 

around £7 per fish.
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This aquascape gives the 
impression of creeping roots 

growing over rocks.

50 l+
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ODaily: Check filter, temperature, CO2, feed

fish, add liquid fertiliser (3ml Tropica

Specialised).

OWeekly: Clean aquarium glass, 50%

water change, prune plants if required.

OMonthly: Clean filter media in old

aquariumwater.

MAINTENANCE

1The NEWA Mirabello 60 aquarium holds 

60 l/13 gal and comes complete with

built-in T5 lighting, internal filter and heater. 

3Four small pieces of Redmoor root are 

added to the aquarium. They are carefully 

positioned over the rocks to make them look 

as natural as possible. The desired efect is 

that of roots creeping over land. The wood is 

5Throughout the planting process the 

plants are kept wet by regularly spraying 

them with a mister. The tank is slowly filled 

with dechlorinated tapwater using a bucket 

and a colander. This helps prevent the soil 

Settingup the

the textureof therock looks likeelephantskin.
Thecolouranddeepridgesmake it really
attractiveandnaturalandIencourage fellow
aquascapers toseek itout.
Toachieve thecreepingrootefect Iwent for

aselectionof smallpiecesofRedmoorroot.
Redmoorhasa tendency tofloat fora long
periodof timesocanneedpre-soaking for
severalweeksbefore installation.This
alsohelps toprevent tanninsstaining the
aquariumwater.

Keeping it simple
Iwent forasimpleplantingplan tostartwith
becauseIwanted thehardscape tobe themain
attraction.Minihairgrass,Eleocharissp. ‘Mini’,
providedagreat foregroundcarpetandIwas
confident the lightingwouldbesuicient to
growanicecompact lawn.At the timeof
settinguptheaquascapeIalreadyhad four
otherplanted tanks to lookafter sowaskeento
keepthisone fairly lowmaintenance.For this
reasonIopted foraselectionof small

Cryptocorynespecies for themidgroundand
someMicrosorumsp. ‘Trident’ attachedto the
wood. IplantedsomeJuncusrepens in the
backgroundbutunfortunately thisdidn’t
thrivedue to the lowlighting levelsat therear
of theaquariumsoIremoved it.As the
aquascapematuredIaddedsomeAnubias to
thehardscapeandsomeHygrophila
pinnatifida.TheHygrophila is an interesting
species thatcanbeplanted into thesubstrate
but it alsodoesverywell attachedtodecor.
Oncesettled inandwithgoodenough lighting
it turnsabeautifulbrown/redcolourand looks
greatwith its interesting leafpattern. It’s fast
becomingoneofmyfavouriteplants.

Lambchops andChocolates
Thisaquascapesuitsagroupofsmall shoaling
fishandtocompliment thedark tankand
coloursof theplants Iwent foradozenof the
lovely littleTrigonostigmaespei, commonly
knownas theLambchoprasboradue to the
shapeof theblackmarking. I alsoaddeda
gorgeous trioofChocolategourami,
Sphaerichthysosphromenoides, froma
previousaquascape, andthesesettled in
brilliantly, displayingamazingcolours that
you’reunlikely toeversee insideashop’s
selling tank.
Theaquascapehasbeenrunning for four

monthsat the timeofwritingand it’s sucha
success thatmygirlfriend is refusing to letme
strip itdown. I’vehada fewminor issuesalong
theway,mainlydue toneglectand lackof
waterchanges leading toalgaeandsomepoor
plantgrowth.However,witha fewdaysof
lovingcare it soongotbackontrack.

Redmoor root is used to ‘creep’
across the Elephant rock and a
foreground hairgrass carpet.

Hygrophila pinnatifida
turns a lovely brownish red
under good lighting.
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Step by step

41

2Several pieces of Elephant stone are added

to the tank. Space is left in front and behind

the rocks for planting. I have chosen this stone

due its rough and detailed textures, which add

4Plants are added. Mini hairgrass,

Eleocharis sp. ‘Mini’, is planted all over the

foreground. Various small Cryptocoryne

species are planted in the midground and

Juncus repens is added at the back, to the right

6Once the tank has been filled, the filter and

heater can be switched on. The temperature

is set to 25°C/77°F. The lights are plugged into a

timer and set to a photoperiod of eight hours.

I also add a CO2 injection kit to help boost

  aquascape

plant growth (this is optional if you wish  

to reduce costs). Liquid fertilisers are  

added daily and 50% of the water is  

changed every week. After two weeks the  

fish are added.

being disturbed, which leads to cloudy water. 

The tapwater in my area is very hard but this is 

counteracted to some extent by the active soil 

used in the set-up that softens it and bu�ers it 

to 6.5pH.

pre-soaked to ensure it sinks. Minor fungal 

growth is common on this type of wood soon 

after installation, so don’t worry if this happens. 

In my case I cleaned it o� with a toothbrush and 

it didn’t return.

of the filter. Small portions of Microsorum sp. 

‘Trident’ are attached between the wood and 

stone. As the aquascape matures, more 

plants are added, mainly Anubias and 

Hygrophila pinnatifida.  

I add 9 l of Tropica Soil to the base, which  

is then topped with water to make the  

planting easier.

interest. It does raise the hardness a little, 

which is something to be aware of when using 

this type of decor, but the soil used here 

should counteract this.
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Theshort-tentacledSandanemone,

Heteractisaurora, alsoshows tentacle

protuberancesandhasahabit of

partiallyburying itself in soft substrates,

but that’swhere thesimilaritiesend.

Rock flower anemones are attractive,
relatively easy to keep and highly
desirable— particularly some of
the brightly colouredmorphs.
Here’s a guide to keeping these
fascinating animals…
WORDS: TRISTAN LOUGHER

A
nemoneshavebeenthe
inspiration formanyaquarists
to takeupthemarinesideof the
hobby,oftenso theycanobserve

thebeautiful relationshipbetweenthese
invertebratesandtheanemonefishthat live
in them.But thereareseveralamazing
anemonespecies thatdon’tnaturallyhost
clownfishandtheir relatives.Oneof these is
anAtlanticbeauty that’sbecoming
increasinglydesirable in theUK.Knownas
theRockfloweranemone, it isaspeciesof
variousguisesandfascinatingbiologyas
well asbeingawonderful species tokeep
athome.
AlthoughtheRockfloweranemone

belongs to thegenusPhymanthus, ithas in
thepastbeen included in thegenus
Epicystis (nowregardedas invalid)andmay
beoccasionally still ofered forsaleunder
thisname.
Rockfloweranemones inhabit thewaters

POWER
Flower

of theGulfofMexicoandtropicalWestern
Atlantic includingpartsofFlorida. It
appears tobe theonlymemberof thegenus
Phymanthus in this regionwithother
speciesoccurring in theIndianandPacific
Oceans. It favoursadhering torocksurfaces
thatare frequentlycoveredbyshallow
layersof sand inwaterupto5mindepth.
Theoraldisc ispushedthroughthis
substrateandtends to layflat. Itmayalsobe
encounteredontheundersideofoverhangs
oroccupyingrockcrevices. In theabsence
of rockysubstrates itmayalsobe found
inassociationwithseagrasssuchas
Thalassiawhere it anchors to theburied
roots,mirroring thebehaviourof some
Indo-Pacificrepresentativesof the
genusPhymanthus.
Bothof thesearepotentiallyharsh

environmentsand incomparisonwith
manyothersand-dwellinganemonespecies
Phymanthuscruciferhasamorerobust
structurewithastrongbodywall andthick
skin —traits thatmakethemhardy
candidates formarineaquaria.
Thechancesare that if youarepaying top

dollar forabeautifullycolouredspecimenof
Rockfloweranemone, that it isoneof the
morphsof thehighlyvariablePhymanthus
crucifer.However, therearesimilar species
andevenP.cruciferhas threedistinct
morphsrecognisedbyscientists.As
recentlyas2014agroupof researchers
investigated thesevariationsanatomically
andgenetically.Theyseparated theminto
thosewithprotuberances inall of their
marginal tentacles, individualswithno
protuberances in theirmarginal tentacles,
andthosewithboth tentacle types.These
mightseemlikerelativelysmalldistinctions
tomakebut theycanmakeapronounced
diference to theoverall appearanceof the
individualanemone.Throughtheir
analyses theresearchers foundnogenetic

Not to be confusedwith...

diferencebetweeneachmorph.This is
interesting for ree�eepersas it ishighly
likely that thehobbyrecognisesacoupleof
diferent ‘species’due tovariances in
body form,when inrealityweare
dealingwith thesamespecieswith
identical requirements.

Living in the shallows
Theseanemonesaregenerallyperceived to
beratherhardy,perhapsdue to their
toleranceof thechangeableconditions they
mightexperience in theshallowwaters they
inhabit.As themorecolourful specimens
are likely tobeemploying theirfluorescent
pigments forprotection fromUVradiation,
it is reasonable toassumesuch individuals
require, orareat least tolerantof, stronger
illumination in theaquarium.Shallow,
sandyhabitatscanhave lotsof suspended
sandparticles in thewatercolumnhowever,
andmanycolourmorphsseemtolerantof
relatively lowlight levels—perhapsa
coupleofT5fluorescentsprovingadequate

Phymanthus crucifer is found
in a huge range of colours.
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Marine

The response to food is 
rapid and aggressive 
— the meal is swiftly 
enveloped by the 
anemone’s tentacles 
and the mouth opens 
markedly within 
seconds of the food 
being detected.

FACTFILE
Rockflower anemone
●Scientific name:Phymanthus crucifer

(Ffeye-mann-thus crew-sih-furr).

●Size:Varies according to collection size and how well

settled they are. According to some authorities these

anemones have the potential to achieve disc diameters

of 15–20cm/6–8in and yet 5–6cm/2–2.4in seems much

more common.

●Lifespan: Five years — perhaps considerably longer

given good husbandry.

●Temperature: 23–26°C/73–79°F.

●Availability

and cost:

Increasingly

available. From

£20 or so to well

over £100

depending on

colour morph

and origin.
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These animals are hardier 
than many of the clownfish 

host anemones.
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for their long termrequirements.Other
thanstablewaterparametersandthe
aforementioned lightingperhaps theonly
othercriterion that shouldbemet is
regular feeding.

Food for yourflowers
Phymanthuscruciferanemonescontain
symbioticphotosyntheticalgae termed
zooxanthellae in thesamewaythatmost
familiaraquariumcoralsdo, soa
significantproportionof their foodwill
comevia thesealgae, fromtheaquarium

lighting.Theywill, however, enjoyregular
feedingwithparticulatematerial that
replicates theirnaturaldiet.Thiscan
includechoppedshellfish,Mysisandeven
fragmentsoffishsuchassilversidesor
lancefish.Size the foodaccording to the
individualanemone—fullygrown
individuals shouldbeable tohandle fairly
largechunksof foodwhereassmaller
specimensshouldbefinewith individual
mysidsoferedregularly.
Aquaristsareoftensurprisedby the

strong feedingresponseof theseanemones.

Once food itemscomeintocontactwith
the tentacles, theresponse is rapidand
aggressive,with themeal rapidlybeing
envelopedbythe tentaclesandthemouth
oftenopeningmarkedlywithinsecondsof
the foodbeingdetected. Individuals
canbe feddailyprovidedgoodwater
qualitycanbemaintained,butweekly is
alsofine, giventhepresenceof the
zooxanthellae.Perhaps thebestadvice is
not toassumetheanemone isgetting
enoughtoeat simplybecause ithas
photosynthetic symbionts.

Feed these anemones at
least once a week.

While there have been some reports of 
successfully fragging these anemones, 
the process has led to deaths in others,
so it’s risky.

As with most marine animals,
good quality, stable water
conditions are essential.

Beautiful colour morphs like 
this one could set you back 

around £300.
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Marine

These anemones have

stinging cells and are

capable ofmoving should they find

their location unfavourable, so give

themplenty of space to expand into.

While not particularly aggressive,

they can inflict damage on

neighbouring corals should they

come into direct contact with them.

TIP

Phymanthus crucifer isn’t a natural anemonefish host (although itmay be adopted as a

surrogate), but that doesn’tmean it isn’t favoured by other commensal animals.

WHAT TO KEEP WITH THEM

 
Natural reproduction 
The natural reproduction of Rock flower 
anemones is fascinating. Although capable 
of asexual reproduction, the vast majority of 
P.  crucifer young are produced by sexual 
means. Such instances are rare in the 
aquarium but sperm release by male 
individuals (these anemones have separate 
sexes) has been known to occur and even 
filmed. Females may release eggs into the 
water column or even planula larvae that 
are the result of sexual reproduction, but 
frequently these are retained with the 
animal and allowed to develop in relative 
safety. Juveniles are expelled that are able to 
settle and feed immediately, resulting in 
large colonies similar in appearance to 
those of Ricordea or Discosoma spp., but the 
latter are usually the result of asexual 
reproduction rather than internal brooding.  

As P. crucifer has separate sexes, 
successful aquarium broods are only likely 
to occur where both male and female are 
present (exceptions might occur when 
brooding individuals are collected from the 
wild). Although food intake determines the 
readiness of individuals to spawn there may 
be other external cues, such as tidal or lunar 
influences, that allow the anemones in a 
colony to synchronise their spawning 
behaviour, which can be di�cult to recreate 
in the aquarium — although by no means 
impossible for those with programmable 
lighting and water movement hardware.

When asexual reproduction does occur in 
P.  crucifer, it typically happens via a process 
termed fission whereby the anemone 
produces a clone of itself by splitting. 

The regularity with which these 
anemones reproduce has been shown  
to be directly linked to their food intake, 
with the more food an individual  
consumes, the greater the likelihood of 

Sexy shrimp 

Members of the shrimp 

genus Thor are known to live on 

or at least in close proximity to 

Rock flower anemones. This 

genus is best represented in the 

hobby by the beautiful and 

engaging Sexy shrimp, T. 

amboinensis, named for its 

abdomen-wiggling behaviour. 

These diminutive shrimp are 

easily cared for provided there 

are no fish inclined to make a 

tasty snack of them. Potential 

predators include wrasse and 

basslets such as dottybacks 

(Pseudochromis spp). 

Anemone shrimp
Periclimenes spp are occasionally imported from the Caribbean, including the

gorgeous P. yucatanicus, that may inhabit Rock flower anemones, but where

these are not available the Indo-Pacific species could be stocked. Keep

Periclimenes spp. well fed as they appear unashamed of nibbling on their hosts

if necessary.

Anemone crabs 
Crabs from the genus 

Neopetrolisthes are more 

trustworthy commensal 

animals for anemones 

than Periclimenes shrimp 

and although not biotope 

correct, they are very 

interesting to keep. 
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Marine

reproduction, whether by sexual or
asexual means.

Be responsible
Sourcing responsibly collected stock
should be foremost in the minds of
aquarists if this amazing hobby of ours is to
continue to thrive.

One of the inspirations for this article was
seeing the wonderful individuals collected
by Miami based collector Farside Tropicals.
Its Rock flower anemones are available in
the hobby via trade supplier EcoMarines; a
UK-based company passionate about
ethical trade in marine livestock. However,
while writing this artice we heard the

terrible news that the owner of Farside
Tropicals, Jesus Larralde, had died as the
result of a diving accident. When we take
possession of some of the beautiful
specimens of fish and invertebrate that
make their way into the hobby it can be easy 
to forget the dangers experienced by those
who make this amazing pastime, this way of 
life, so accessible to us as hobbyists.

We were already aware that Farside
Tropicals sourced its Rock flower
anemones from more remote waters but
add into the mix the power and
unpredictability of the sea and weather and 
we get just the slightest idea of what
collectors have to experience in the course
of their work. Jesus was dedicated to the
acquisition and sale of sustainable numbers 
of all the livestock he dealt with and was
careful not to allow his collection sites to
become known to less scrupulous
collectors. He was a man that made a living 
in our industry but with a strong will to
preserve it for future generations. Our
thoughts and best wishes go out to his young 
family at this time. We know that
colleagues, family and friends of Jesus will
work hard to ensure his legacy continues.

There can be no consolation for the loss of 
a human life in pursuit of this hobby but 
aquarists both here and abroad can at least 
ensure that their livestock is sourced via 
ethical, sustainable means. 

As Rock flower anemones are found all 
over the Caribbean in relatively shallow, 
relatively easily accessed water and with 
the potential for some specimens to have 
high retail prices, there is an 
understandable temptation for people to 
exploit this resource and over-collect them. 
Aside from sourcing stock from dealers 
using responsible suppliers such as 
EcoMarines, clues to the origin of 
specimens can sometimes be gained by 
looking at the prices being charged. 
Responsible, sustainable collection has to 
come at a price; overheads must be greater 
and this is inevitably reflected in the price at 
which they are ofered to aquarists. 

The good news is that apart from the 
obvious benefits to the hobby and  
ongoing availability of special invertebrates 
and fish, the livestock that is ethically 
sourced by professionals tends to be the 
healthiest of all — and as a result is worth 
every penny.

Fragging your anemones
Aquarists disagree on the levels of

success when it comes to fragging these

anemones. Essentially, the process

involves slicing the anemone in half.

While some report success, others are

adamant that fragging is more likely to

kill the anemone than produce two

viable clones.

These anemones have 
separate sexes.

Ethically sourced stock, while 
often more expensive, tends to 
be far healthier.

Try to source responsibly 
collected stock like these three 
from EcoMarines.
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HYPERDRIVENEW TECHNOLOGY

Connect & control your lights directly

from any iOS or Android mobile

device using the “My AI” app.

No additional control interface is

required to enable simple set-up &

programming of one or multiple

AI Hydra HDs or Primes.

No smart phone?

Any WiFi enabled Mac or PC will also

work too.

Cree XP-G2 Cool White (>70 CRI)

OSRAM OLSON Deep Red

Cree XP-E2 Green

Cree XT-E Royal Blue

Cree XP-E2 Blue

SemiLED 415nm

SemiLED 400nm

PERFECTCOLOUR
Development between AI and D-D have achieved the perfect colour

spectrum for the reef aquarium, straight from the box, with strong emphasis

on the crisp blue white hue that hobbyists in Europe demand.

WiFi BUILT IN
NO CONTROLLER REQUIRED

A unique innovation in LED aquarium lighting allows you to move power 

from the colours you have turned down to use with the colours you want to 

turn up, maximising the power output of your light and creating the most 

vivid spectrum your tank has ever seen.
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Keep your bottom clean
IMPROVE 

YOUR
 AQUARIUM 

HYGIENE

The type of substrate you decide on will have big efect on 
how much time you’ll need to spend on its maintenance. 
Our guide will ensure you stay on top of what’s on the bottom.

WORDS: NATHAN HILL

A couple of weeks into owning your set-up, 
you’re probably looking at the bottom of your 
layout and thinking ‘that doesn’t look right…’

Di�erent types of substrate need di�erent 
approaches when it comes to cleaning. If 
you’ve gone for bleached white sand under a 
barrage of intense lighting, you’ll probably 
need to be in there, sifting away daily. If 
you’ve gone in for a planting substrate, you 
might never clean it, once. 

Here’s how to deal with some of the more 
readily available substrates out there.

PLANTINGSUBSTRATES

Controversial, but if you have a tank decked out with high-end, high cost

planting substrates like ADA Powersand, you either know what you’re doing or

you’ve made a big mistake.

Planting substrates are mainly designed to trap and slowly release nutrients to

plant roots, and often come pre-loaded with food — that means ammonia. The

moment you start trying to rake through them, you release those nutrients into

the water column, and that in turn will lead to an outbreak of algae.

How to clean them
OBefore going in the tank: Usually you don’t!

OOnce in the tank: Some aquascapers suggest removing a section of the

substrate every few weeks or months, and cleaning before replacing.

Others don’t. My own advice is to run a gravel cleaner about an

inch above the surface of any exposed parts, so that you lift

any waste without disturbing the substrate itself.

Pros
OHeaving with nutrients and perfect for almost all kinds

of plant growth.

Cons
OUseless for burrowing catfish or excessively dirty tanks.

O Limited choice of colours and grain size.

OOften tends to have a slightly acidic (and rarely alkaline) influence on

water chemistry.

For marine tanks, lay your sand 

out thinly on a tray and run 

over it with a powerful magnet before 

use. It’s rare, but occasional metal

fragments in substrates are not unknown. 

TIP

Use nets 

to remove 

uneaten food and 

debris rather than 

letting it settle on  

the base.

TIP
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Back to basics

When cleaning

substrates before

adding them to your tank, use

coldwater instead of hot.

Some substrates can give the

illusion of cloudy run-of

water when hot water is

used, when in reality they are

clean. Microbubbles may be a

culprit here!

TIP

FINENATURALGRAVEL SILVERSAND

Some modern aquarists might be a bit snify about this ‘outdated’

substrate, but it still has its place — by which I mean it is a total

breeze to clean.

Gravels, and most famously the classic ‘Dorset pea gravel’ became

a hobby staple during a time when tanks relied on undergravel

filtration. Subsequently they have found themselves on the fringe of

fashion, but many tank owners still persevere!

How to clean it
OBefore going in the tank: Rinse thoroughly to remove any fine

dust. A sieve is fastest, if you blast around 1 or 2kg at a time under

a coldwater tap, shaking and swilling like chips in a fryer.

Alternatively, place into a bucket and stir continuously while

applying running cold water and letting the bucket overflow.

Ensure the water is running of clean before draining and adding

to the tank.

OOnce in the tank: Use a gravel cleaner with syphon to draw water

out of the tank and plunge the gravel cleaner deep into the gravel

at the same time. The water will lift the gravel, swill and rinse it,

then when the gravel cleaner is lifted it will drop back out. A

battery or air powered vaccum will do a similar job, but less

efectively. You’ll need to do this at least every two weeks, though

weekly is considerably better. Monitor how dirty the gravel is each

time and adjust as needed.

Pros
O The easiest gravel to clean by a mile.

O Inert in freshwater, rarely causes a slight alkaline elevation.

O Looks good in many settings.

OCheap!

OHides obvious small particles of waste from view.

Cons
OAwful rooting medium for most plants.

OCan harm catfish bristles and burrowing species.

O Improper cleaning will lead to nitrate spikes and disease hotbeds.

Silver sand is the choice for numerous biotopes, as it’s similar to 

substrates found in lakes and rivers the world over. It can be bought in 

almost any aquatic store, and similar looking substitutes like playpit 

sand are available where it isn’t.

Despite some detractors claiming potential gut or gill problems 

associated with using it, it remains one of the most popular modern 

substrates going.

How to clean it
OBeforegoing in the tank:Slowly, slowly is the key here. Place around 

5–8cm depth in a bucket at a time, and stir continuously and vigorously 

while flushing with cold water. Note, this stage may take a long time, but 

you need to be thorough as it is hard to remove sand dust once it is in 

the tank. Don’t try putting it in a sieve as you’ll lose the lot!

OOnce in the tank: A gravel cleaner and syphon will just lift the sand 

out of the tank, though you can use that to your advantage. When 

particularly dirty, it may pay to remove some sand with a hose this 

way and rinse it as though going in the tank for the first time — just 

be careful to limit this to 25% of the total sand, in order not to disrupt 

filtration. Personally, I like to gently rake my fingers through silver 

sand on a weekly basis, allowing any muck to lift and drop back down 

to the surface. Then using a syphon hose, I skim just above the 

surface of the sand, removing the deposits. This method will result in 

a fractional loss of sand, which is cheap enough to replace as needed. 

Pros
OCheap.

ONatural looking.

OGreat for catfish whiskers and fish that burrow.

OAlmost always inert, doesn’t afect chemistry.

OMany plant roots love it.

Cons
OCannot be used for deep substrates as it can turn anaerobic.

OCan look dirty very quickly.

OCan find its way into filters easily.

O Excitable fish may stir up a tank into a sandstorm.

O Strong filter flows may move it, leaving craters and sand drifts.

It’s surprising how
much muck comes of
new substrates.

Rinsing well in cold 
water before use is 
worth the extra efort.
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COLOURED GRAVELS CORAL SAND

Love them, hate them, ignore them, but coloured gravels are often part

of the appeal for a new fishkeeper. Not all coloured substrates are the

same, either in size, quality or durability, so even cleaning for the first

use can be a disappointment.

Before anything, get some of your proposed gravel, put it in a jug with

some water, give it a couple of days and test for ammonia. Some

coloured gravels are reported to leach ammonia compounds, and if they

do, I’d personally bin them — or you can soak them until it goes away.

How to clean them
OBefore going in the tank: Rinse gently in a colander or sieve under

gently running tapwater. In many cases, some of the colour will run

of, leading the aquarist to panic and stop rinsing. You need to keep

going until the water runs clear, but do be gentle! The same problem

will arise if placing the gravel in a bucket and stirring while gently

flushing. Note that some gravels come coated in a resin that will hold

in the colour, and for these you can be vigorous, though paradoxically

they’ll be amongst the cleanest out of the bag.

OOnce in the tank: Gravel cleaners and syphons will need to be used

at least weekly to keep coloured gravel clean. The lighter the colour,

the quicker algae will start to smother it, and you may find that white

gravel only lasts one or two days before needing syphoning again. Be

particularly careful with black gravel as it can harbour a lot of solid

waste without you noticing, and may turn your tank into a ticking

time-bomb of sewage.

Pros
O Pretty, if you like that sort of thing.

O Easy enough to clean once in place.

Cons
O Some fish will freak out over bright substrates.

O Some types may contain ammonia sources.

OColours may bleach over time.

OCoarse grains will afect catfish and burrowing fish.

OCan get dirty very fast.

Coral sand has a limited use these days, being restricted to marine 

set-ups, and hardwater tanks (usually African). It’s actually the product 

of fish that eat corals, and pass the tiny coral ‘sand’ fragments out in  

their faeces. 

Because it is riddled with calcium carbonate, it will make soft  

water hard, and subsequently alkaline. Never be inclined to use it in 

acidic tanks!

How to clean it
OBefore going in the tank: Place around 5–7cm of sand in a bucket 

and flush with cold water while stirring vigorously. Ensure all the sand 

is turned over as you do this. When the water eventually runs clear, 

the sand is ready for use. 

OOnce in the tank: Use a gravel cleaner and syphon weekly or 

fortnightly and clean as though you would fine gravel (see previous 

page). In between syphoning sessions, waste from the surface can be 

removed with a battery powered gravel vacuum, or by wafting a fine 

net above it and lifting out any waste.

Pros
OActs as a bufer in hardwater tanks.

O Fine enough for some burrowing species such as eels.

O Very attractive in the right setting.

Cons 
O Intense light will cause algae growth.

OUseless in acidic and softwater tanks.

O Some grades can be very dusty initially, requiring prolonged cleaning.

O Fine particles are sometimes implicated in gill problems in some fish.

Thick gloves are your friend. 

Substrates often come from 

huge industrial operations, and though 

they may receive some cursory cleaning 

prior to bagging, there’s always a

danger of broken glass or other sharp 

objects falling in to the mix.

The joy of snails! While 

poorly managed snail

populations can become epidemics, 

having a few Malaysian trumpet snails 

among the substrate can help turn it 

over and prevent stagnant patches.

TIP

TIP

Never leave the roots of plants behind when 

extracting them, as they’ll decompose and churn out 

nitrates. Rather than pulling plants out, try digging them out. 

TIP
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Improve your Ryub ‘ ca i g   
Ryuboku aquascapes are dominated by wood and will have
strong vertical elements to give the appearance of tree
trunks and branches. Here’s how to get it right…
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: GEORGE FARMER

Wood will be the main feature in a 
Ryuboku layout, although you don’t need
to leave rocks out completely. Modern
Ryuboku designs tend to use much 
thinner branches such as those provided
by Redmoor root, and the layout is more
complex, with the wood often covered in
tightly growing mosses and liverworts.

There are other plants that can be 
attached to the wood, such as ferns and
Anubias, and these are also frequently

Too much wood looks better

than too little. Buy as much

as you can aford so that you are

spoilt for choice.

2Spend plenty of time 

playing around with 

diferent wood layouts until 

you’re totally happy with the 

result.

3 Pre-soak the wood for  

up to several weeks to 

ensure it sinks after filling up 

the aquarium.

Use ferns, mosses

andAnubias grown on the

wood to give an immediately

mature appearance to your 

aquascape.

5 Black beard algae is  

usually attracted to wood 

before plants and rocks. Get rid 

of any as soon as you see it to 

prevent it from spreading. 

Liquid carbon fertiliser  

painted onto the afected  

area will kill this algae within  

48 hours.

If your wood is trying to

float even after soaking, use

rocks to weight it down but 

position the rocks to make them 

look as natural as possible.

7 Some wood will stain the 

aquarium water with 

tannins. This is harmless  

and can look efective in 

relevant blackwater biotope 

aquascapes. Carbon filtration 

and water changes will clear  

it if you prefer your water  

to be clear.

If you have an open top 

tank, having the wood or 

emergent plants breaking the 

surface of the water looks 

particularly efective.

9 Try not to have the wood too 

close to the aquarium glass, 

as this makes it tricky to clean.

10 In larger aquariums, 

bristlenose catfish and 

many plecs will lovingly graze 

on the wood, helping to keep it 

free from nuisance algae.

Don’t place the wood too close to 

the glass, as this will lead to 

problems with cleaning later.

Attaching mosses and ferns to the 

wood will add instant maturity to 

your finished aquascape.

used in Ryuboku layouts. The advantage  
of using plants in this way is that it makes 
the aquascape appear much more mature, 
especially when mosses are used 
efectively. 

Smaller tanks will normally use much 
smaller pieces of wood with finer textures, 
to give a sense of scale. Wood can be also 
be used to mimic roots crawling across the 
aquascape, and this looks particularly 
efective in shallower tanks.  

IPS FOR A BETTER RYUBOKU AQUASCAPE
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Aquascaping

   skills
5

MINUTE 
AQUASCAPING

MASTER
CLASS Take inspiration from nature! 

Be encouraged to gain inspiration from landscapes, whether it’s 

a moss-covered tree or a mountain range. Indeed, some 

aquascapers will directly copy a landscape scene or create an 

underwater forest by using dead bonsai trees with attached 

aquatic mosses. 

Positioning the wood so it breaks 

the surface in an open-topped 

tank looks very efective.

Try to get a sense of scale. Thinner, 

more finely textured branches often 

work better in smaller set-ups than 

larger pieces.
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When on a budget you have to think about
clever solutions to creating equipment.
The end results may not be as shiny or
sophisticated as the real thing but will do a
similar job for a fraction of the cost.

Whenever I see an empty plastic bottle
my mind contemplates the possibilities for
use in my fish house. Most of us never
consider the shape of plastic bottles as our

Themodern aquarist
can buy anything
readymade. Butwhat
if your budget is very
limited or even non-
existent? Here are
some cheap and easy
ways to enhance your
hobby—all based on
drinks bottles!
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY:

GABOR HORVATH

main selection criteria, but these
Polyethylene terephthalate — PET bottles
— ofer endless recycling opportunities for
the fishkeeper by converting them into
something useful for their aquarium.

A plastic bottle filled with water and then
frozen comes in handy during heatwaves
— just float the frozen bottle in your tank
to lower the temperature.

   9

Half a bottle makes perfect storage for 
loose equipment like valves and air stones.

A bottle can become a measuring jug, if 
calibrated first using something with a 
known volume. 

Plastic cups made from bottles can be
used to move fish from tank to tank and
small bottom cut-ofs are ideal feeding
dishes for shrimp. 

Keep a few plastic 
bottles to hand — you 
never know when you 

might need them.

CO2 generator

Gravel cleaner

Killifish spawning dish

Box filter

Artemia hatchery

Water treatment bottle

Floating fish box

Scoop for substrate removal

Artemia strainer

They may not look pretty,
but these DIY products
will still do the job.
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Step by step

  bottle
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FISHKEEPERS

Fizzy drink bottles are designed to cope with high

pressure, so why not use them as a CO2

generator? This system can be very useful if you

want to experiment with carbon dioxide dosing 

without spending a fortune or while you are 

waiting for your gas cylinder to be refilled.

O  What you’ll need: 2 l bottle with cap, airline 

connector, a length of airline, air stone.

O  Tools required: Drill.

How to make it 

1Drill a hole through the middle of the  

bottle cap and glue in a plastic or metal  

airline connector. 

2Fill the bottle up with a mixture of sugar,  

water and yeast. 

3 Connect one end of an airline to the  

bottle and the other one to an air stone. 

Place the air stone into your tank and then 

watch it bubble. 

CO
2
 GENERATOR

FLOATING FISH BOX

You can grow on beautiful fish like 

Betta splendens in freestanding 

“cups”, but keeping them clean is 

very time consuming and you also 

need to think about the heating. To 

solve this, use a floating cage. 

Cleaning is simple: just lift out the 

cage and the water will drain out 

through the holes. Then sink it again 

and the fresh water will fill it up. If 

needed you can use smaller nails for 

smaller holes. You could also create 

bigger cages using 5 l bottles.

O  What you’ll need: Plastic bottle, 

cocktail sticks, small cubes of 

polystyrene.

O  Tools required: Knife or scissors, 

pliers, nail, candle.

How to make it 

1 Cut of the top of the 

bottle, leaving the 

bottom 15cm/6in high. 

2 Heat up a thick nail, 

holding it between 

pliers over a naked flame, 

and use it to punch 

several holes on the 

sides. Be careful, as the 

nail gets extremely hot!

3 If you want to be able 

to move your fish 

around then do not make 

any holes in the bottom 

third of the box. 

Otherwise, melting holes 

on the bottom will make 

cleaning much easier. 

4  Add two pairs of 

holes near the top. 

5 Push cocktail sticks 

through the holes 

and fix two pieces of 

polystyrene to the 

parallel sides. Chop of 

the ends of the cocktail 

sticks and float the box in 

your tank.

1

1

2

2

3 4

5
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GRAVEL CLEANER/SUBSTRATE VACUUM

PET bottles may also help you

with maintenance chores, as

they can be converted into

perfect substrate vacuums.

OWhat you’ll need: Small

plastic bottle, a length of hose.

OTools required: sharp knife

or scissors.

How to make it

1 Cut of the very end of  

the bottle’s spout with a 

sharp knife. You want it to be a

very tight fit, so make further

cuts only when necessary,

ensuring that the remaining

hole is just big enough to

squeeze the end of your

hose into it.

2 f you made too big a hole, 

then wrapping some 

plumbers’ tape around the hose 

could help.

BOX FILTERKILLIFISH SPAWNING DISH

FUNNEL OR SCOOP

If you keep substrate spawning killifish 

you know how diicult it is to remove the 

eggs. Here is a simple solution — the 

killies will spawn into this tray which can 

be easily removed, and replaced by 

another one after spawning. 

O  What you’ll need: 2 l bottle, spawning 

media (Sphagnum moss or peat), some 

gravel or pebbles.

O  Tools required: Sharp knife or 

scissors.

How to make it

1 Cut of the bottom of a 2 l bottle, 

making sure that it’s 10cm/4in  

in depth.

2 Place some gravel and your  

soaked spawning substrate in it,  

fill up with water and gently lower it  

into the tank.

O  What you’ll need: One small and one 

large plastic bottle, plastic tube, filter 

media, a length of airline, air stone some 

gravel or pebbles.

O  Tools required: Sharp knife or scissors.

How to make it

1Cut of the top of a 2 l bottle, leaving 

the bottom at the required height 

— 15cm/ 6in tall filters work the best. 

2 Cut of the bottom of the small bottle 

and make small triangle-shaped cut 

outs on the skirt edge of the top part.  

This will allow the free flow of water within 

the filter. 

3 Find a piece of plastic pipe which  

fits tightly in the opening.  

The design shown here uses a piece of 

leftover water pipe found at a nearby 

building site (ask for permission before 

you collect anything similar), though uplift 

pipes from an old undergravel filter can 

also be used. In the absence of pipes then 

the top part of a narrow necked plastic 

bottle would work. 

4 Weight the box down with gravel or 

pebbles and place in the skirt with  

the pipe.

5 Fill the box with your choice of  

filter media (in the example  

shown here I recycled the filling from  

an old pillow). 

6 Lower an air stone with an airline into 

the pipe and your filter is ready to  

be used.

2

2

1

1

4

5 6

3

2

DIY funnels and scoops are so quick and 

simple to make, yet really useful. Scoops 

are particularly good for substrate 

removal. Just cut a plastic bottle in half, 

retaining the lid if you’re making a scoop.

O  What you’ll need: 2 l bottle.

O  Tools required: Sharp knife or scissors.
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Step by step

ARTEMIAHATCHERY

ARTEMIASIEVE

WATER TREATMENT BOTTLE

How to make it

1Cut of part of the bottom of the bottle,

leaving two ‘studs’ (there are usually

five of them).

2Punch a hole on each stud and thread

a piece of string through them to

create a hanger — you could also use

rust-free metal hangers.

With a hatchery up and running you’ll 

need a way to filter out the nauplii from

the hatching solution. Commercial 

sieves are available but a homemade 

version is a cheap and practical 

alternative.

O  What you’ll need: Two identical 

plastic bottles, a piece of fine mesh or 

stocking.

O  Tools required: Sharp knife or 

scissors.

How to make it

1 Cut of the top of one of the bottles, 

creating a funnel. 

2  Cut of a ring about 25mm wide 

from the other bottle, including 

part of the shoulder as well as part of 

the side. 

3  Find a piece of fine mesh or make

cut outs from high density tights.

Place the material over the funnel and

push in the ring, fixing the mesh. 

4  After using the sieve, simply 

disassemble for easy cleaning.

If you have used nitrate or phosphate 

removing resins or active carbon to 

remove unwanted chemicals, you’ll know 

that quick results require strong currents. 

You can use them in an internal or 

external filter, but this may reduce 

filtration capacity. 

O  What you’ll need: A plastic bottle, 

bottle cap with a spout, filter media 

(resins, carbon, etc.) power head, fine 

mesh or stocking.

O  Tools required: Sharp knife or 

scissors.

How to make it

1Cut of the bottom of a suiciently 

sized bottle and attach the top to the 

inlet of a powerhead. Use a spout cap 

cut to the right size for close fitting.

2 Put your specific media (eg. carbon) 

into a mesh bag or some reclaimed 

stocking and place it into the bottle. 

3 Lower the whole device into your 

fish tank for a fast result. 

1

1

1

3 4

2

2

Brine shrimp nauplii is one of the best starter foods you could give to your baby fish, and it’s 

very easy to have your own supply by using a hatchery. Note — find a bottle with a narrow 

shoulder to avoid dead spots where Artemia eggs can deposit.

O  What you’ll need: Long-necked plastic bottle, string for hanging, length of airline,  

air stone.

O  Tools required: Sharp knife or scissors.

3 Fill the bottle up with salty water (one 

tablespoon of salt per litre), add some 

Artemia eggs, provide strong aeration and 

light and soon you can feed the hungry fry. 

If your room temperature is low then hang 

the hatchery inside your breeding tank, as 

chances are that the water there is warm 

enough for the brine shrimp to hatch.
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Mypreferred—coarse (ideally very coarse)

filter foams go at the bottom to trap large

solidwaste, protecting the biomedia in themiddle chamber, which

then feeds to the carbon filter removing anything the biomedia

missed, before fine filter wool above the carbon traps the tiniest

remaining particles.

OPersonal ranking: 5/5.

Slower to clog, bad for biomedia—biomedia

at the bottommay get cloggedwith solid

waste, reducing its eiciency, but the coarse foam in themiddle

chamber can go for longer between cleans, while the carbon at the

top still polishes of anythingmissed by the biofilter. The biomedia

will need regular flushing, and probably frequent partial

replacementswith this layout.

OPersonal ranking: 2/5.

Clearwater, poor biofiltering—biomedia at

the bottommay get clogged, while carbon

abovemay also start to be smotheredwith excess solidwaste. The

coarse and fine foams at the top filter out any remaining particles,

leading to clear, but potentially pollutedwater.

OPersonal ranking: 3/5.
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FISH
Improve your 

KEEPING

How to pack an e t l
A common questionwe’re often
asked concerns the order in
which to place diferentmedia
in a canister filter. Let’s look at
the options available andwhat
works best where
WORDS: NATHAN HILL

If you’veboughtafilterofof theshelf fromyourretailer, then
chancesare there’ll beasetof instructions tellingyouexactlywhat
needs togowhere.Youmightbeeven luckierandgetpictures,
illustrationsordiagramsforextraclarity.
If you just inheritedafilter, orboughtonesecondhand, chances

areyou’ll beflyingblind.You’llneed toget somefreshmedia, and
workoutwhatgoeswhere.
Thankfully, there’snot reallyacorrectand incorrectwayofdoing

it.Atworst, if youget itwrongyou’ll justmessupyourwaterflow,
andnotice thefilter reduce itself toa tricklewithina fewhours.
Beyondthat, therearenegligibleefectsone�ciency,butnothing
that shouldcauseyour tanktoannihilate itselfovernight.

What you’ll need
Depending howmany chambers your filter has, you will need a few

essential media types.

OMechanicalmedia—at the very least, you should have one

coarse foam to trap solid waste. Ideally, you will have both

coarse foams and fine floss to remove the tiniest of particles.

OBiologicalmedia—whether hoops, balls, ceramic ‘Wotsits’ or

plastic Sticklebricks, you’ll need somewhere for your bacteria

to live.

OChemicalmedia—carbon, phosphate removers, or ion

exchange resins can play an important role, but aren’t as

essential as biological media.

OPrefilter—if you have four (ormore) filter chambers, then

large, coarse chunky prefilter media is great at reducing the

burden on othermedia types (Fluval makes an excellent one). If

you have only three chambers, worry about thismedia the least.

STACKINGTHREE-CHAMBERFILTERS

OPTION1

OPTION2

OPTION3

BOTTOM TOP

BOTTOM TOP

BOTTOM TOP

Biomedia comes in all
sorts of shapes and forms.
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My preferred — prefilter at the base removes

lots of solid waste, so the biomedia in the

next chamber doesn’t get smothered and lose e�ciency. Carbon

picks up the leftovers from the biofilter, then coarse/fine filter pads

and floss polish out the last particles for high quality, clear water.

O Personal ranking: 4/5.

Pointless — biomedia at the bottom runs the

risk of being smothered in waste, before the

coarse/fine foams in the next chamber are potentially overwhelmed

and harm flow rates. Carbon still does its job in the next chamber,

but the prefilter media positioned in the last chamber is useless.

OPersonal ranking: 1/5.

The confusing layout — carbon at the bottom

is rapidly exhausted, while biomedia above it

deals with any leftover dissolved waste. Coarse and fine foams at the

top polish the water of any floating particles. As long as carbon is

frequently changed, this layout works okay.

O Personal ranking: 4/5.

As near to wrong as possible — biomedia on

the base may get clogged, while carbon above

may start to be smothered with excess solid waste. The presence of

fine filter wool above the carbon will simply cause the wool to clog

and impair flow, while the coarse filter above will do little to nothing

to contribute. Pointless.

O Personal ranking: 1/5.
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Filtration

IMPROVE 

YOUR FILTER

KNOW-HOW

STACKING FOUR-CHAMBER FILTERS

Q: Why is smothered biomedia bad? 

A: Biomedia relies on high surface area to function, often using 

microscopic pores and holes to boost it. Once muck clogs these 

holes or covers the media, the surface area is gone, and the 

biomedia severely impaired.

Q: How often do I clean what?

A: Change the carbon roughly every six weeks, rinse prefilter media

every fortnight, clean foams either weekly, fortnightly or monthly

pending how dirty they get, change floss weekly (or more, if it

clogs) and gently clean biomedia in tank water every couple of

months — it may need partial replacement on a rolling basis after

about 12 months.

OPTION 1 OPTION 2

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

The same principles as three chambered filters apply, but with the additional facility for prefilter media. 

Here’s a sensible — and another not so clever — way to stack them. 

BOTTOM                                                       TOP BOTTOM                                                       TOP

BOTTOM                                                       TOP

BOTTOM                                                       TOP

Don’t let biomedia get
clogged with debris.

Always clean biomedia 
using old tank water.
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For most marine aquarists, the protein skimmer is a ‘must-
have’ piece of kit, an important tool in the quest for optimal
water quality. But how does skimming work, and what should
we look for when buying a protein skimmer?
WORDS: DAVEWOLFENDEN

roteinskimming isamethodof
removingpollutants from
water, originallydeveloped for
sewage treatment. Inessence, a

skimmer isasimplepieceofequipment,
butmanufacturersareconstantlystriving
torefineskimmerdesign toachieve
maximume�ciency.

Theesse lg ideto

Fundamentally, theskimmerrelieson
aquariumwaterbeingpassed througha
reactionchamber,where it ismixedwith
veryfineairbubbles.Manyof the
pollutantmolecules (collectivelyknown
asdissolvedorganiccompoundsorDOC)
inaquariumwaterhaveastructurewhich
canbeexploitedby theskimmer for

exporting them.Thesemoleculesare
bipolar,havingahydrophobic (‘water-
hating’)portion,plusahydrophilic
(‘water-loving’)part.Thehydrophobic
portion is repelledbywater, but is
attracted toair, and in theskimmer’s
reactioncolumn, themoleculesare taken
upbythebubbles.

Some complete aquarium kits
feature a built-in compartment for
the skimmer and other equipment.

Larger skimmers are
often designed for
external use.
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Marine

Skimmer eiciency is determined by a number of factors:

SKIMMER CUP

REMOTE DRAIN

As the bubbles rise in the column, they
form a foam containing these molecules 
(protein skimming is sometimes referred 
to as foam fractionation) and a key aspect 
of the skimmer’s design is to concentrate 
and collect that foam (known as 
skimmate) for disposal. It’s not just DOCs 
that a skimmer will remove, either —
various other compounds, such as
bacteria and particulate waste can be
skimmed out too. Despite the name, these
devices remove a lot more than proteins,
which may actually make up only a small
portion of the contents of skimmate.
Efectively, the skimmer allows us to
remove pollutants from the aquarium’s
water and eliminate them from the
system before they need to be dealt with
by the biofilter or processed by the
organisms on and in live rock.

THE ANATOMY OF A SKIMMER

Skimmer designs vary depending on the make and model, 

but the basic features will be the same. This is a Deltec 

SC1456 internal.

SKIMMER CUP LID

NECK CONE CONCENTRATES FOAM 

TO MAXIMISE EFFICIENCY

SILENCER

CONTACT CHAMBER

AIR INPUT

WATER IN

O Air volume: The more air that 

can be injected into the contact 

chamber, the more eicient 

skimming can potentially be.

O Bubble size: A smaller bubble 

size means that there is more 

surface area available to trap 

DOCs and other organic 

molecules as well as solid waste. 

Not only that, but as smaller 

bubbles rise out of the reaction 

column slower than larger 

bubbles, they’re able to hang 

around and work their magic  

for longer.

O Contact time: Some 

compounds are easy to skim out, 

others less so, and these may 

need a longer time to become 

incorporated into a bubble. A 

long contact (or dwell) time 

helps to ensure the maximum 

possible range of compounds 

are skimmed out. This can be 

achieved by increasing the 

height of the skimmer, or 

through the use of bales which 

mean the water must take a 

convoluted path through the 

contact chamber.

O Turnover: The turnover is the 

amount of water that is pushed 

into the reaction chamber. Here, 

manufacturers aim for a 

compromise to achieve the best 

results. Too great a turnover, and 

contact time is reduced meaning 

many organics will pass through 

the skimmer without being 

attracted to the bubbles, and too 

low a turnover means a reduced 

input of organics from the 

system. The aim is to arrive at a 

‘Goldilocks zone’ — where 

turnover is ‘just right’.

O Collection: The best  

skimmer designs optimise 

foam collection, preventing 

bubbles from popping and 

re-dissolving organics in the 

water. This is achieved 

through design of the collection 

cup and/or the contact 

chamber itself — skimmers 

with conical bodies may help 

to concentrate the foam and 

reduce turbulence, which 

hampers foam formation — 

but more traditional designs 

can work equally well.

If you keep corals that demand 
excellent water quality, a 

skimmer is essential.

PUMP
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Typesof skimmer
Thesimplest formofskimmer is the
air-drivenmodel, andback in theday, this
wasall thatwasavailable.Some
manufacturersstillmake them,and in fact
manyaquarists still swearby themdespite
their ‘oldschool’ status, thanks to their
relativelycompactsize, afordabilityand
simplicity.Thedesignofmanyof these
skimmers is fairlybasic, andtheairbubbles
aregeneratedcourtesyofawoodenair
difuser—typicallya limewoodblock—
connected toanairpump.
Theairdifusersclogandrotover time,

andneedtobereplacedeverymonthorso to
maintaineiciency.Somemodelsuse the
difuser toprovidewaterflowinto the
contactchamber inaddition togenerating
bubbles,whereasothersmay incorporatea
separateflowpump.Whilst theycanstill be
useful for smaller systems(and in fact, I’d
argue that they’re thego-toskimmertype
for tinynanosonaccountof their reliability,
easeofuseandcompactnature), it is rare to
seeair-drivenmodelsusedon larger

aquariumsthesedays.
Theventuri skimmerhasbecomethe

standardmethodformediumto large
systems.Aventuri isasimpledevicefitted
toapumpwhichconstricts thewaterflow,
allowingair tobedrawnincourtesyofa
smallpieceofpipework—andthiscan
allowfor lotsofair tobe injected into the
system,providing thepumpispowerful
enough. Insomeskimmers, theventuri
pumpdoubles toprovidewater feedas
well,whereasotherdesigns (especially
largermodels)havededicated, separate,
venturiand feedpumps.As theyhaveno
movingparts, once theskimmerhasbeen
setupcorrectly, very littlemaintenance is
generallyneeded,bar theoddtweakhere
andthere, andremovalofanysaltbuild-up
—ensure that theventuri itselfdoesn’t
becomecloggedwithsaltdeposits,which
willhavean impactonthequantityofair
injected into thesystem.
Aspartof theregularmaintenance

routine, theventuri inletcanbesoaked in
whitevinegar, thencarefullycleanedto

removeanydeposits.Alsokeepaneyeon
saltbuild-up inanyhosesattachedto the
venturi, andreplace themif theycan’tbe
cleaned. It’s advisable toperiodicallypop
the impellerout tocleananydebrisand
check forwearandtearandbrokenblades,
changing it ifnecessary (a replacement
impeller ishandyto include in thespare
partskit).
Arefinementof theventurimethod is the

so-called ‘needlewheel’ or ‘pinwheel’
skimmer,whichhasamodification to the
pump,aimedatdecreasing thebubblesize.

Sumps are ideal places
to hide bulky skimmers.

Venturi skimmer.
Self cleaning 

skimmer heads are 
an option on some 

higher end units.

Needle wheel 
impellers chop the 
bubbles into a smaller, 
more eicient size.

Wooden air difusers need 
frequent replacement.

Air driven skimmers.
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Does skimming remove
thegood stuf too?
Some aquarists are concerned that

skimmers also export beneficial trace

elements (such as iodine) as well as

plankton. Theremay be some truth

here, but it’s possible to dose trace

elements if levels are lacking, and not

all plankton populations are necessarily

skimmed out. Substrate-hugging

copepods and other benthicmicrofauna

should not be afected significantly but

bacterial populations and

phytoplankton may be reduced,

impacting their availability for filter

feeders. Whether this renders skimming

unsuitable for a particular system

depends on the needs of its inhabitants,

but it should be balanced against the

benefits that skimming brings in terms

of water quality.

Will it actually fit
your system?
If you don’t have a sump you’ll

be limited to either internal

skimmers or ‘hang-on’ models

(some of which are excellent,

but you’ll need to be certain

that your aquarium can

accommodate the unit). Check

clearance on the skimmer for

bracing bars, and take note of

how much space is required

for the collection cup. You

might want to consider the

flexibility of the model, too

— if you decide to retro-fit a

sump or change aquarium, will

the skimmer still fit? If you

already have a sump, you’ll

have a good range of models

to choose from, but check the

available space, and find out

whether the skimmer will be

sensitive to fluctuating water

levels if you don’t utilise

automatic top-up.

points to check before buying a skimmer5 The skimmer is one of the single most important (and potentially expensive) items 
of equipment you’ll buy, so it pays to research carefully before making a purchase.

The needle wheel is in essence an adapted 
impeller, with many pin-like blades instead 
of the standard impeller vanes, designed to 
shear and chop the air bubbles as they are 
fed into the contact chamber. Some models 
have a mesh instead of, or in addition to, 
impeller pins. Achieving a smaller bubble 
size may require some compromise in 
terms of the amount of water the pump  
can shift.

What does 
‘countercurrent’ mean?
All kinds of skimmer can be made more 
e�cient by increasing the contact time. 
For this reason, many modern skimmers 
are of the ‘countercurrent’ design, which 
passes the aquarium water against the flow 
of air. This increases the time the water 
spends in the contact chamber, meaning 
that organics are more e�ciently stripped 
out than with cocurrent designs — these 
simply pass the aquarium water in the 
same direction as the bubbles, so contact 
time is limited. 

rely on the skimmer to  

export bacterial blooms to 

export nitrate and phosphate 

could benefit from supersizing 

the unit.

What features does 
it have? 

Aim for a skimmer which is 

flexible and adjustable. Variable 

air inlets and/or adjustable 

water height in the reaction 

chamber are critical features to 

look for, as these are essential 

to fine-tune the model to your 

needs. Look for a decent 

collection cup with ample 

capacity; a useful feature on 

some models is a drain plug, 

allowing skimmate to be 

directed to a bucket, meaning 

less frequent emptying.

Is it ozone friendly? 

Some aquarists connect up an 

ozone generator to the venturi 

Will you need any 
additional 
equipment?  
Many skimmers are sold 

complete and ready-to-go, but 

some may need a separate feed 

pump — and air driven models 

will need an air pump.

How e�cient will it 
be in your tank? 

Take a note of the manufacturer’s 

recommendations regarding the 

size of system it’s recommended 

for, but think of them merely as 

guidelines. Due to the key role of 

the skimmer in the marine 

aquarium, it’s often a good idea 

to opt for a slightly larger model 

to ensure eicient removal of 

organics. It depends on your 

needs, but systems with, for 

example, very heavy fish loading, 

demanding SPS aquaria 

requiring pristine water, or 

systems using bio pellets which 

intake of the skimmer’s 

pump. Ozone (O3) is a highly 

unstable form of oxygen that 

can help to oxidise ammonia 

and nitrite, further reducing 

the load on the filter (useful 

in heavily-stocked fish-only 

systems), and it can create 

‘gin-clear’ water (useful in 

reef tanks). Ozone is very 

reactive and aggressive to 

certain plastics and rubber 

materials, so ensure that if 

you’re going down this route 

all parts of the skimmer 

(including any ‘O’ rings  

and hoses) are labelled as 

‘ozone safe’. Ozone is 

potentially dangerous,  

so care needs to be taken  

to either use very low  

doses or have a redox  

(‘ORP’ — ‘Oxidation 

— Reduction Potential’)  

probe and controller to 

prevent overdosing. 

Running in a new skimmer
A brand new skimmer usually needs to ‘run 
in’ for several days or even more, and it’s 
normal to experience excessive over-
skimming, or very little skimmate, during 
this period. This is chiefly due to the 
plasticisers used in manufacture afecting 
the surface tension of the water in the 
reaction chamber. It may be necessary to 
reduce air injection into the skimmer, or 
crank down the water level in the reaction 
chamber during this time to prevent the 
collection cup from instantly filling with 
water. However, once a layer of fatty acids 
has built up on the internal surfaces of the 
skimmer, normal operation will commence, 
and fine-tuning can be carried out. 

Wet or dry skimming?
There is some debate on whether it’s best to 
produce a watery wet foam, or adjust the 
skimmer to produce a concentrated, dry 
foam, and there are arguments for and 
against each of these approaches. Most 
aquarists opt for a compromise between the 
two, aiming to produce a reasonably thick 
foam, which can range from white to brown 
in colour. To achieve a foam consistency to 
your liking, adjust the reaction chamber’s 
water height in the first instance, and if 
necessary, reduce the air flow slightly. 
Experiment, and you’ll get a feel for what 
works best.

The consistency of foam produced will 
vary from time to time, and this is normal. 
After a feed, for example, foam production 
may temporarily cease altogether due to the 
oils in the food altering the surface tension 

of the water, although normal foam 
production should resume after a while. 
Alternatively, a lot of wet foam may be 
produced after larger water changes with 
newly-mixed salt water, or after the 
addition of trace elements (due to a change 
in the water’s surface tension). In this case, 
there should be no need for adjustment 
unless the collection cup is filling very 
rapidly, as again normality will be resumed  
after a while. In any case, unless something 
is clearly amiss, avoid constant tweaks to 
the skimmer in response to these periodic 
changes in foam production.

Frequent cleaning is 

important. Don’t allow oily 

deposits to accumulate around the 

upper water level in the contact

chamber and into the neck of the

collection cup, as they hamper the 

skimmer’s performance by causing the 

foam to prematurely collapse before it 

can be pushed into the collection cup. 

TIP
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Often considered the holy grail of dwarf cichlids, the lovely 
Taeniacara candidi is a rare find in shops. But track down
some tank-bred stock and you won’t be disappointed.
WORDS: KEITH NAITBY
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ereshecomes!Headstill,
bodyswaying,upanddown…
upanddown,a female
Taeniacaracandidiprepares

to launch.Amereflyweight in thecichlid
kingdom, theseminiaturemissilesarea
match foranyof thebigbruisers in terms
of temperamentwhen itcomes to
defenceof theiryoung.Woe-betideany
fishthatventures tooclosewhenshe’son
guardduty—bigorsmall, theywill all be
escorted fromthepremises inaflurryof
cream,blackandyellow.
Apart fromtheircuriously rounded

tails, these littlebundlesof feistiness
have left all thepanache tomembersof
theoppositesex.Seen inprofile, thesleek
linesofamaleT.candidiwithfinserect
hasa touchof theArtDecoabouthim.
Cladwithblackstripeandturquoisehead
markings,hisbodyculminates ina
diaphanousspeartailwithribbonsof

Majestic males,
fiery  females

colourflowing through it.Shadesof red,
orange, indigo,blackandskybluecanbe
found inallfinsbutwithrelativesspread far
andwide, variationsonthis liveryaremany.
Described fromjust threefishcollected in
1934byEdCandidusalong theupperRio
Negro theyhavesincebeenrecorded in
countless locationsonbothsidesof the
Amazon.Residing inhabitats fromclear
flowingstreamsto the leaf ladenmarginsof
blackwater lakes theynodoubtawait
discovery inmanyotherareas.
Theornatefinsofmalesfindpurposewhen

territorial rightsareunderdiscussion.With
ventrals jousting, theyswimaparallel course
attempting tousurpopponentswithswipes
of thatovate tail.Physical contact is rareas
disputesaregenerallydecidedby thedegree
ofwashcreatedduring thesebouts, although
anytruce isa temporaryafairandthe
vanquishedopponentwill soonbe tryinghis
luckagain.

Highly coveteddwarf
Thesefishfirstmadeanappearance in the
70s, andareconsideredbymanyas theholy
grail ofdwarfcichlids.Highlycoveted—but
manyfishkeeperswillhaveneverset sight
onthesebeautifulfish. I’mnotawareofa
secretorganisation that’skept them
deliberatelyundergroundbut theyreally
shouldhaveawideraudiencebynow,as
theyaren’tparticularlydiicult tospawn
giventherightconditions.During theearly
days,wild importswere theonlyaccess
aquaristshadto thesefish,which isaroute
that’s largelydisappeared.Rarely imported
under theirownright, itwaspossible for
thosewithknowledgeandakeeneye topick
out theblackstripedyoungstersmixed in
withassortedapistoswhenshippingSouth
Americandwarfs in thismannerwas
popular.Thankfully, a small armyof
enthusiastsarekeeping thedreamalive for
thosewishing toobtainsomeandshops
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FISHFACTFILE
Blackstripe dwarf cichlid
●Scientific name:Taeniacara candidi

(Teen-ee-a-car-ah can-dee-dah).

●Size: Males 6.2cm/2.5in; females

5cm/2in.

●Origin: Found in lots of locations on

both sides of the Amazon.

●Aquarium: 60 x 30 x 30cm/24 x 12 x

12in minimum for a single pair.

●Water chemistry: Soft and acidic for

breeding, pH between 4.5–6; hardness

1–6°H.

●Temperature: 24–26°C/75–79°F.

●Feeding:Cyclops,Artemia nauplii,

Mosquito larvae,Daphnia, chopped

bloodworms.

●Availability and cost: Specialist shops

and breeders. Around £20 for a pair.
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with links to breeders and associations  
are a good starting point. I’ve found  
captive raised specimens far easier to 
acclimatise — wild caught candidi stock is 
best left to specialist keepers or the waters 
of Brazil. 

Tank bred fish arriving in shops are 
normally young and tinged with the 
eventual colours of adulthood. At around 
two months of age the tails of males begin 
to taper and ventrals start to lengthen. 
Smaller individuals may well be 
suppressed in the hustle bustle world of 
growing on tanks and careful observation 
may be required to avoid purchasing two 
males rather than a pair. Look at the 
ventral fins and a slight lengthening of tips 
should still be apparent even on these 
subordinate fish, which appear orange. 
The equivalent fins on females will be 
shorter and usually colourless at this  
early age.        

Don’t go too small
Despite their diminutive size, I would be 
extremely cautious about housing a pair in 
tanks under 60 x 30 x 30cm/ 24 x 12 x 12in. 
Limited space can modify the brood care 
behaviour of females to such an extent that 
killing her mate is not unknown. Many of 
the streams and backwaters in which these 
fish live have a thriving community of 
species, requiring both parents to take on 
defensive duties. Females will take the lead 
in this role but pairs normally act in unison 
when driving potential predators from the 
vicinity of their young. With the absence of 
a threat to her fry in small tanks this 
behaviour pattern is sent askew — males  
are often perceived as a danger and  
treated accordingly!  

Provide plenty of hiding and spawning 
alcoves. Roots, twigs, branches and a few 
leaves foraged from beech or oak trees are 
all suitable decor. There’s no requirement 

Seen in profile, the sleek lines of a male 
candidi with his fins erect, has a touch 
of the Art Deco about him.

The male (far left) has  a tapering tail and 
elongated ventral fins, while the female 

has shorter fins and a rounded tail.
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forflowerpotsas femalesnormallyspawn
onapieceof secludedwood—theywill
makeuseof themifprovidedbut Iprefera
morenatural look.Thesefisharen’t
prodigiousdiggersbutasubstratewitha
finegrain tends toworkwell. I’veseenblack
Limpoposandusedtogoodefectandalso
Unipac’s silicasand—totallydiferent
coloursyetequallyefective.Plantsaren’t
necessary,but if youwant toaddthemthe
choice is limited toa fewhardyvarietiesas
lightpenetration iscutdownbythe leeching
efectof thedecor.Anubias, Java fernand
mosseswill takewellwhenattachedto
branches.Cryptocorynealsoworkwell—
undemandingandslowgrowing,C.wendtii,
C.parvaandC.willisiallhaveanice
compacthabit.
Withstockingdensities low,filtrationcan

beasbasicasanairpumpandspongefilter

combo,althoughsmall internalpowerfilters
areanefectiveandquieteralternative. I’ve
neverdiscovered frybeingdrawninto these
filtersbut itmaybeprudent tokeepthe
flow-ratedown.Lighting isuptoyou—
livingwhere theydothesefishwill adapt
quite readily towhateveryouprovide.
In termsofwater forbreeding, yourchoice

is limited tosoftandacidic.Withsomany
shopsoferingROwater it’s aneasyandcost
efectivewayofkeepingSouthAmerican
fish inoptimumconditions.Bolstering this
withcommercial agents isunnecessaryas
thegentledecayof leafmaterial adds
suicientnutrientsback to thewater.Seta
temperaturearound25.5°C/78°F.
If youcanruntheset-up foracoupleof

monthsbefore introducing thecichlids, so
muchthebetter.As leaf litterbreaksdown
andmicro-organismsgaina foothold they

becomefarmore invitingenvironments
for thesedwarfs.Natural foodsourceswill
beavailable to fryandI’mconvinced
femalespickuponthis. I’vehad fewer
incidentsofeggeating fromfemales in
older tanksandahigherproportionof fry
raised. Insomeparticularlyancient
aquariamyyoungstershavereceived
suicientnourishmentby ferreting in the
mulmwithoutadditional feedingduring
early life.

Soft, acidic water is required
for success with these fish.

These gorgeous little
dwarfs are well worth
seeking out.

A tankwith lots of branching
wood and leaf litter wll suit
these cichlids well.
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Dry won’t cut it
I’ve never succeeded in weaning these 
cichlids onto any type of dried food. Wild 
fish find most of their sustenance by 
rooting around for micro-fauna. Artemia 
nauplii, Cyclops, and mosquito larvae will 
all be taken in frozen form and live 
Daphnia are especially relished. 
Bloodworms can be fed but may need 
slicing into manageable portions with a 
sharp blade — they will happily stuf 
themselves on large ones but it tends to 
afect them in a similar way to me after a 
Sunday roast: total lethargy sets in and all 
they want to do is watch another re-run of 
The Dambusters! 

Secretive spawners
With hiding spots created, females can 
pretty much ignore advances from males 
until they fill with eggs, signalled by a 
deepening abdomen. Now showing far 
more interest in his fin flaring, tail swiping 
courtship routine that includes a nifty 
reverse gear, she may well be found 
following him round the tank in staccato 
fashion. The occasional nip from both  
fish can be expected but little more  
beyond this.

It’s rare to witness an actual spawning 
— females don’t wish to advertise the 
presence of their whitish eggs and often 
hide them in a pokey crevice. Even if you 
miss the event, behavioural and physical 
changes will soon be apparent. Standing 
alert over the area, her body will be 
noticeably thinner and sufused with 
yellowish hues. Now at her most 
belligerent, anything resembling a  
threat is chased away and males with  
any sense will give the maternity clinic a 
wide berth. 

Ember tetra,
Hyphessobrycon
amandae.
O Size: To 
2cm/0.8in.

Green neon tetra,
Paracheirodon
simulans.
OSize: To
2–2.5cm/0.8–1in.

Marginatus
pencilfish,
Nannostomus
marginatus.
OSize: To
2–2.5cm/0.8–1in.

Tracking them down
While they aren’t mainstream cichlids by any means, PFK sta� have recently come

across Taeniacara candidi on travels to Aqualife in Leyland, Lancashire, and at A–Z 

Aquatics in Crewe, Cheshire.

of the best fish to keep alongside3
Taeniacara candidi will benefit from the inclusion of half a dozen dither fish. This is an age 

old remedy for giving cichlids a focus of attention when protecting fry, not to the extent of 

wild behaviour, but pretty close. Preoccupied with keeping an eye on other inhabitants, 

females are less inclined to give their mates a pummelling and you may be rewarded with 

both parents on sentry duty. 

I’d particularly recommend any of the three species below as companions — I’ve kept all 

these as dither fish with my candidi over the years without incident. 

Raising the fry
Hatching after three days of attentive care, 
wrigglers are generally kept at the spawning 
site. Some breeders have reported them 
being moved to a new location at this stage, 
but I’ve never witnessed this behaviour. 
When yolk sacs have been absorbed after a 
further five days, females will bring fry out 
for their first excursion. Her wavering 
posture is a sure sign that youngsters are in 
the near vicinity and it’s a mesmerising 
sight. Broods numbering anywhere between 
20 and 120 will stay within close range of 
mum as they peck around for edible items. 
Brine shrimp and microworm are good 
supplements for any naturally occurring 
food and with a surprisingly fast growth 
rate, they progress to the parents’ menu in 
no time. With all this extra bio-load from 

the fry, a weekly water change of around 
20% will be required — introduce new water 
as slowly as possible and make sure it’s the 
same temperature to that in your tank. 
These fish can be sensitive to changes and it 
pays to be cautious.

Fry can be grown on in neutral water 
conditions. Aim to move them at around six 
weeks of age. Females may approach 
spawning condition again at this time and 
won’t tolerate previous broods in the tank.

Despite all your attention to detail there’s 
still no guarantee males will be aforded a 
role in raising fry, so moving him to other 
quarters might be necessary. However, with 
a little luck everything will run as nature 
intended and you can enjoy the spectacle of 
these magnificent little cichlids raising a 
brood together. 
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The new TUNZE® recirculation pump 

Silence 
1073.060
with a capacity of up to 5,000 l/h for 

fresh water and marine aquariums 

is based on the latest technological 

standard of synchronous motors for 

aquarium pumps and offers extreme 

reliability with low maintenance and 

marginal power consumption at the 

same time.

For further information: www.tunze.com

TUNZE

ENERGY

SAVING

Prodibio is a proven delivery system for 

water quality start up and maintenance of 

fresh, salt and reef aquarium.

The oxygen free stasis environment inside 

each pre-dosed ampoule brings to the 

aquatic hobby a product 100% fresh, 

an eicient solution and an easy to use 

delivery system.  

Water quality of the aquarium will rapidly reach its 

optimal level for the well being of live organisms 

such as ish, plants and corals.  Therefore aquarists 

will experience remarkable success in starting up 

and maintaining a healthy marine  or fresh water 

environment, or in treating water quality issues. Ask 

for Prodibio to your nearest aquatic store.

More information on www.prodibio.com
or info@prodibio.com

PRODIBIO
Simple, Unique, eicient

CHOOSE QUALITY, CHOOSE PRODIBIO
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How do you improve on the world’s most popular
underwater filter? After analysing thousands of
reviews and loads of consumer feedback, Fluval has
succeeded in making its U Series even better!

Introducing the next generation of 

FLUVAL  U  
UNDERWATER FILTERS!

Advertisement feature

I
f you thought that manufacturers
never listened to consumer feedback,
you were wrong — certainly when it
comes to Rolf C. Hagen, anyway.

That’s the company behind the popular
Fluval brand of aquarium products.

Hagen’s Fluval U range of underwater
filters was launched back in 2008 and over
1.4 million have been sold worldwide.
Fishkeepers love them for their ease of use
and reliability, but in a bid to make this
best-selling series of underwater power
filters even simpler to use and maintain, the
company looked at what fishkeepers had to
say about the product. It analysed 
thousands of reviews and comments made
by the people who use them every day. The
result? A new generation of Fluval U filters.

So what’s changed?
O Impeller maintenance made simple
One of the main reasons for filter pump
failure is a lack of impeller maintenance —
something that’s simple to do, yet often
overlooked when fishkeepers are cleaning
their filter. To raise awareness on the
importance of cleaning your filter’s
impeller, the team at Fluval have added a
hanging tag to clearly indicate where you
can find it so that you can remove and clean
it before you use the filter. There are blue
coloured arrows on the spring clips to help
you locate it again for cleaning in the future.
And if you need any extra advice, there’s
even a QR code label inside the filter lid,
linking to an online video showing how to
clean and maintain the filter.  

O Even better filter media
The biological filter cartridge has been
redesigned into a bio-chemical version to
house the new Clean & Clear cartridge
supplied with the redesigned filters. Clean
& Clear is packed with special high
performance resins, proven to reduce
phosphate and nitrate while preventing the
spread of algae, resulting in a cleaner,
clearer aquarium and healthier fish.

Clean & Clear can also be used in Fluval
U1 filters which now feature a specially
designed foam cut-out section. This
means that users of this smaller filter
now have the option to use chemical media
for the first time.

Check 
out PFK’s 

review of the 
new U Series 

on PAGE 
102

ORe-designed
media cartridge
The new media
cartridge can hold
up to ten times
more debris than
before and
significantly
reduces the
volume of debris
that escapes back
into the aquarium when you remove the
cartridge for cleaning.

O Easy motor access and lead removal
The majority of power cord routing clips
have been removed on the new models to
allow easier removal of the motor, while the
motor itself has been redesigned in a blue
finish to indicate that it can be removed.

Other features include adjustable
three-way flow with a new concealed
easy-grip flow diverter; versatile, adjustable
positioning and a new ‘plain English’
instruction manual. All this plus a sleek and
modern design — and the reliability you’ve
come to expect from the Fluval U filter!

All the Fluval U Series filters are suitable 

for use in both fresh and saltwater 

aquariums. There are four to choose from:

O Fluval U1, 250 lph £31.49 RRP 

O Fluval U2, 400 lph £46.99 RRP 

O Fluval U3, 800 lph £61.99 RRP 

O  Fluval U4, 1,000 lph 

£76.99 RRP 

O  Replacement Clean  

& Clear Cartridge  

(two packs) cost  

£6.99 RRP.

U-series filters 
still look sleek 
and modern, 
but there are 
lots of improved 
features.

This cutaway 
image shows  
the U-Series filter 
in operation.

O More info: www.fluvalaquatics.com or 
contact Rolf C Hagen UK on 01977 556622.
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With the warm weather finally here you might be
tempted to stick some new fish in your pond.
Here’s a list of the best choices along with advice on 
what to do before and after you make that purchase.
WORDS: JEREMY GAY

Buyer’s guide to

I was in T shirts and shorts throughout 

much of May and my skin turned red in 

the sun, yet my pond thermometer

recorded a temperature of just

11°C/52°F throughout.

If your local retailer has fish outside 

then a temperature of over 10°C/50°F is 

recommended before adding fish. If 

their fish are held inside you really need 

a water temperature closer to

15–20°C/59–68°F before adding them. 

Add a fish from a warm pond to a cold 

one and they’ll lie on their sides looking

half dead. Temperature shock can lead 

to whitespot too. Arm yourself with a 

thermometer, regardless of whether 

your pond has a heater.

WHEN TO BUY
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Ponds

BEST BUYS FOR THE POND

Goldfish and goldfish varieties
It’s good old fashioned perennial, common or garden goldfish that top 

the charts for pond fish suitability. Once in a pond, goldfish are 

temperature hardy, enduring both the coldest winters and hottest 

summers, as well as being disease hardy and easy to feed. In large 

planted ponds goldfish get away with being fed nothing at all, gorging 

themselves instead on aquatic invertebrates, insect larvae and plant 

matter. But feed your goldfish and there’s nothing they won’t take or 

can’t eat, from floating sticks, to floating or sinking pellets of any size, 

flake to granules and everything in between.

Topping out at just over a foot in body length, there are very few ponds 

goldfish will outgrow, with anything north of about 6 x 4 x 2ft being 

ideal, and they’re even easy to breed, replenishing their own numbers 

and becoming a self sustaining captive population. Progeny will revert 

to those natural bronze colours though.

With the exception of the twin tailed Wakin, all pond goldfish should 

be single tailed as these are much hardier than the short, squat fancies. 

Fancy goldfish twintails, telescopic eyes and head growths fare badly in 

cold weather, but Common goldfish, Comets and Shubunkins are 

absolutely fine for outdoors — and due to their potential growth are 

actually better of outdoors long term.

Buy goldfish at 5–7.5cm/2–3in upwards — any pond should hold 

upwards of five individuals. A mixture of goldfish, Sarasa and 

Shubunkins will all readily mix, feed and breed together and they are all 

the same species, with identical needs. They’ll mix with any other pond 

fish species too.

Ghost koi
A cross between Koi and wild type

common and mirror carp, Ghosties have

had an injection of vigour and all round

hardiness from the wild fish, yet retain

some accents of colour from the Koi. The

result is the best value carp you can buy

for the pond, pound for pound, and they

are universally popular and very suitable

for the larger pond and lake.

Ghost koi have fantastic appetites and

grow quickly, becoming stocky as they

grow and filling their owners with glee

that they’ve treated them right as after

all, they’ve grown so quickly.

They will mix with any other pond fish

Comet

Common goldfish

Shubunkin

Wakin

Canary yellow goldfish

as long as you don’t throw a two-inch 

goldfish into a pond full of ravenous 

45–60cm/18–24in Ghost koi. The goldfish 

may be devoured, probably by mistake, 

but when Ghost koi do get that large it 

also makes them heron proof, which  

is a bonus. 

Buy Ghost koi when they are 5–10cm/ 

2–4in in length — that way suppliers can 

transport a lot of them at relatively low 

cost. And even in an unheated pond they 

will probably hit 20cm/8in in their first 

spring/summer season, double that the 

following year, and then they start to put 

on some real bulk too.
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GoldenOrfe
The golden variant of the European Ide,

Orfe are very popular fish because of

their bright apricot colour and their

surface dwelling habits. They grow fast,

making them very visual specimens and

they’ll match Koi inch for inch in growth

in large ponds, up until they start to top

out at about 60cm/24in length.

They’re only ever viewed from the

top, which hides the deep bodies that

adults develop versus the little strips of

carrot that are the juveniles. Blue,

white, andmottled colour variants are

also available.

BUYWITHCAUTION

Grass carp
This is one of those species that’s popular in the pond world for

a supposed ability to do a particular job—eat blanketweed.

These giant, elongate Asian carp aren’t deep bodied, barbled

diggers like their cousins the Koi, Mirror or Common carp—

instead they aremore like the invasive Silver carp ravaging

North America, being part planktivore part herbivore, spending

most of their days swimming openmouthed, gulping in

sediment laden water and surface filmwhile straining out tiny

food particles as they go. So do they eat blanketweed? Rarely, if

ever. They were popularised for controlling weed growth in

lakes but in a small pond with a daily supply of floating food

sticks they will eat that instead.

In warmer Asian countries with less harsh or no winter

season,Grass carpmay reach 120cm/48in in size. There are

instances of broken ribs whenmud ponds are seine-netted for

other ornamental fish and one of these 50lbmissiles goes

flying over it.

Koi
The keeping ofKoi carp is a hobby in its

own right and turns into an obsession for

some. Koi are amazing—hugely colourful

and reaching up to four feet in length, these

are pond fish on steroids, with someworth

tens of thousands of pounds. The spiritual

home of Koi carp is in Japan, where 20 or so

main varieties were created, depending on

pattern, colour and scale type. There they

were refined and perfected and now they are

exported and well known all across the

world. Seek out a Koi specialist store or Koi

show and you’ll see 90cm/36in+ fish worth

upwards of £5,000— then you will see what

all the fuss is about.

But there are Koi and there are Koi. You

can buy one at £2.50 and you can buy

another at £2,500, and they will be very

diferent fish. That cheaper fishmay never

be worth £2,500 because it is all about the

bloodline: which breeder in Japan bred the

fish, and what the parentage is. You will also

be paying for that breeder to have selected

the fish above its brothers and sisters, which

if inferior would have been culled. Then you

are paying for the care of the young fish:

food, expertise and time spent inMr X’s

prizemud pondwhere the fish put on body,

colour, condition and skin quality. Quality

Japanese Koi from top breeders have the

potential to be champions.

OSIZE: Fewpeople buyOrfe actually realising

just how large they can get. Commonly

added to 6ft ponds, adult Orfe need a pond

size of at least twice this, andwhat’smore

they are a shoaling species, so should be

kept in numbers.

O JUMPING:Being agile, surface dwelling fish,

Orfe are adept jumpers that could easily end

up on your lawn if not netted over for their

own safety.

OOXYGEN:An inhabitant of large, cool rivers,

these fish demand decent oxygen levels and

a heavily planted still pond on amuggy

summer’s night often spells disaster for

Orfe, while smaller goldfish that require less

oxygen fare better. ‘Mystery’ Orfe deaths in

small, planted, unfiltered ponds are common

and are always down to lowoxygen.

OMEDICATION:These fishmay develop

spinal deformations as a result of certain fish

medicines being used.Most fish treatment

manufacturerswill state on their packaging

whether their product is safe to usewithOrfe

or not—always check.

Whythecaution?

Why thecaution?

Cheap Koi won’t be from Japan, they’ll be from

somewhere likeMalaysia where they still have been

selected for colour and growth, but they’ll never hit the

same sort of size. Youmay have that one in a hundred

million that turns out to be amazing butmost won’t hold

a candle to a top fish in terms of colour or pattern either.

So because they were born outside Japan, from unknown

parentage and raised in their millions, even a 60cm/24in

long fishmay only be worth about £150 when adult

— and you’ll be lucky to get that.

Youmay find pleasure from the relatively hardy £2.50

fish, and arguably that’s where the smart money is. But if

you have the sort of addictive personality thatmeans

you take your hobby ultra seriously and involve yourself

to the point of obsession, then you’ve been warned!

OCOST:Keeping quality Koi is a rich

man’s game, with perhaps a £10,000

pond build in order to house your prized

tategoi—not including food or electric.

So the first caution is the price of a full

blownKoi pond and good quality fish.

OKNOWLEDGEANDEXPERIENCE:

You’ll need this to avoid getting ripped

o�, throwgoodmoney after bad or

worse still, lose the lot through

mistakes. Don’t treat Koi as an

investment. The only 100%guarantee

with anyKoi is that it will die one day.

OSIZE:They need large ponds of 120cm/4ft

deep ormore— ideally 6ft deep. They

need swimming space, should be kept

together in number andwith all that size

and appetite comes copiouswaste,

meaning hefty filtration and regular water

quality testing andmaintenance. If you

reckon on being able to dig yourself a Koi

pond in an afternoon, it’s too small. Book

amini-digger and you’remore on the

right lines.
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DON’T BUY

Float the bag of new
fish in the pond to
equalise temperature.
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GOING NATIVE?

OSIZE: In theUK,Grass carp can still

attain 75cm/30in and need to be kept

in groups.

O JUMPING:These skittish, surface

dwelling fish spook really easily. Scare

themand they jump— that could be

something as simple as you approaching

the pond ormaintaining a pump.

ODIET: I don’t knowanyonewho has

actually usedGrass carp to efectively

combat blanketweed growth — and it’s a

big chunk of your pond’s maximum fish

stocking rate to give up to a group of

them while trying.

Why the caution?

Never introduce a

fish you’ve caught

when angling into your

garden pond. It will probably

be riddled with parasites. A

growing number of coarse

fish are now available at

water garden centres and at

least they are likely to have

been treated before sale.

TIP

It’s so tempting to add the fauna that occurs in our native water bodies, but few are suitable

and for difering reasons. One thing all UK native fish have in common is that need for cool

temperatures and well oxygenated water. They are all camouflaged when viewed from

above, for obvious reasons, so make for mostly invisible pond mates to the onlooker.

BEST BUYS
Tench are the most suitable of our natives, and are widely available in both their natural

green form and an ornamental gold form. Rudd will suit a golden Orfe pond, being similar in

habit, yet smaller. Tench and Rudd can be mixed with goldfish, Koi and Orfe without problem.

DON’T BUY!
Chub, Dace, Bleak, Trout, Barbel, Gudgeon,

Minnows, Bullhead and Stone loach are all

demanding of relatively fast flowing, gravel bottomed

waters and will fare badly in heatwaves and still waters.

Chub and Trout are predatory too.

Bream are large but not huge by Koi standards, but

they should be kept in groups and you’ll never see

them. Perch and Pike are predators. Pike are obligate

fish predators, meaning they need to feed on live fish.

Perch will seriously upset docile goldfish and Koi as

they grow and become more carnivorous.

Tench Rudd

When you buy a fish for the pond it will be

placed in a polythene bag filled with about

one third water and two thirds air or

oxygen. Once home they need to be

properly acclimatised and introduced to

the pond. Here are two common methods:

OMethod one: Float the unopened bag in

the pond for 20–30 minutes to equalise the

temperature. Open the bag, roll down the

sides, forming a floating collar, and

introduce some pond water over the next

20–30 minutes until it is more pond water

than bag water. You can tip the bag to

release the fish, but removing the fish from

the bag with a net and discarding the water

will lessen the risk of introducing ammonia

from the bag, and any waterborne nasties

that may have hitch-hiked.

OMethod two: Open the bag and pour the

bag water and fish into either a bucket or a

Quarantine new fish in a

separate vat with a mature

filter for a few weeks if you can — and

definitely if you keep high quality Koi.

TIP

How to add new fish to your pond

O  HEALTH: A 90cm/36in slab of tender 

living flesh is a paradise for parasites, 

so any Koi keeper worth his or her tonic 

salt will also be a master in fish health. 

You’ll need a quarantine vat and ideally 

either a microscope and a knowledge of 

how to take a scrape, or a great Koi 

dealer who will do it for you and advise 

accordingly. Temperature afects Koi 

health. Water quality and stress can 

bring disease too, not to mention the 

risk of adding new, infected fish. 

Sturgeon/Sterlets
I watch a lot of fishing 

programmes and when I see 

12ft, 1,000lb Sturgeon in huge, 

swift Canadian salmon rivers I do wonder 

just what the heck we are doing with any 

member of the Sturgeon family in our 

warm, shallow and still (relatively 

speaking) ponds.

Sturgeon and Sterlets need cold, 

well-oxygenated, running water and are 

constant movers. The ideal pond would be 

like a Rainbow trout raceway, rounded at 

each end and divided down the middle so 

they can’t bump into corners and can swim 

forwards, round and round, all day long. 

Most garden ponds are based on centuries 

of keeping carp, not cartilaginous fish like 

these. Blanketweed sticks to Sturgeon 

ridges and bumps like Velcro, you can’t use 

many common and efective fish disease 

treatments and they need special food.

polystyrene transport box. Over 20–30 

minutes top this up with pond water until 

it’s mostly pond water, then net the fish and 

put them in the pond, discarding the water 

in the bucket.
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THERE ARE SOME FANTASTIC PRIZES TO BE WON

IN ROUND TWO ON SATURDAY 15TH OCTOBER 

AT J&K AQUATICS!

VISIT

WWW.UKASC.CO.UK

TO ENTER

TODAY!

Sponsored by

For further information visit www.ukasc.co.uk or email: enquiries@ukasc.co.uk

J&K Aquatics, Market Way, North Petherton TA6 6DF ©

“Taking part in the UKASC was an amazing experience”
Antoni Dimitrov - 2015 Champion

CLOSING DATE FOR ROUND ONE ENTRIES

SUNDAY 15TH AUGUST

pecie c c diet

for cichlids thanks to

JBL research.

You can rest assured!

www.jbl.de
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Got a fishkeeping problem?

Answers

❯

OURTEAMOFEXPERTS

Fishkeeping
No.1
FOR ADVICE

TRISTAN LOUGHER

works in aquatic retail
and has sold marines
for 15 years. He has
written books and
taken part in research
projects. Tristan
works at Cheshire
Waterlife.

Send your questions to PFK and you’ll receive a personalised reply from one of our top 
experts. Remember to include as much information as you can about your set-up — and 
a photo can be useful too. There are prizes for the Tropical, Marine and Plant letters of 

the month. Here’s what you could win...

Send your questions to us at: Fishkeeping Answers, Practical Fishkeeping Magazine,
Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA,

or email them to us on questions@practicalfishkeeping.co.uk

Win a bundle of Tetra
tropical products with a
combined retail value of

£90.90!

Win a bundle of Tetra
marine products with a

combined value of £60.25

Tropical letter
of the month

Plant letter
of the month

Pond letter
of the month

Marine letter 
of the month

Win a bundle of Tetra plant 
products worth a combined 

value of £85.70! 

Win a bundle of Tetra pond 
products worth a combined 

value of £81.59! 

BOB MEHEN has been 
keeping fish since the 
1970s and has a 
particular passion for 
catfish. He helps to 
moderate the PFK 
website forum and 
excels at advising and 
guiding new keepers.

NEALE MONKS 
has kept fish for over  
20 years. He has  
authored a number 
of fishkeeping books 
and has a particular 
passion for brackish 
species.

GEORGE FARMER 
is a world-renowned 
aquascaper. He  
co-founded the UK 
Aquatic Plant Society 
and now works as a 
freelance aquatic 
specialist.

NATHAN HILL 

is PFK’s features editor. 
He’s worked as a public 
aquarist, managed 
a number of aquatic 
stores and has lectured 
in aquatics.

JEREMY GAY has kept 
fish most of his life. He’s 
managed an award-
winning store and is a 
former PFK editor. He’s 
now Evolution Aqua’s 
business development 
manager.

Expert aquarium care with our digital water test app, download here:

www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk
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Everything you need for healthy fish

Frogfish are highly variable
in colour and often adapt it to
blend into their surroundings.

Polka-dot loaches form a strict hierarchy. 
Keep them in large groups to stop dominant 

fish picking on weaker individuals.

Q. Are my loaches getting frisky?

Ihavea largegroupofmatureKubotai
loaches inmy450 l/100gal tank. Ihave
noticed that twoof thebiggestoftenswim
upanddownthecornerof the tank,one
of themtouching theother’s tailwith its
nose.Theywill continue this foranhour
ormore,duringwhich timetheyoften
display thesamebehaviour inmore than
onecornerof the tank. Is this somekindof
breedingdisplay? I’mnotexpecting them
tobreedas Iknowit rarelyhappens in the
aquarium,but itwouldbe interesting to
knowwhy it ishappening.
CONNOR, EMAIL

A
Polka-dot loaches,Botiakubotai,are
to my mind one of the most attractive

loach species available and I think their

patterning gets better as they age, unlike
some species which become increasingly
‘washed-out’ looking. At a maximum of
around 15cm/6in they are also a far better
fit for life in aquaria in terms of adult size
than Clown loaches for instance.

Females tend to be a little larger
than the males and generally fatter,
especially when in breeding condition.
Males develop larger, longer heads with
noticeably ‘fleshy’ lips. The behaviour
you mention could indeed be some kind
of courtship or breeding behaviour if
the fish involved are male and female
but there are only sketchy reports of
people finding young fish in their aquaria
they haven’t added, rather than detailed
breeding accounts. The fish sold in the

Tropical letter 
of the month

MARINE

Q. What’s the best set-up for a frogfish?

Can I keep a frogfish in an 18 gal 

species set-up with corals?

JULIAN GRAY, EMAIL

A
Frogfish are great subjects 

for a species tank. That really 

is the best set-up for them, as 

they’ll eat pretty much any other 

fish (as well as mobile inverts) 

that will fit in their big mouths. A 

FOWLR system is ideal, but you 

can also keep them with corals. 

It’s possible to keep a pair if 

space permits. Include a good 

smattering of sponges for the 

perfect little habitat. They can 

take a while to adapt to frozen 

food, so ensure a supply of live 

feeder shrimp is on hand while 

you train it onto dead foods. 

Frogfish are ambush predators, 

waiting for food to come to them, 

so tank size isn’t such a big deal. 

A pair of the smaller species like 

Antennarius maculatus (Clown or 

Warty frogfish) would be fine in an 

82l/18 gal nano, as the adult size 

is only 10cm/4in. This species is 

highly variable in colour (which 

can change depending on its 

surroundings). Species ID can be 

tricky with these fish, but this one 

can be pretty easily identified due 

to its warty skin, the ‘fishy’ shape 

of the esca, and the prominent 

membrane on the second  

dorsal spine.  

DAVE WOLFENDEN

trade are largely produced with the aid of 
hormone injections to bring the fish into 
breeding condition. These loaches are also 
social creatures, with a strict hierarchy 
between fish in the group, which is why it 
is so important to keep them in su�ciently 
large numbers; small groups may mean that 
one dominant fish constantly hassles those 
below it and can mean the ‘bottom’ fish 
sufers and dies as a result. 

The behaviour you mention may just be 
dominance sparring between two closely 
matched adults. Keep feeding your loaches 
a good range of foods and keep the water 
conditions perfect and you never know, you 
might be the first to witness and document 
breeding in this species.
BOB MEHEN
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Mystery rainbowfish 
deaths could have been 

triggered by stress.

RO water
should be used
for topping up.

Q. What’s killing my rainbows?

TROPICALTROPICAL

Q. What water 
should I use?

I have a freshwater tank with a sump. 

I receive difering advice from friends 

and experts as to the type of water I 

should be topping up evaporation with 

— reverse osmosis or tapwater? Please 

can you advise?

JONATHAN GRACE, EMAIL

A 
Evaporation should always be 

topped up with pure water regardless 

of whether the system is marine or 

freshwater. The easiest way to explain 

why is to imagine a tank full of blue and 

white marbles. The white marbles are 

pure H2O and the blue marbles are total 

dissolved solids. In a filled up state the 

tank is an equal mix of 50% blue and 

50% white, which is the same as your 

tapwater. Through evaporation only the 

white marbles leave the tank, with the 

blue marbles remaining. 

To replace water and achieve the same 

ratio of blue to white marbles you should 

now only replace white marbles (RO or 

DI water). If you replace the evaporated 

water with tapwater your ratio of blue 

to white will skew in favour of the blue 

marbles. Your total dissolved solids 

(TDS) will have increased. Repeat the 

process and your tank will start to fill 

up with blue marbles and your TDS will 

continue to increase.

However, it’s diferent when you change 

water, as in this case you are removing 

both blue and white marbles in equal 

measure. So when you use tapwater to 

refill the tank, the ratio of blue to white 

will be the same as when the tank was 

first filled. If you replaced water change 

water with white marbles only the balance 

would change in favour of the white 

marbles and your TDS would drop.

So, in a nutshell: tapwater for water 

changes and RO only for topping up.  
JEREMY GAY

I have a 450 l/100 gal aquarium, 
which contains a mix of fish, mainly 
Harlequins, Platies, Mollies, corys, a 
couple of L-number cats, a Red-tailed 
black shark (no bother) and until 
recently, seven mature Red rainbows 
which are the centrepiece of the tank. 
But in the last four months I have lost 
three of these rainbows and I am about 
to lose a fourth. 

All go in the same way, swimming 
up and down the front of the tank in 
midwater to begin with, heads at a 45° 
upwards angle. They breathe heavily, 
but don’t gasp at the surface, and their 
fins are slightly clamped. Then after 3–4 
days they just sit at one end of the tank 
and at that point they are dead within 
about 48 hours. 

There are no marks, no body swelling, 
and no loss of colour. They are around 
2–3 years old and the tank has been 
set up for about three years. All the 
rainbows are male.

Temperature is 24°C/75°F, pH is 
7.4, ammonia and nitrite 0 and nitrate 
30ppm. The tank is well planted with 
Anubias, Java fern, Crinum and crypts 
(no CO2) and is extremely well filtered. 
It has a daily 9 l/2 gal water change, with 
another 15% at weekends, when I also 
clean the substrate.

All the rainbows were purchased at 
about 5cm/2in in length. Could it be 
something that they have always had, 
but is only now starting to take hold? 
I have added no new fish since last 
summer and feed a varied diet of  
flake, TetraPrima and frozen and 
vegetable foods.
JUDE BAXTER, EMAIL

A 
Unfortunately, I don’t have a 
definitive answer, but will suggest 

some possibilities.
The abnormal pitch (head-up posture) 

displayed by your rainbows could be 
due to a swimbladder malfunction or 
infection, or possibly a problem with their 
central nervous system that’s causing 

poor swimming co-ordination.
The high respiratory rate would suggest 

a lack of oxygen within the fish’s tissues 
(e.g. due to gill damage/infection or low 
oxygen levels in the water) or possibly a 
generalised infection.

But whatever the underlying cause, 
it isn’t clear why the problem should 
have only recently arisen in your well-
established rainbows, and why it seems 
limited to this particular species. 

As you have considered, it could be that 
your rainbows have been harbouring 
some sort of disease (e.g. bacterial, viral) 
for a long time, but have only recently 
developed symptoms, perhaps as a result 
of stress, which has suppressed their 
immune systems.

Equally, it could be due to some 
change in the water parameters within 
the aquarium that these rainbows are 
particularly sensitive to. From the 
information that you have supplied, the 
water temperature, pH, and levels of 
nitrogenous wastes all seem fine. But 
other things to consider are the levels of 
dissolved gases in the water, so ensure 
you have good aeration to maintain 
high oxygen levels and to drive of 
carbon dioxide. And of course, always 
dechlorinate the replacement tapwater 
before adding it to the tank. I would use 
a dechlorinator product that deals with 
both chlorine and chloramine as well as 
neutralising heavy metals (given some 
heavy metals can cause nervous diseases 
in fish). 

If you have a spare tank of suitable size, 
you might try isolating the fish that’s 
showing early symptoms, and seeing if 
moving it to a clean set-up with ‘fresh’ 
water and good aeration results in any 
improvement to its condition. If you do 
try this, feel free to get back to me with an 
update on its progress — I’d be interested 
to know.  

I see no point in adding medications  
at this stage given that the cause  
remains unclear.   
DR PETER BURGESS
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Ihavea200 l/44gal tankarrivingsoon. I
would like tocreateaplanted/aquascaped
community tank. I love the therapeutic
natureofanattractivelyplanted tank. It
seems likeaheavilyplanted tankwants
little surfaceagitation, littlewatercurrent
and lotsofCO2.However, it seems likemy
fishwould lovesurfaceagitation, a little
watercurrentandnoCO2.HowdoIstrike
abalance tokeepeveryonehealthy?
SCOTT, EMAIL

A
You’ve really hit a very important nail
on the head here with your question! To

a large extent you do indeed need to choose
between an Amano-style tank on
the one hand or a busy community tank on
the other.

If you look at a typical Amano-style tank,
it’s based around strong lighting, a rich
substrate, lots of plants, plenty of carbon
dioxide, and a relatively modest stocking
level with small, midwater fish that produce
little mess or solid waste.

Nobody tries to create a ‘nature aquarium’
around an Oscar and a couple of plecs
because these fish would simply wreck
the set-up, either pulling up the plants or
producing so much solid waste the water
would get cloudy, and on top of that their
heavy metabolic rate would mean there’s
plenty of ammonia and other metabolites
cranked out into the water which the

PLANTS

filter would have to process, leading to 
lots of dissolved nutrients and an algae 
problem. That’s an extreme of course, but 
if you’re stocking a 200 l/44 gal aquarium 
with an interesting selection of angels, 
gouramis, medium-sized catfish like 
Brochis, Ancistrus and Synodontis, as well 
as decent-sized schools of busy midwater 
barbs and danios, you’re not going to have 
the kind of conditions the Amano-style 
aquarium demands.

Is there a happy medium? Well, one 
approach might be to manage your 
expectations. Go the Amano route, 
understanding you’re going to be limited to 
fish from the smaller end of the size range. 
There are all sorts of small but interesting 
fish out there, from Dwarf rasboras and 
Ember tetras to Dario spp. and small 
catfish like Otocinclus and Aspidoras, and 
if you build up your stock slowly, only 
buying species you really want, you might 
well end up with a community of several 
diferent species living happily in your 
tank. Try two or three schooling small 
species in the midwater level, some of the 
smaller hatchetfish at the top perhaps, and 
one of the dwarf loricariids and a group of 
Corydoras occupying the bottom layer of 
the tank. 

You can add a few shrimps or snails 
perhaps, as these tend to have little impact 
on water quality, rounding out  

the community a bit further. 
Alternatively, you could choose plants 

that don’t need too much mollycoddling 
and thrive in good but basic conditions. 
Vallisneria will use carbon dioxide if 
it’s there, but will grow very well indeed 
without it, especially in hard water. The 
easier Amazon swords like Echinodorus 
bleheri, as well as the hardy crypts such 
as Cryptocoryne beckettii and C. wendtii 
are all good choices as well, and with a 
bit of efort perusing the literature you’ll 
find dozens of plants that will grow under 
medium brightness lighting without the 
need for carbon dioxide fertilisation. 
They’ll appreciate mineral nutrients 
of course, but these can be as simple as 
popping the odd pellet into the gravel 
around their roots every couple of months. 
Indeed, overdoing the fertilisation or the 
lighting in a low-tech planted aquarium is 
more likely to trigger algae problems than 
improve plant growth! 

Most of these undemanding plants will 
tolerate fairly brisk currents without 
complaint; and indeed those species  
that are adapted to flowing water,  
notably Vallisneria, Anubias, Java ferns 
and Java moss, will be happier in tanks 
with plenty of current, and can make  
great choices for river or stream  
biotope communities.
NEALE MONKS

Q. Can I have an Amano-style community tank?

Most Amano style set-ups house 
just one or two species of fish and 
are lightly stocked.
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I’ve been ofered some live rock from a tank that’s being stripped

down. Is this a good idea, as I’m seeing a lot of ‘for’ and ‘against’

arguments. It will reduce the cost of my new reef set-up no end.

CHARLIE SIMPSON, EMAIL

A
Fundamentally, if it’s pest-free, has come from a system that’s

been running well, with good water quality and no disease

issues, then it could be a goodmove, but do some investigating

first. Have a good look at the rock and the system that’s being

stripped down. Does the rock look in good condition, withminimal

hair algae and diatom growth? Politely ask about phosphate

levels in particular (live rock can be a ‘phosphate sponge’, so if

levels have historically been high it can be absorbed into the rock,

creating issues if it’s reused). Check for pests likeAiptasia—if

they appear to be a problem, it might be best to give it amiss

(there’s no guarantee that newly-cured live rock is pest-free,

however). Also check whether any disease treatments have been

used— ‘reef safe’ treatments shouldn’t cause problems, but if the

rock has been exposed to copper, it’s not worth risking. Themost

desirable rock tends to have a good growth of pink coralline algae,

so this is would be a good sign. On balance, looking at the system

as a whole should give a clear indication of quality.

There’s always the option of ‘re-curing’ the rock before using

it. Set up a separate tank or food-safe plastic vat equipped with

heater, pump, basic lighting (and ideally a small skimmer) and let

the rock cycle for a fewweeks. Monitor phosphate and nitrate and

observe the rock for any pests— if any issues do become apparent

you’ll have the opportunity to decide whether to deal with the

problems or not use the rock after all. DAVE WOLFENDEN

Marineletter
ofthemonth

Q.Can I use
secondhand rock?

A growth of pink coralline
algae on live rock is
usually a good sign.

Ihave, or,had fourSeverums
ina130 l/29gal, 60cm/24in
tank. Iput theminas the
onlyfishwithamature
filter,noplants, onepieceof
bogwoodandasandybottom.
Myproblemiswith their
aggression towardseach
other. I thoughtSeverums
weresocial, placidcichlids
andthat iswhyIbought them,
butwithindaysofbeing
addedtheyhavechasedeach
other,nippedeachother’sfins
andwhenIwentaway fora
weekendIreturned tofind
onedeadwith itseyesand
stomacheaten.
NowIhave threeandthe

nextone isbeingpickedon. I
triedmoving that toanother
tankandthebiggestoneof the
remaining twopickedoneach
other.This isn’t thecalming
fishkeepingsceneI imagined.
WhatcanIdo?
LUKE HANSON, EMAIL

A
Welcometocichlid
keeping!Ascichlidsgo,

on theaggressionandbullying
scaleSeverumsarewaydown
near thebottom,whereasa
Midascichlid,maleMalawi
cichlidorFlowerhornareat the
top.However,without
thepresenceofother tough
cichlidsyourSeverumshave
turnedrogue.
Firstly Iwouldaddress tank

space.Your60cm/24inset-up
isnot longenoughevenfor
juvenileSeverumstogetoutof
eachother’sway, andaveraging
6–8/15–20inwhenadult, it

certainlywouldn’tdo for them
long term.
Next isdecor.Justaswith

othercichlids, andother
territorialfish, awaytomanage
aggressiontowards tankmates
is to take themoutof the line
of sight.Addmorebogwood,
cavesandhideaways.This
couldbesimplepiecesofpipe
orflowerpots ifneedbe. It all
helps.Youarerightnot toadd
plantsasSeverumswill eat
them,butyoucanadd loadsof
thesilk typeartificialplants
drapedall across thewater
columnsoyourfishwill each
findtheirownspace toget
into ifneeded.This iswhat
happens in thewild.Like
FestivesandOscars,Severums
areAmazoniancichlidswhich
share theirnativewaters
withpiranha.Asadefence
againstbeingeaten, all three
speciesstu�themselves into
overhangingvegetationwith
just their tailfinsstickingout.
Finsareexpendableandcanbe
regrown. Iffightingbreaksout
in the tank, theywill alsodo this
and itwillhelpprotect them
fromeachother.
Lastlyare tankmates.

Ditherfisharenon-cichlidfish
whichyouaddtodistractyour
cichlidsandhelpprevent them
turningoneachother.Good
ditherfish includeGiantdanios
andSilverdollars, althoughall
willneed thebigger tankyour
Severumswill require long term
too.Employall threemethods
andorderwill berestored.
JEREMY GAY

TROPICAL

Q. Why are my cichlids falling out?

Breaking up lines of 
sight could help with 
squabbling Severum.
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Plants letter 
of the month

Pond letter 
of the month

TROPICAL

Howcan Iget ridofGreat diving

beetles?Mypond is full of themand I

canno longer keepfish in it.

NIGEL WILLIS, EMAIL

A
Dytiscusmarginalis larvae

can get up to 60mm in

length and have sizeable

jaws. They will predate fish of

up to 5cm/2in and maybe larger

if there’s a lack of other food in the

pond. But with fish of 15–20cm/6–8in upwards, the tables

are turned and predator becomes prey. Stock Koi, Ghost

koi or larger goldfish and I don’t think you will have any

problems. In fact large Koi will seek out and eat the larvae with relish. So, if

your pond is suitable, go for large fish.

Another point to consider is preventing the adults getting in and laying eggs

in the first place, so fit secure insect netting over the pond.

How do you cure the current problem? If it was me and I wanted rid of them,

I’d completely empty the pond of water and start again. Strip down the filter

(you have no fish), and thoroughly clean it. Get in, jet wash the liner, throw the

filter pipework away, and soak all pumps, filters and media in a bleach solution

or Chloramine T to sterilise it. The larvae live in vegetation so I’d remove all

pond plants and compost them far away from the pond. Set up the pond again

with sterilised filter and pipework — and no plants. Beetles won’t lay eggs in a

plant-free pond as they will be exposed to predation from fish. JEREMY GAY

Q. Can I eliminate 
these predatory 
beetles?

I like the idea of using a complete substrate such

as ADA Aqua Soil, which seems good value,

but I am a little concerned that over time such a

substrate will deteriorate to mush and need to be

replaced in a year or two. Would I be better using

a base layer such as Tropica AquaCare, which

could be used in combination with root-capsules

for a more permanent set-up?

It would be helpful also if the substrate I

used had some level of bufering capacity as

my tapwater is extremely soft. Should this be a

concern in choosing a substrate, or would the

bufering capacity of any substrate quickly be

eroded in time?

JOHN ANUSAS, EMAIL

A
You are correct to assume that most soils will

turn into a mud-like sludge over time. The rate

of this depends on a few factors but most will need

replacing after 12 months if you are not happy with

their appearance.

The good news is that the soil should perform

well, despite changing physical composition.

Nutrient-content will last indefinitely if you are

using liquid fertilisers, as the soil uptakes nutrients

and makes them available to the roots. ADA Aqua

Soil Amazonia is the most nutrient-rich product

on the market. Some contain little or no nutrients

so you need to use root tabs and/or more liquid

fertilisers. The muddy soil only becomes  

an issue if you have fish that are likely to disturb  

the substrate or you plan to regularly re-aquascape 

or re-plant.

If you’re after a very long-term substrate that 

does not change considerably in appearance then I 

can recommend a base layer nutrient-rich product 

topped with an inert gravel or sand. The Tropica 

product is good and I have used it with success for 

years. Root capsules can help, regardless of the 

substrate type, especially if your set-up includes 

heavy root-feeding plant species like Cryptocoryne 

and Echinodorus.

Regarding your soft water, you may wish to add 

GH/KH boosting minerals to ensure you don’t 

experience a pH crash. Most soils will bufer the 

pH at 6 to 6.5 regardless of the water hardness 

but there is no definite way of saying how long the 

bufering efect will last.

GEORGE FARMER

Q. Will my substrate
need annual changing?

I do a 20% water change every week.
I test the water prior to carrying out
the water change, getting roughly the
same reading every week of 0 nitrite, 
0 ammonia, pH7 and 20ppm nitrate. 
Would I be better o� to carry out these 
tests after the water change rather 
than before?  
ANDY VINCENT, EMAIL

A 
The pH is interesting because it 
isn’t always stable, and stability 

is what matters for most community 
fish. Corydoras, danios and angels, for 
example, will be just fine anywhere 
between pH 6 and 8 provided the pH 
doesn’t vary much from week to week. 
So in this case you’d want to take the 
pH of your tap water as a starting point, 
then the pH of the aquarium just before 
you do a water change. If your water 
is very alkaline, you won’t see much, if 
any, diference in pH. But if your water 

has a low carbonate hardness, the pH
can drop because of the background
acidification that happens in all tanks  
over time. If pH drops are something 
you have to contend with, after you’ve 
done your 20% water change, you can 
test the pH of the tank again, and see 
what it comes up to.

Small weekly variation isn’t a big 
deal, so if your tapwater has a pH of 
7.2, and it drops to 7.0 before you do 
a water change, that’s not going to 
cause any problems for most fish. 
But there are some situations where 
a steady pH is crucial. Some species, 
like halbeaks, are intolerant of pH 
fluctuation, while others, notably Kribs, 
need a specific pH to balance male 
and female ofspring in their broods. 
It should also be apparent that tanks 
with very low alkalinity, like blackwater 
biotope tanks, are likely to experience 
substantial, possibly dangerous, pH 

Q. When should I test my water?

Great diving beetle 
larvae will attack 

small fish and fry.

Specialist plant 
substrates last 
longer when used 
with liquid fertilisers.
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Q. Should I keep this ‘free’ fish?

TROPICAL TROPICAL

I recentlyboughtagroupof12Cardinal
tetrasandwhenIreleased themIrealised
that Ihadbeengivena little ‘extra’ in the
formofaZebradanio,whichmusthave
jumpedacross fromanearby tank in the
shop. Idon’thaveanyotherdanios, so
should I take itback?
MytankcontainsapairofDwarf

gourami,Cardinals,Pepperedcorysand
someKuhli loachesand isplanted.
KERRY JORDAN, NORTHANTS.

A
Theshortanswer is “yes”, youare
probablybest returning thedanio to

theshop; I’msure they’ll behappy foryou
todothis if youexplain thesituation.Zebra
daniosareagreatcommunityfishand
oneof thehardiestandmostadaptable
speciesaround,but this shouldn’tmean
they’rekept in less than ideal conditions

wherepossible.Theyareactive, social
fish thatneedtobekept ingroupsofan
absoluteminimumoffivebut ideallymore.
Largergroupswillmake thefishmore
settledand lessnervousaswell as
allowing themtodisplay theirnatural
behavioursbetterandasaresultbetter
colouration.Asinglespecimenis likely to
sufer in isolation.
Ontopof this thewaterchemistryand

temperaturerequirementsof thedanio
diferconsiderably fromtherestofyour
stockwhich,with thepossibleexception
of thecorys,preferwarmer,moreacidic
water.Zebradaniosarereallymoreofa
temperatespecies thantrue tropical, doing
best if there’s someseasonalvariation in
temperaturewithacoolerperiodofaround
18°C/64°Ffora fewmonths inwinter.
BOB MEHEN

Q. What can I keep 
with my Fire eel? 

I would like a Fire eel as the main fish in 

a 150 x 73 x 60cm/60 x 29 x 24in tank. 

I was thinking of putting a Marbled 

knifefish with it or a couple of Hujeta 

gars. Or is there something else that 

would be more compatible with the eel?

I’ll be adding plenty of wood and Java 

ferns and moss as decor.

NEIL MILLSOM, SLOUGH

A
Large spiny eels are somewhat tricky 

additions to jumbo community 

tanks. Although basically peaceful, they 

are intolerant of other spiny eels (so keep 

them singly) and have the annoying habit 

of losing out at feeding time if kept with 

anything more boisterous than they are. 

Knifefish for example are territorial and 

sometimes aggressive, and certainly 

pushy feeders, and I’m just not convinced 

they’d be good companions for spiny 

eels. On the other hand, spiny eels are 

quite efective predators, and I am a bit 

worried that Hujeta gar, which only get to 

about 20cm/8in or so, might be too small 

and slender to cohabit with a 90cm/36in 

adult Fire eel indefinitely. In addition, 

these characins are easily spooked, 

damaging their snouts if they swim into 

the glass walls of the tank.

I would suggest you look at fish that are 

too big to be eaten, especially species 

that are so deep bodied the spiny eel 

doesn’t even consider them possible prey. 

Medium to large barbs and characins 

would fit the bill nicely here, things like 

Silver dollars for example. Stingrays are 

excellent companions, but much more 

diicult to keep. 

Cichlids present a mixed bag, but some 

of the eartheaters should work nicely, 

both types appreciating soft  

sandy substrates but feeding at diferent 

times of the day, so they shouldn’t 

compete too much. 

Siamese tigerfish are classic Fire eel 

companions, if there’s enough space for 

both species to feel relaxed.

NEALE MONKS

drops if youdon’tbalancestocking
densityandthe frequencyofwaterchanges
verycarefully.
Waterquality testsaremuchsimpler.

Yourammoniaand/ornitrite testkits
shouldbezerobeforeandafter the
waterchanges, so itdoesn’tmatter
whenyoudothem.Butnitrateshould
be lowerafterawaterchange than
before.Agoodapproach is tomeasure
thenitrate inyour tapwaterfirst, tosee
whatyou’redealingwith. If youonlyhave
20mg/lor less, that’s ideal formostspecies.
But if youhave40mg/lormore, that’s
much lesshelpful, andsomespecies, such
asmolliesanddwarfcichlids,willfinda
nitrate levelabove40mg/laproblem.With
this inmind,youcannowdonitrate tests
beforeandafter thewaterchange, tosee
whatyourfishareexposedto. If it’s, say,30
mg/lbefore thewaterchange,butcloser to
20mg/lafterwards, thenthat’s therangeof
valuesyourfishwillhave todealwith, and

youcanmakestockingchoices, etc., on the
basisof that.
There’snoreasontodothese twonitrate

testseveryweek,buteverycoupleof
monthswouldbeagood idea, at leastwhile
thefisharegrowingoryou’readdingnew
livestock. NEALE MONKS

Danios need company of 
their own kind.

Nitrate levels should
be lower after a

water change.
Siamese 
tigerfish.
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Everything you need for healthy fish 

Fishkeeping Answers

Beat the heat!
We’re used to providing tropical fish with a heater in the 
UK — but during the summer, the ambient temperature 
can rise to such an extent that overheated aquaria can 
become a very real problem. Here’s how to deal with it...

One of the biggest challenges for fishkeepers
in the summer can be keeping the water in
the aquarium at the right temperature.

Urban areas in the south-east of the UK 
are most likely to sufer where the average 
temperature for July in London is 18°C with 
a daytime high value of 23°C. Smaller high 
density buildings mean that indoor 
temperatures are likely to remain 
considerably hotter due to the presence of 
heat radiation from bodies and household 
appliances. The Chartered Institute of 
Building Services Engineers states that for 
living areas less than 1% of occupied hours 
exceed a temperature of 28°C, with a figure 
of 26°C for bedrooms. These are guidelines 
for consideration during planning although 
I’m sure many readers will have 
experienced indoor temperatures in urban 
areas much warmer.
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How do high temperatures 
afect fish?
Excessive indoor temperatures are 
discomforting for us, but what are the 
efects on our aquaria and their occupants? 
The first point to realise is that just because 
the air temperature rises, the water 
temperature in the tank will be much slower 
to respond. This is due to the high specific 
heat capacity of water. In other words, it 
takes a considerable amount of energy to 
raise the temperature of water, and so water 
becomes an excellent bufer for air 
temperature change. At the beginning of a 
heatwave, a tank temperature will be 
unlikely to be afected. However, if the daily 
high temperatures continue, the total efect 
of this heat radiation, and that from the 
occupants of the home, domestic 
appliances, plus the heat input from the 

aquarium hardware, (pumps, lighting etc.), 
can cause an inevitable rise in temperature 
that is higher than the natural tolerance of 
the aquatic animals. 

The high specific heat capacity of water 
means not only does it require considerable 
energy to raise its temperature, but also it 
holds onto heat, so there can be an additive 
efect of repeated daily highs. 

As the temperature of the water rises, so 
does the metabolic rate of the fish. However, 
in the short term excessive temperatures 
will be stressful for the fish, raising their 
susceptibility to diseases. Warmer water 
can also hold less dissolved oxygen, a cruel 
irony, since the aquarium occupants’ 
requirement for oxygen increases as the 
temperature rises. 

Freshwater at 24°C is saturated with 
oxygen at 8.40 mg/l, at 32°C that figure 

Do you need a chiller?
If your home is particularly susceptible to high temperatures, or your fish or inverts have 

an especially low maximum temperature tolerance, then a more permanent solution 

using dedicated aquarium cooling equipment will be needed.

Chillers are also widely available which operate using a refrigerant and are most

commonly seen as an ‘in-line’ unit, where tank water is pumped via pipework down to 

the chiller. Some models use a coil which is dropped into the sump of the aquarium.

Aquarium chillers are not cheap to buy or to operate — they are most commonly seen 

on reef aquaria where the upper temperature tolerances of the invertebrates can be

quite low, and where the associated ancillary equipment (especially lighting), has a

pronounced heating efect. The incorporation of a chiller into the life support system of 

an aquarium needs careful planning and establishment so that they don’t work against 

each other. Ideally, both chiller and heater should be connected to an external

temperature controller for maximum eiciency.

WORDS: DAVE HULSE, TECHNICAL CONSULTANT AT TETRA

Chillers are more commonly 
used on reef aquaria.
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Expert aquarium care with our digital water test app, download here:

Dave Hulse is Tetra’s Technical Consultant. He has 20 years of

experience within the aquatics industry, and has been involved in

education and training for the last 15 years, having taught at both

Sparsholt and Reaseheath Colleges. He is currently based at the

School of Life Sciences at Keele University where he turns his hand to

other subjects in the biological sciences — although he usually

manages to crowbar a piscatorial reference in at some point! With

such a varied and rich background in aquatics, Dave brings a wealth

of experience to support Tetra and its customers.
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drops to 7.29 mg/l. Marine aquaria at 35 ppt
of salt, will see figures of 6.87 and 6.03 mg/l
respectively. It is important to realise that
dissolved oxygen concentrations given are 
at saturation point and few aquaria will ever 
reach this. Most will be at around 60–70% 
saturation, so the working oxygen 
concentration will be much lower. 
Therefore, during those hot summer 
months, efective aeration becomes 
especially important.

Diferent fishes have a range of upper 
temperature tolerances so it’s important to 
know the temperature you need to take 
corrective action. For example, Lake 
Tanganyikan cichlids may tolerate a 

temperature up to 29°C, whereas those 
from the more southerly Lake Malawi
have a lower maximum temperature
tolerance of 28°C. Many freshwater fishes 
and shrimp hail from sub-tropical 
environments and are not equipped to 
deal with tank temperatures over 30°C. 
Tropical marine aquarium occupants are
especially intolerant of temperature 
change as their coral reef home does not 
experience the temperature fluctuations 
that are possible in a temperate UK home. 
Therefore efective management of the 
water temperature throughout the 
diferent seasons is important to keep 
them successfully.

If your aquarium temperature exceeds 

the upper tolerances of the fish you

keep…

switch of the aquarium 

heater, these have fitted 

thermostats, which should not be on 

when the water temperature exceeds 

the set value. 

close curtain and blinds to 

reduce the rise in 

temperature and cool the room.

open the hood of the tank to 

improve air circulation 

around the water surface and increase 

the rate of evaporation. The downside of 

an open hood is that there is a greater 

risk of fish jumping out of the tank.  

Renowned aquarium acrobats such as 

hatchetfish should be protected by 

netting over the tank or a plastic mesh 

screen. 

 use 

fans 

to circulate air 

over the water 

surface and 

increase the rate of 

evaporation. Recently, low 

voltage surface mounted 

fans have become 

available for fish tanks, often 

required to dissipate the heat 

radiated by intense lighting required 

over planted or reef tanks. These  

ofer a much safer and fish tank-

appropriate solution to the hazards 

posed by mains electric powered 

desktop fans, which could fall into  

the water if placed too close and also 

the moisture created could damage  

the fan. 

carry out a water change 

— this is a temporary fix  

and the sudden temperature change, 

followed by the inevitable rise 

afterwards is likely to do more harm 

than good. 

float bottles of frozen water 

in the tank if the above  

steps prove insuicient. By having a 

collection of bottles in the freezer and 

one in the tank, you can maintain a 

ready supply to try and control the 

tank’s temperature. This will need a  

trial and error approach  — use two 

quality aquarium thermometers to  

allow you to monitor the temperature of 

the tank water.

Dos and don’ts of 
dealing with a heatwave

DON’T

DON’T

DO

DO

DO

DO

Marine animals are particularly 
intolerant of high temperatures.

Hatchetfish may jump 
from uncovered 
tanks.

Malawi cichlids prefer their 
water to be below 28°C. 

Small tanks will heat up more 
quickly — watch those shrimp!
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Huge thanks to our PFK Readers’ Poll 

sponsor Rolf C. Hagen for supplying

these fabulous prizes. 

W
ewant tohearaboutyour top
aquatic retailers,fishkeeping
gearandproduct
manufacturers inour2016

Readers’Poll—and justby takingpart, you
couldwinagreatprize!
Greataquatic shopsdeserveyoursupport

—so ifyouknowofaretailerwhoofers
fabulous fish, first class customer service or
has amazing staf, here’s your chance to
shout about it and give something back
for service that’s gone above and beyond
the expected. Receiving a PFK Readers’ Poll
award is the highest praise for an aquatic
shop and retailers who have won awards in
the past usually have their certificates
proudly on display.

Readers’  
Poll 2016

Every vote counts — and the result 
depends entirely on you, the PFK reader. It 
doesn’t matter if the shop you want to vote 
for is large or small, new or old. Wherever 
you are, your vote has as much weight as 
anyone else’s and is treated in the most 
democratic way. 

Winners are those who get the most votes 
in whichever category. Once voting has 
ended we’ll put together a list of regional 
and specialist winners, plus a list of the Top 
40 shops in the UK — and of course, the 
overall Retailer of the Year.

We also want to know about your top 
aquatic products, manufacturers, online 
shops — even your favourite fishkeeping 
club or association.

Show your support for your favourite aquatic shop by
giving it your vote in our Readers’ Poll. There’s also the 
chance to vote for your top products and manufacturer 
— and there are some fabulous prizes up for grabs. 

How to vote
O�You can vote online at the PFK website. 
More details can be found at www.
practicalfishkeeping.co.uk
O�Alternatively, get pen to paper, fill in the 
form on the opposite page and post it to us.

You don’t have to fill in every category on 
the form — as long as you’ve filled in at least 
one! But we do need your name and contact 
details in case you win a prize.

Vote — and win! 
Your votes are important, so as a thank you, 
we will automatically put your details into a 
prize draw where there are some great 
Fluval aquatic products to be won courtesy 
of our sponsor, Rolf C. Hagen.  
O 1st prize is a Fluval Edge 46 l/10 gal
aquarium, RRP £209.99.
O 2nd prize is a Fluval AquaSky 30W
(99–130cm tanks), RRP £139.99.
O 3rd prize is one of the new Fluval
U-Series underwater filters — the Fluval 
U4, RRP £76.99.
O 2 x 4th prize winners will receive a
Fluval AquaVac+ cleaner, each with an  
RRP of £49.99.
OWe also have 10 runners-up prizes of 
Fluval food and care product packages.

Prize fund 
worth over 

£650

Vote online at 

www.practical
fishkeeping.co.uk

In association with

Readers’  poll 2016�

WINNER
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READERS’ POLL 2016 VOTING FORM

Have your say on who should win this
year’s Practical Fishkeeping Readers’ Poll.

RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

SMALL RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

CICHLID RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

CATFISH RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

ODDBALL RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

DISCUS RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

MARINE RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

AQUATIC PLANT RETAILER:

Nomination

Location

FRESHWATER SHRIMP RETAILER:

Nomination

Location

POND AND WATER GARDENING RETAILER:

Nomination

Location

ONLINE RETAILER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

CLUB, SOCIETY OR ASSOCIATION:

Nomination

Location

TROPICAL PRODUCT OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

MARINE PRODUCT OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

POND PRODUCT OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR:

Nomination

Location

Name: 

Address: 

 

 

 

Postcode: 

Telephone: 

Email: 

What is your favourite fish? 

 

What fish do you currently keep? 
Please tick all that apply

Tropical   Coldwater Marine Pond

■ By entering this competition you agree that Bauer Media Group 
(publishers of Practical Fishkeeping) can keep you up-to-date 
by email and free mobile messaging with fantastic ofers and 
promotions.

■ We promise that you can unsubscribe at any time if you don’t 
find them interesting and you’ll only get messages about things 
that we’ve chosen especially for you from ourselves and our 
network of great partners whose products and services we think 
you’ll enjoy. For our privacy policy please go to 
www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk.

Send it to: 

Practical Fishkeeping, Readers’ Poll 2016

Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA.

Entries must arrive before August 19, 2016.

RULES: The business that receives the most votes for each category will 
be declared the winner, followed by the runner-up in each category. The 
40 retailers or websites with the highest number of votes will also be 
listed in the PFK Top 40 shops. 

Retailers, manufacturers and their staf and families are not eligible to 
vote. Votes believed to be spurious will be disqualified. Open to UK 
residents only. 

One vote per reader and photocopies of this form will not be accepted.  
Multiple votes are not allowed. Prize winners will be notified by post. No 
cash alternative. 

All entries will be placed into a prize draw. The first name drawn will 
win the Fluval Edge aquarium. The next name drawn will win the 
Aquasky light and the third will win the Fluval U4 filter. The next two 
names drawn will each win a Fluval AquaVac+ and the following ten will 
each win one of the runners-up prizes. If for any reason beyond the 
promoter’s control it is not possible to provide the stated prizes, the 
promoter reserves the right to ofer an alternative prize of no less value. 

The promoter’s choice of alternative prizes is final. No entries can be 
returned, no cash alternative given and no correspondence will be 
entered into by the promoter. 

The promoter accepts no responsibility for resultant loss or damage 
to persons or properties (other than death or personal injury due to 
negligence of the promoter or their agents) as a result of these prizes 
being awarded. 

Prizes will be despatched 28 days after the closing date. We and our 
partners reserve the right to feature the names, photographs and 
locations of the winners in future promotional activity. 

Details of the winners will be available towards the end of the year by 
sending a stamped, addressed envelope to the address above. 

THE CATEGORIES

YOUR DETAILS



Who’s your favourite?
Vote for your top aquatic retailer in the 
PFK readers’ poll. Every vote counts!

Readers’poll�

2016
In association with

Do you have a favourite fi shkeeping shop? 
Maybe it’s a store that has a superb selection 
of fi sh, or o� ers great advice — or maybe 
the sta�  go the extra mile when it comes to 
customer service.

It might be your local shop — or one you’ve 
discovered further afi eld on your travels. It 
might be a retailer who specialises in an area 
you’re particularly interested in — perhaps 
marines or discus. Whether it’s old-style or 
modern, big or small, if it’s a shop that you 
would recommend to other fi shkeepers, we 

want you to vote for it. 
We also want to hear about your favourite 

aquatic products, manufacturers, online 
retailers and aquatic clubs and societies.

You can fi nd this year’s voting form on
page 89. Or you can vote online - see the 
PFK website at www.practicalfi shkeeping.
co.uk for details.

And as a thank you for voting, we’ll enter 
you into our special prize draw, where you 
could win some great Fluval aquatic gear, 
courtesy of our sponsor Rolf C. Hagen.

PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING

This year’s categories are:

O RETAILER OF THE YEAR

O  SMALL RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O    CICHLID RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  CATFISH RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  ODDBALL RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  DISCUS RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  AQUATIC PLANT RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  MARINE RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  FRESHWATER SHRIMP RE-

TAILER OF THE YEAR

O  POND RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  ONLINE RETAILER 

OF THE YEAR

O  CLUB, SOCIETY OR 

ASSOCIATION OF THE YEAR

O  TROPICAL PRODUCT 

OF THE YEAR

O  MARINE PRODUCT 

OF THE YEAR

O  POND PRODUCT 

OF THE YEAR

O  MANUFACTURER 

OF THE YEAR

65-67 Wharf Road, Pinxton, Notts. NG16 6LH Tel: 01773 861255

“Multiple PFK pollwinner Wharf
Aquatics is just like a buffet of
fi shkeeping. You visit and want to
try everything because the staff 
do it all so very well.”

Practical Fishkeeping Magazine, April 2013

Lincolnshire’s Largest
Indoor Aquatic Centre 30,000 sq ft

Lincs
Aquatics

South 
Yorkshire 
Aquatics

Celebrating

27 years 

in business!
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s DELIVERY SERV
s OPEN � DAYS A W

01507 451000 01302 711639

LARGE SELECTION OF
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Advertisement feature

Abacus Aquatics
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If you like what we do
please vote for us
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Tel: 020 8302 8000
www.abacus-aquatics.co.uk

OPENING TIMES● MONDAY: CLOSED
● TUES, WED & FRI 10.30-6.00

● SAT 10.00-6.00● SUN 10.00-2.00
www.wholesaletropicalsaquatics.co.uk

220 Bethnal Green Road, 

London, E2 

Tel: 020 77395356

Fax: 020 77292444

www.

fb.com/AquahomeAquaticCentre FINANCE AVAILABLE ON ALL 

ORDERS OVER £300. @Aquahome_

.co.uk

EVERYTHING YOU 

NEED UNDER 

ONE ROOF!

WINNERS!

VOTE FOR US IN THE 2015 PFK READERS POLL

BEST SHOP IN 

THE UK 2014

TROP SHOP

15-17 ORSETT ROAD, GRAYS, ESSEX RM17 5DS

01375 377666

thetropshop@aol.com

www.thetropshop.co.uk

PLEASE VOTE FOR US
as your South East Retailer of the year

SPECIALIST IN  
MARINE
TROPICAL

COLDWATER
REPTILES

Please

come and

visit our award 

winning store 

for friendly 

expert

advice

+
+
+
+
+
+
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THE AQUATIC DESIGN CENTRE
Largest retail aquatic shop in central
London minutes from Oxford Circus

Everything for the Aquascaping Enthusiast,…..
ADA Nature, TMC, Dennerle etc….

+350 tanks of Tropical Fish, Aquatic Plants,
0DULQH ¿VK DQG 5DULWLHV

([WHQVLYH 6KRZ 5RRP RI 3ODQWHG $TXDULXPV�«
/RQGRQ¶V 5HWDLOHU RI WKH \HDU �����
Award winning aquascaped aquaria

Professional Design, Manufacture, Installation &
Servicing. Film and Aquarium Hire

2SHQ� 0RQ�7KXUV ��DP��SP� )UL ��DP��SP�
6DW ��DP��SP� 6XQ ��DP��SP

107-109 Great Portland Street,
London W1W 6QG

Shop Tel: 02075806764
Design: 02076366388

www.aquaticdesign.co.uk
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Readers’ Poll 2016: Vote for your top aquatic retailer in the PFK readers’ poll. Every vote counts!

Advertisement feature

PLEASE VOTE FOR US

AS YOUR LONDON RETAILER OF THE YEAR

Woodford Aquatics

WE DO FSIH 
DFIFERETNLY

We stock a wide range of tropical fish from Guppy’s 
to Tetras & to the more specialised MBU Puffer 

and much much more. 

''+%''-�CWoXWda�HeWZ���Iekj^�MeeZ\ehZ���BedZed���;'.�';@
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www.

fb.com/completeaquaticsuk

FINANCE AVAILABLE ON ALL

ORDERS OVER £300. 

@completeaquatic

pinterest.com/aquaticsuk

.co.uk
EVERYTHING FOR THE AQUARIUM, 

PONDS AND REPTILES, TOP BRANDS 

AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

HUGE SELECTION OF GOODS, 

FROM ALL MAJOR BRANDS

LOYALTY POINTS SCHEME

5 STAR RATED SERVICE 

AND AFTER SALES

 FRIENDLY AND 

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

1000’S OF PRODUCTS IN STOCK 

FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

 FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON 

ORDERS OVER £50!

T : 0 1 2 5 4  2 0 8 2 4 5

VOTE FOR US
IN THE 201� PFK

READERS POLL

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

� 120 Tanks of Tropical &
Cold Water Fish

� Tanks & Aquariums
� Air Pumps & Air Stones
� Filters & Media
� Heating & Lighting
� Feed & Remedies
� Test Kits

� Cleaning & Maintenance
Products

� Ornaments, Gravel &
Plants

� Rocks & Slate

� Live Reptiles
� Komodo Range of

Vivariums & Accessories
� Live and Frozen Food
� Lighting, Heating &

Monitoring
� Substrates & Bedding
� Food, Diet & Hydration
� Plastic Terrariums &

Housing
� Feeding Accessories
� Ornaments 

THE OLD MILL, EARSHAM, 

 BUNGAY,  SUFFOLK,  NR35 2TQ 

NEXT TO EARSHAM CHURCH)

sales@newatlanticonline.co.uk

www.newatlanticonline.co.uk

MON-SAT 8-5  SUN 10-4 

Please give Steven a call
on 01733 366363 or email:

steven.knighton@bauermedia.co.uk

It’s not too late to 
be part of the PFK 
readers’ poll, but  
space is limited.

Readers’poll�

2016
In association with

THE CORAL CAVE AQUATIC CENTRE

175 St.Neots Rd, Hardwick Cambridge CB23 7QJ

www.coralcave.co.uk 

 01954 212004

“smell the inspiration not the fi sh”

“Thank you very much for voting – 
We wouldn’t be the East Anglia Retailer 
of 2013 and 2014 without you! 
Please continue to support our store.”
+  Tropical
+ Cold water
+ Marines & invertebrates
+ Huge aquarium showroom
+ Superb dry good selection

Specialising in South American Fish

3ULGLQJ�RXUVHOYHV�RQ�VRXUFLQJ�KDUG�WR�À�QG�VSHFLHV���LQFOXGLQJ�
SUHYLRXVO\�XQNQRZQ�VSHFLHV�RI�FRU\GRUDV��K\SDQFLVWUXV�DQG�WHWUDV
DV�ZHOO�DV�SOHQW\�RI�WKH�PRUH�FRPPRQ�6RXWK�$PHULFDQ�JHPV

Call 0191 5811 846
Email: gcaquaticssilksworth@gmail.com



Effectively concealed -

engineered in Germany

Ɣ Integrated diffuser nozzle

Ɣ Extremely easy cleaning - you only need to remove the filter cartridge

Ɣ Available with or without integrated adjustable heater - HeatUp

Available from June 2016. For more information,
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We put 15 external canister filters
through their paces. So how did
they shape up? Read on...
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: GABOR HORVATH

K
eeping your aquarium clean is

essential for healthy fish and the

aquarium filter is often referred to

as the fishes’ life-support system.

There are various types of filters on the

market, from simple air-driven box type filters

through to internal power filters and larger

external canister types.

The low flow rate of air driven filters supports

biological filtration, but aren’t so good for

removing debris. Internal power filters can

providemuch stronger currents, so are ideal

for mechanical and chemical filtration, as well

as biological performance. The down side is

that they can only hold a small amount of filter

media—otherwise they would take up too

much space in the aquarium.

As external filters are placed outside the

tank, in theory there is no size limit (unless it’s

a hang on type). Canister filters ofer a

relatively large volume of filter media,

providing all three forms of filtration

(biological, mechanical and chemical) and can

be installed at any time, without disturbing

your livestock. They come in various sizes

and shapes, with diferent features. This

guide should help you to find the right one for

your aquarium.

In simple terms, canister filters are basically

airtight buckets filled with filter media and

equipped with a pump to circulate water

between the filter and the fish tank. Most of

them draw the water by gravity, so need to be

placed well below the water level of the

aquarium. The dirty water then passes

through several layers of filter media. The

ontest

direction of the flow inside the

canister is usually from the

bottom upwards, meaning the

dirt remains in the lower areas

— this is useful for cleaning, as

you can lift the biological and

chemical filter media without

polluting themwith debris. Some of

the smaller filters—Ocellaris 400

and the Fluval 106—have side to

side filtration.

Filtermedia
Filter media can greatly vary from filter to

filter, but almost all of them use coarse

foam as a first line of defence. It provides

perfect mechanical filtration, trapping the

larger particles. This layer is often followed

by other sponge pads with decreasing pore

sizes. Usually the very last layer is a dense

foam topped with a filter wool pad to remove

even the smallest particles, giving you

crystal clear water. Some filters are ‘foam

heavy’, using large amounts of this versatile

media, while others restrict its use to some

very thin layers. It’s common practice to

have a circular cut-out in themiddle of the

foam pads: you can add extra biological or

chemical filter media to this if you want to.

For an efectivemechanical filtration all

you need is amedia that blocks the

path of debris. For the best biological

filtration, however, you need to provide a

perfect habitat for both the aerobic

(requiring lots of oxygen) and anaerobic

bacteria (preferring an oxygen free

environment), operating

the various cycles. You

want amedia with a huge

surface area as well as

hidden crevices with

minimal water flow. Themainmaterials used

are ceramics, sintered glass and plastics in the

shape of rings, noodles and balls. The choice

really depends on your personal taste (or on

the freemedia you get with your filter). Most

aquarists agree, however, thatmore is better.

The bigger the surface area for bacteria to

colonise, themore efective your filter will be,

so it’s sensible to choose filters with higher

media capacity.

Themost frequently used chemical

media is activated carbon, but several filters

comewith a phosphate pad or a nitrate

removal resin. They need frequent

replacement or recharging, as their chemical

activity decreases over time. Please check

themanual for themanufacturers’

recommendations.

Buy the right filter!
It’s usually best to buy a canister filter with enough capacity to turn over the full volume

of the tank three or four times per hour. In theory, the flow rate on the filter box could

help you, but in practice the actual performance iswell below the printed one. To further

complicate the issuemost of themanufacturers indicate the pumpflow ratewithout

attachments, while others refer to actual (sometimes rather optimistic) filtration values.

As the results of these tests showed, the real achievable rate inmost cases is around

40–60%of the lph value quoted on the box. Therefore Iwould not advise using a filter

for an aquarium that is at or near the top end of its recommended tank size range, as you

may not achieve the required filtration. It ismuch better to get an oversizedmodel, as

the flow can usually be regulated.

In a long tank, small filtersmay not create enough current tomove the debris. You

should also consider the required head height—bigger pumps can push thewater

higher upwithout a significant loss of performance.
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Filter review

Priming and maintenance 
The biggest problem of the older external 

canister filters was the diicult starting 

procedure. Before switching on you had to 

prime them by sucking the outflow pipe and 

hoping that it worked. Fortunately the majority 

of modern filters come with more or less 

efective priming methods to make your life 

easier, but they will only work if your assembly 

is perfectly airtight. It is easier said than done, 

as especially the thick and rigid pipes of 

certain filters require special attention when 

fixing them. I am not a big fan of the opaque 

tubes either, as you can’t see if there is a loose 

connection releasing air bubbles into the 

system. They may be efective against algae, 

but could make priming diicult, as you can’t 

see the water in them.

Once the filter is up and running, all you have 

to do is to regularly clean the mechanical 

filtration media and replace the chemical 

media if needed. The most important 

maintenance task, however, is the regular 

cleaning of the impeller. You should lift it out 

from its housing and remove any debris. If you 

fail to do this the rotor can get stuck and burn 

out the electric coils, rendering your filter 

useless. This is one of the most frequent 

reasons for filter failure. JA
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Find out where the 
pump’s impeller lives and 

clean it regularly.

We tested a wide 
range of filters for 
performance and 

noise levels.
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use longer than required

pipes. Long tubeswith

kinks and twists can significantly reduce

the flow rate.

clean the rotor house

regularly by removing the

impeller to avoidmotor burn outs.

buy a slightly oversized filter

if you can. There is no such

thing as overfiltration, but youwill

definitely strugglewith an undersized

and underpowered filter.

keep a spare head sealing,

impeller and rotor shaft to

ensure continuous operation.

exceed the recommended

maximumhead height of

the filter, as youwill lose power.

Similarly avoid placing the filter too

close to thewater level. Most filters

need awater level of 20cm/8in

minimumabove the pump.

regulate the inflowof the

filter. If you need to

reduce the flowdo it at the output side.

shake the filter gently after

priming to remove air bubbles

trapped in the housing. It can take up to

tenminutes for the filter to start running

smoothly.

choose a filtermedia suited

to the fish you keep.

Messy fish, like goldfish and plecs

produce lots of debris and require

more efectivemechanical filtration.

Shrimp, on the other hand, aremore

sensitive towater quality, so you

should addmore biologicalmedia

for them.

mix up the order of the

filtermedia: it has to be

mechanical first, followed by the others.

If thewater gets to the biomediawithout

mechanical filtration the debris will

quickly block it, thus significantly

reducing biological activity.

EXTERNALFILTER

DOSANDDON’TS

DON’T

DON’T

DON’T

DON’T

DO

DO

DO

DO

DO

Canister filters are very

sturdy, but the rotor shaft

can break occasionally. Somebrands

have ceramic or stainless steel shafts to

avoid this. Regardlesswhich filter you

use it is advisable to have a spare shaft

and impeller just in case.

TIP

How thefilterswere tested

OPerformance:For this test I used an

empty aquariumand a ballast tank. I added

somewater to the empty aquarium then

marked thewater level. I topped it up by

exactly 10 l of water andmarked the level

again. Then I emptied themeasuring

aquariumand primed the filters using the

ballast tank. I ran the filters for 10–15

minutes to ensure that thewater bubbles

were removed so they performed at full

power. Then I placed the output pipe—using

thewidest outflowattachment— in the test

tank.When thewater level reached the first,

lowermark I started the stopwatch and

measured the time it took to pump in 10 l. I

repeated the process four times then

averaged the results and calculated the flow.

This test was carried out at four diferent

heights (60cm/24in, 80cm/32in,

120cm/48in and 140cm/56in) to see if there

was any drop in performance.

The test resulted in lots of interesting

findings.My biggest surprisewas the low

flow ratemeasured in the tests compared to

those claimed on the box—almost 60% less

in some cases. Although some

manufacturers also indicate the filtration

flow values, those are still well over the

actual,measured performance. The only

exceptionswere theNEWAand JBL filters,

which produced the claimed outputs.

Interestingly, the output levelsweremore or

less similar at every height— therewas no

flow loss as experiencedwith sumppumps.

ONoise: Imeasured the noise level, holding

a noisemeter a distance of 10cm/4in from

1 2 3 4

9 10 11

the filter. The numbers in the table should

only be used as comparative values and not

absolute ones. They truly represent, however,

the noise level diferences.

Canistersmake for
discrete filtration.
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Sohowdid theydo?
The smallest filter of the lot was the AquaOne

Ocellaris400. 1 As it is quite narrow you

could easily fit it into all but the smallest gaps

next to your tank. The filter volume is only 2.5 l

and the flow rate is relatively low, so as a main

filter it is only suitable for small or nano

tanks. I use the Ocellaris 400 (or ‘Nemo’ as my

twins call it) as a ‘standby filter’: if one of my

main filters breaks down I can keep some of

the filter media alive in it and provide basic

filtration till I fix the issue. It is also perfect for

emergency water treatments or when I need

some extra filtration. I believe every aquarist

would benefit from having something like this.

Staying with the movie theme, the next filter

could be straight out of Star Wars. According

to my son, the JBLCrystalProfiGreenline

e401 2 looks like a Stormtrooper’s helmet.

The contemporary design of the white edition

is really eye-catching. While the flow output is

not astronomic, it is more than suitable for

tanks up to 100 l. It has a relatively large filter

volume and a very low power consumption.

Priming is very easy and quick. You could also

sleep well next to it: the e401 was the quietest

of the lot.

The popularity of Fluval filters is

understandable: they are reliable, powerful

and have been around for longer than the

Millennium Falcon. The Fluval 106 3  

provides the highest flow rate among the filters 

for tanks under 100 l. Performance comes at a 

price, though. The pump is a bit noisy, the 

power consumption is relatively high and the 

filter volume low. It is very good, however at 

cleaning out floating debris, making the Fluval 

106 an excellent choice for those with

messy fish.

The AquaNovaNCF600 4 filter looks like

it arrived with a Tardis from the last century.

The design is quite dated, the pump is not

really economical and the green plastic

reminds me of the toy soldiers I used 35 years

ago. On the positive side this canister filter is a

decent performer. The good flow rate and the

large filter volume could put it on the shopping

list of the budget conscious aquarist.

Although the Tetra brand is mainly famous

for its food products, it has some excellent

hardware as well. The TetraEX600 5 is one

of them: the materials used are oozing quality.

The factory recommendation is to use it for

tanks up to 120 l, which I agree with, as it has a

relatively large canister volume with only a

moderate flow rate. It shows that this filter was

designed to provide efective biological

filtration. There’s even a pre-filter sponge for

the intake to block larger debris and protect

the biological media in the filter. There were no

issues with the priming, but the pump was

noisier than a Munchkin village at Oz, even

after 15 minutes.

The Darth Vader of the group is the Sicce

Whale200 6 . It shines like Vader’s armour 

but doesn’t have the same strong force — the 

output rate is not above average. On the box it 

is recommended for 100–200 l tanks, but I 

would only use the Whale 200 at the lower end 

of this range in lightly stocked aquariums. The 

innovative priming method also has its issues, 

as you need a water level very close to the 

intake bend to make it work. Nevertheless, this 

is a quiet and smart looking device. If you’re 

after moderate filtration and don’t want to hide 

your canister filter it will do a great job and 

would fit well into a contemporary 

environment.

Aquael is always up for some innovation, 

trying to find of-the-mainstream solutions.

When you open the box of the Aquael

Midikani800 7  you might think it’s nothing 

special — except the neon green colour. But 

then you realise that there is no electric cable 

attached to the canister. If you dig further, you 

will find the separate pump. The idea here is 

that you can place the pump wherever you 

want: inside or outside your tank and to the 

input or the output side of the canister. The big 

advantage is that you can use this external 

filter in aqua-terrariums where the water level 

is well below the top of the tank. The pump is 

powerful enough, but when used at the inflow 

side you need to protect it against blockage 

with a pre-filter.

The Maidenhead Aquatics’ Aquamanta

EFX200 8  does the job like a well-trained 

droid, without any bells and whistles. Decent 

performance, quiet running and a good variety 

of filter media make this filter a solid 

contestant for tanks up to 200 l. And for long 

term peace of mind it comes with a four-year 

warranty.

Another option for similar sized tanks is

‘Nemo’s daddy’, the AquaOneOcellaris850

UVC 9  After a very easy priming this 

well-built filter runs smoothly and quietly. The 

narrow and tall design allows you to fit it into 

even small gaps and still provides plenty of 



What’s
the best way
to pack your

canister filter?
See our guide

on page 60
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More information
OAqua One: www.aquaone.co.uk

O JBL: www.jbl.de/en

OFluval: www.fluvalaquatics.com/uk/

OAqua Nova: www.jmc-aquatics.co.uk

OTetra: www.tetra.net/en

ONEWA: www.fintailproducts.co.uk

OSicce: www.sicce.com

OEheim: www.eheim.com/en_GB

OAquamanta: fishkeeper.co.uk

OAllPond Solutions:

www.allpondsolutions.co.uk

OAquael: www.aquael.com.pl/en/

HOW THE FILTERS COMPARED

Filter Qmax Q80cm Q120cm Hmax Noise Filter volume Wattage Warranty RRP
 l/h l/h l/h   litres  

Aqua One Ocellaris 400  400 187 n/a 100cm 48dBA 2.5 6.7W 2+1 yr  £41.99

JBL CrystalProfi Greenline e401 450 246 238 120cm 42dBA 4.6 4W 4 yrs £92.45

Fluval 106 550 350 341 140cm 50dBA 3.2 10W 3 yrs £99.99

Aqua Nova NCF 600 600 333 312 120cm 49dBA 6 15W 2 yrs £59.99

Tetra EX600 600 338 294 150cm 52dBA 5.7 7.5W 3 yrs £130.00

Sicce Whale 200 700 314 307 140cm 47dBA 4 6W 3 yrs £99.99

Aquael Midikani 800 800 418 406 n.d. 48dBA 7 6W 2 yrs £99.99

Aquamanta EFX 200 800 369 358 130cm 45dBA 6.5 12.5W 4 yrs £79.99

Aqua One Ocellaris 850 UVC 850 401 394 130cm 45dBA 7.5 11W 2+1 yrs £120.99

JBL CrystalProfi Greenline e901 900 450 446 180cm 49dBA 7.6 11W 4 yrs £117.00

Aquael Unimax 250 1000 452 458 n.d. 49dBA 7.2* 11W 3 yrs £97.99

AllPond Solutions EF1+ 1000 434 436 200cm 47dBA 8 18W 2 yrs £73.00

NEWA Kanist 450 1000 874 860 200cm 51dBA 10.5 36W 1 yr £144.19

Eheim Professionel 4+ 350  1050 654 670 180cm 51dBA 7.4 16W 3 yrs £120.99

Fluval FX6 3500 1964 1897 330cm 62dBA 20 41W 3 yrs £309.99

*media volume

1
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

filtering capacity. It has a built-in UV lamp,

which is wisely protected by a plastic cage

— very handy during cleaning. 

I also tested the bigger brother of the JBL

e401. Although the JBLCrystalProfi

Greenlinee901 10 has lost the helmet like

appearance, it still looks very attractive. If you

need more than just a pretty face to make you

choose a filter, the 901e has plenty of inner

values, too. It includes 7.6 l filter volume, a

nice selection of media and a good flow rate. I

was surprised to see that the measured flow

rate was within the claimed range — a rare

thing in the filters I tested. As an added bonus

there’s a four-year warranty.

The AquaelUnimax250 11  was designed

for tanks up to 250 l. It has some interesting

features, including a special priming method,

which requires you to create vacuum inside

the canister with a small pump and then snap

the stop valve to the start position to let the

vacuum suck the water in. It sounds 

complicated, but worked perfectly well,

despite the very rigid and thick tubes, which

usually make priming diicult. The jug

shaped filter has room for a UV lamp (not

supplied), but if you don’t want to fit one it’s a

waste of space — it would be better to have

some additional removable filter media in the

lamp chamber.

Buying an external filter doesn’t have to

empty your bank account. The AllPond

SolutionsEX1+ 12 is a good and afordable

canister filter with a UV lamp for keeping your

tank water clean and infection free. It is easy

to maintain, but the thick tubes made the

priming a bit diicult.

When asked about filter brands NEWA may

not be the first to come to mind, but this may

well change in the future, as the company

produces excellent filters. The tested NEWA

Kanist450 13 reminds me of Captain

America: an inconspicuous exterior with a

strong punch. With the large filtering  

capacity it will easily handle tanks even in the

400 l region.

I have always had a soft spot for Eheim

filters, as it was the first make of external filter I

bought — and I’m still using the same filter

after 20 years! They are reliable, powerful and

have more tricks up in their sleeves than Yoda.

TheEheimProfessionel4+ 14 is no

exeption:  it’s well designed with an excellent 

flow rate. The filtration volume could have 

been a bit bigger, but it will easily cope with 

tanks up to 300 l. However, I found its weak 

point: I managed to snap the ‘extra strong’ 

closing clip on my first attempt. I broke a filter 

clip only once before: on my first Eheim. Maybe 

it’s a start of a new long term relationship!

After so many beauties, let’s see the beast.

The FluvalFX6 15 has a monstrous pump 

and a huge filter bucket to provide filtration for 

oversized tanks. It is not surprising that the 

Provide big, messy fish 
like Oscars with over-sized 
filtration and include plenty 
of mechanical media.
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FX6 is a firm favourite among big fish fans. 

True, it’s a bit noisy with the external pump 

housing, but then who has a 1000 l/220 gal 

tank in their bedroom anyway?
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Tanks up to 120 l/27 gal Tanks up to  
250 l/55 gal 

Tanks of 250 l/55 gal and over

Low power consumption, quiet 

running and a relatively large 

filter volume makes the JBL 

CrystalProfi Greenline e401 a 

perfect choice for nano and 

small tanks (under 60 l/13 gal).

As I believe that the main task of external 

filters should be to provide excellent 

biological filtration my recommendation 

for the 60–120 l/13–27 gal category is  

the Tetra EX600.

The fiercest competition was in the 

150–250 l/33–55 gal category. All of the 

filters here had their merits, but my 

overall favourite was the Aqua One 

Ocellaris 850 UVC for its ease of use 

and clever design.

For bigger tanks you need 

a filter with a powerful 

pump and lots of media to 

provide eicient filtration. 

The NEWA Kanist 450  

has it all.

The Fluval FX6 — or the jacuzzi 

machine as my kids called it — is 

an almost unrivalled choice for 

tanks of over 500 l/110 gal. If 

(when) I have my dream tank, I will 

definitely get this filter for it!

Filter review
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PFKNewGear
The latest fishkeeping products, tried and tested. 

HugoKamishi 80-100cm
Rock andPlantDisplay

Doyoucompletelysuckataquascaping?
You’renotalone.Myowneforts involve lotsof
work forvery littlegain, andthenI justhope
that theplantswill overgroweverythingand
compensate.Whichtheydon’t.
Butyoumightnotbeable togrowplantsand

hide thingsanyway, inwhichcase thisHugo
Kamishibundle,whilenotexactly the
cheapestwaytofill a tank, couldbeyourwayof
saving face if you’vegotall theartistic skillsof
ablindpotato.
Theskills required forassemblyare those

you’dneedtoput togetherachild’spuzzle. If
youcanconstructaHelloKitty face fromten
jigsawpieces, thenyoucandefinitelydo this
andmakeyour tank looktheabsolutebusiness.
Tomakethingsreal easy, there’sapictorial

guide included in thepackage.Theartificial
rockhardscapecomes insevenparts,mainly
bigpiecesbutalsoacoupleof smallones,while
thereare… lotsofplants.Forgivemefornot
counting,but thebagsarebulgingandI’veonly
just scoopedthemallupandput themback.
Thepicturesshouldgiveyouan idea.
Assemble therock layoutaccording to the

annotatedpictures thatcomeprovided, and
then justaddtheplantsasadvised, andyou
haveaheavingplasticaquascape
(plasquascape?) thatoutshinesa lotof
natural eforts.
Ordon’t!Youhave freedomwith thiskit todo

whateveryou like.Hugogivesa few
suggestionswith the includedpaperwork,but
youcould losedays just tryingoutdiferent
combinationsof rockandplant.Andgiventhe
quickplay that Ihad, I thinkyou’dstruggle to

makeanycombo lookbad. I’d just
advise leavingsomeaccess toall the
decorwitha toothbrush,becauseIworry
thata littlealgaecouldruin theefect.
Assembly time is in theregionoffive to

tenminutes,butmaintenancemaybe
high. If youget strandsofalgae inyour
tank,youmightbepullingplantsback
outandrinsing themof.Still, itmight
still bequicker thanaweeklyplant trim.
Thesizerecommendation isopento

someinterpretation.Thekit ispitched
at80–100cm/32–40in tanks,but I think
there’seasilyenoughtodotwo60cm/24in
set-ups, and ifyoudon’t likemaximalismthen
youcouldstretcheventoa150cm/60in tank
without it looking toosparse.
I can’t sayat this stagewhether thecolours

will eventuallybleachunderaquariumlighting
(anall toocommonproblemwithornaments),
but Icansay therearenosharpedgesonmine,
andtherearenovisiblecracks, splits,
deformities,warpingorobviousweakspots.
Asconstructiongoes, it’s verygood.Theonly
drawback is that someof therockshavebeen
designedto interlock, andso left exposed in
adiferentconfigurationyoumightfind
yourself lookingatacuriousnotch.A
coupleofwell-placedplants (you’ll easily
haveenoughspare)will sort thisout.
Note that the twopartscome

separately; therockkit is standalone
fromtheplantkit.Eitherwill
work individually, but inseriousness, you
arerobbingyourself if youdon’t
go forboth.

NathanHill plays with a clever new
approach to aquascaping for those of us
who lack the skills to do it ourselves.

FIRSTSIGHT

Verdict
Hugo Kamishi’s finest hour, maybe, with

this piece of kit. Consider it a layout

equaliser, because for the first time, I can

say without irony that anyone from the

most entry level, flying-blind aquarist

can have a spectacular layout. It isn’t so

cheap, but on some mental maths, it’s

still cheaper than the equivalent in real

rock and plants, by a long, long way.

OEaseof use: 4/5

OFeatures: 4/5

OValue formoney: 3/5

OOverall: 4/5

OPrices: Hugo Rock Display £89.99,

Hugo plant display £69.99.

OMore info: hugokamishi.com,

or alfltd.co.uk as well as ALF-Ltd

on Facebook.

4/5



Hugo Kamishi o�ers a click

and collect service on this

product. Visit the website

hugokamishi.com and

purchase the item from

there, and they will deliver

it to a local Hugo Kamishi

stockist of your choice.

DIDYOUKNOW?
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Tallest first Medium dividers Carpet cover

The rocks come in a range
of heights, helping to
conceal equipment.

A bag of high plants gives 
lift to the layout.

Mid-sized plants create a 
smooth transition.

Some pieces are
designed to go together,
but still work well alone.

An abundance of tiny 
foreground plants 
ensures wide cover.

Big presence! Interlocking parts
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The more things change, the 
more they stay the same. Except 
in the case of the Fluval U range 
of internal filters. They’ve 
changed, and they’ve gotten a 
bit better, says Nathan Hill.
As Paul Trott (Hagen’s UK 
marketing manager) puts it, 
“this is evolution, not 
revolution.” He’s hit the nail on 
the head too, as the upgraded 
designs, subtle though they are, 
give the U range slightly more 
edge in the development race 
between filters. It’s also nice to 
see a company persevere with a
good design, too. All too often, I
find a product with just a couple
of minor teething issues, and
instead of addressing them, the
parent company will just drop
the whole line and release 
something new — which then
turns out to have glitches of  
its own.

So what’s changed? The first
‘tweak’ appears minor, but is
actually essential. A tag on the
front of the filters, as soon as
you extract them from their 
boxes, shows you how to 
remove the impeller and give it
a clean. If the pictures are 
confusing, then you can always
scan the QR code instead, and
watch a video about it. 

That might seem a pretty 
minor advance, but knowing
the history, it isn’t. Impellers
breaking through dirt and lack
of maintenance are the single
biggest cause of returned 
pumps. If you think about it, 
that also means that they’re the
biggest cause of tanks going 
from mature and filtered to 
suddenly crashing. Anything
that can highlight the 
importance of impeller 
cleaning to newcomers is just
fine by me.

The second diference is the

‘media ofer’. Remember that
middle chamber with the loose
biohoops that would rattle like
maracas in your hand? It’s had a
rejiggy so that you can now fit in
a new media pouch, specifically

designed to drag out nitrate and
phosphate (so maybe not the
choice for budding
aquascapers). The biomedia
still lives in there, alongside the
new pouch, but it’s a tight fit,
and you don’t feel like you’re
losing out. That new media
pouch can be used with the
Fluval U1, too, courtesy of a cut
out compartment in the foams.

The third change is the media
container, and this one might be
my personal favourite. Pretty
much every filter I’ve owned,
and Fluval were no exception,
has had this habit of spilling its 
contents back into the tank as I 
remove it. You’ve probably 
experienced this, trying to lift 
the filter out as gently as 

New Fluval U Series filters

possible, like it’s the trigger for a 
nuclear bomb that’s rigged up in 
a puppy orphanage, only to let it 
slip 5° over and witness it 
pouring rich, brown sludge right 
back into the water. 

To counter this, there’s been a 
redesign in the chambers that 
hold the filter foams. Now, 
instead of little bits of waste 
accruing all around the gills of 
each chamber, there’s a blank 
panel in the bottom half of it. 
This retains any loose waste as 
you lift the filter up, and keeps it 
in there until you can get the 
filter to a bucket. I can’t tell you 
how efective it actually is, as 
I’ve not had one running long 
enough yet. 

The last tweak involves 

Cables tidied

Impeller guide

The colour change is to
advise that the motor
is a removable part.

With no covers in the way, 
getting to the impeller is a 
doddle.

The new cable holder
is far less restrictive
when cleaning.

From the start,
you’ve no option but
to clean the impeller.

Easy access

The U Series may look the 
same, but there have been 
several tweaks to improve 

the design.

Blue motor housing
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Verdict
The X-Menwould be happy

to see these evolutionary

mutations, and so am I. The

inclusion of features that add

to the design can only be a

good thing, and I hope to see

this line of thinking stretched

to encompassmore

products. Evolution and not

revolution indeed!

OEase of use: 4/5

OFeatures: 5/5

OValue for money: 4/5

OOverall: 4.5/5

OPrices: RRPs U1 £31.49,

U2 £46.99, U3 £61.99, U4

£76.99, Clean &Clear

Cartridge (two packs) £6.99.

OMore info:

www.fluvalaquatics.com

4.

Okay, so here’s a curious one.What I’m holding can only be

described as a ‘wobbly, silicone-feeling Toblerone’ but it’s

designed to go into tanks. Specifically, it’s for holding airline

down on the base, and it does so discretely.

The lengths I have are 30cm/12in, and have a 6mmairline

channel running along the underside, but themakers will be able

tomake (within reason) any size you require. You simply put the

troublesome length of airline that keeps on jutting up through

this, and then pop it all on to the bottom of the tank, bury it in the

sand or gravel, and then it’s job done. If you’re okay with a couple

of drops of silicone, then you can easily stick these things to tank

edges, too.

As far as I can see, there are the two colours available— a sort

of speckly white, and amottled brown, both of which are under

15mm tall, and so concealment will be easy in anything but the

shallowest of sand beds.

I could be snify, and ask if any folks are still heavily reliant

on airline, but I do know that air-power still has its fanbase.

Besides that, the Stay Downmight find a use for similar

roles, tidying up power cables (we ALL have those) or CO2

line for aquascapers. There’s definitelymileage.

Are there downsides? Only two spring tomind.

First up, if you silicone the thing into place,

then access becomes diicult if you then need

to remove your airline or electrical cable. But

I would be cautious about using these with

certain catfish, namely the wood-eating

(lignivore) catfish, like Royal Panaque. I

know those little scamps love to nibble

on anything (I’ve seen them strip

silicone sealant from tank edges

before) and if they find one of these

there’s a chance that they’ll graze

it into oblivion.

NATHAN HILL

Verdict
It has its place, and for those

cursed with

airline that wants to curl

like a pig’s tail, this’ll

be a godsend. Not

exactly cheap-cheap,

but still pocket

money territory.

OPrice: £5.99 for

30cm/12in.

OMore info:

Contact info@

blueworld

creation.co.uk

accessing the motor — which is
now the same shade of blue as
the internal filter chambers,
indicating that it can be 
removed. Where the old motor
was restricted by the power
cable that ran up the rear of the
filter, the newer design allows
for the cable to be pulled  
from its moorings, freeing
everything up. 

Aside that, the filters look the
same (apart from now having
blue motors), the flow rates
appear the same, they have the
same functions, you still get into
the media through the flip-top
lid, and you can still change
things while the filter is running
(though technically, you should
turn of all electrical equipment 
before putting your hands into 
the tank). 

New media

Filter cases now retain loose
waste instead of dropping it
back into the tank.

A nitrate and phosphate
removing insert can 
now be added.

No muck spill!

A simple cure 
for unruly 

airline.

Stay Down from Blue 
World Creation 
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TRIED AND TESTED

According to Alexander Grah 
(co-founder of German 
company, Venotec), the 
objective when designing their 
Abyzz range was to produce the 
most eicient and sustainable 
pump possible, without 
worrying about the end cost as a 
constraint. Their approach was 
to redesign the aquarium pump 
from the ground up — and hang 
the expense. Abyzz pumps are 
fast gaining popularity with 
reekeepers, but they’re suitable 
for freshwater systems too, 
with the larger models even 
capable of running stuf like 
bead filters on Koi ponds. There 
are three pumps currently in 
the Abyzz ‘A’ Series range:  
the A100, A200 and A400 
(named according to their 
maximum wattage). 

I got my sticky mitts on an 
A200 to see what all the fuss  
is about.

What’s in the box?
There are two parts to the 
package — the pump itself and 
the so-called ‘Abyzz Super 
Silent Driver’ (the pump won’t 
run as a stand-alone unit). 

The pump feels solid, chunky 
and heavy, although it’s 
compact considering the output 
(the A200 is approximately 12 x 
17.5 x 17cm high). The impeller 
housing has four substantial 
Allen bolts holding it onto the 
pump body (no fragile clips). 
The ABS impeller itself is an 
impressive orange afair — 
more akin in terms of design to 
the substantial impellers seen 
on pool pumps. The overall 
impression is one of a 
professional-standard piece of 
equipment. The inlet and outlet 
of the A200 will accept 50mm 
and 40mm fittings. As the pump 
body is made of ABS, you’ll need
to use a ‘transitional cement’ if
using PVC fittings to ensure
proper bonding and fusion.

The Driver is basically a very
sophisticated inverter, a gizmo
that allows the pump to run at
variable speed as a three-phase
unit on 240V mains electricity.

Describing something as the ‘Rolls-Royce’ of its kind, tends to conjure 
up images of obsessive attention to detail, impeccable build quality, 
tons of features — and an eye-watering price tag! On that basis, 
Dave Wolfenden brings us the ‘Rolls-Royce of aquarium pumps’…

This is a masterstroke, as 
three-phase pumps are 
super-reliable, more energy-
eicient and much more 
controllable compared to their 
single-phase counterparts. 

This thing is just class — dig 
deep into the specs and you’ll 
understand why it’s pricey. The 
magnets alone are extremely 
strong, very expensive, and 
encased in titanium to provide 
unparalleled protection. The 
power cable (available in either 
3m or 10m lengths) is sheathed 
in submarine-grade 
polyurethane (rather than mere 
PVC), and the impeller shaft is a 
specific titanium alloy to ensure 
a long life. Bearings are silicon 
carbide rather than ceramic, 
which reduces wear from sand 
or other debris that may work 
its way inside. So in terms of 
expense, it’s worth thinking 
about the materials themselves, 
as well as the labour involved 
— and just think of the R&D 
costs for these things alone!

In use
The Driver has a simple control 
interface, with four buttons and 
a backlit screen. The pump 
connects in securely via a 
dedicated plug that’s bolted in 
place, and the Driver is then 
connected to the mains. There 
are ‘master’ and ‘slave’ D-sub 
ports for linking pumps to the 
Abyzz Control System (ACS) 
— available separately, and used 
to coordinate the activity of 
multiple pumps through one 
interface. A large heat sink 
forms the rear part of the 
housing (inverters tend to 
generate some warmth), and the 

Driver can be screwed to the 
wall — choose somewhere with 
adequate ventilation. Mount it 
somewhere it won’t get 
splashed or be subject to salt 
creep or humidity — it’s rated 
IP30 (obviously the pump itself 
can be used fully submerged or 
plumbed in on the dry side).

Plug the Driver in and switch 
on, and the unit beeps, the 

display letting you know the 
current status of the pump; a 
blinking LED lets you know the 
unit is running even when the 
display is of (a press of any 
button illuminates the display, 
which shuts of after a few 
minutes to save power).

An optional ‘boost’ setting can 
be dialled in to give an 
additional burst of flow at 
programmed intervals. The 
Driver’s display scrolls through 
various key snippets of 
information every few seconds 
the display is lit, including its 
temperature, the current mode, 
the pump’s current output, 
wattage consumed, and the 
length of time the unit has been 
running for. 

Programming the Driver is 
reasonably straightforward — 

Four operating modes
‘Permanent’ mode sees the pump run continuously at a set speed 

(the speed being set on a percentage basis).

In ‘wave’ mode, the pump’s speed can be set at an upper and 

lower level, and the time interval between these programmed.

Additionally, there are two ‘random’ modes – in the first of these 

the upper and lower speed levels are set, and the output randomly 

changes between these within a programmed time interval; in the 

second of these modes, the time interval itself is randomised. 

Despite the four-figure 
price tag, these pumps 

could still save you money 
in the long run.
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Verdict
You have to take

your hat of to Venotec

for producing such

beautifully-made and

uncompromising pumps.

Sure, you’ll pay top dollar,

butmany fishkeepers will

see them as a worthwhile

long-term investment, with

the potential to save

energy costs and reduce

their carbon footprint. In

this respect, I’d suggest

that the ‘value formoney’

rating below should be

viewed on a subjective

basis according to your

ownwallet. There are other

very good pumps out there

that aremore afordable,

but in view of their superb

build quality, unequalled

eiciency and the aftercare

ofered by Venotec, the

Abyzzmight seriously be

the only pump you’ll ever

need to buy. Heck, I think

this thingmight even

outliveme…

OEase of use: 4.5/5

OFeatures: 5/5

OValue for money: 3.5/5

OOverall: 4.5/5

OPrice: Abyzz A100

£941.06; A200 £1,287.28

(3m lead), £1,319.77 (10m

lead); A400 £1,740.94 (3m

lead), £1,773.28 (10m

lead). All prices RRP.

OMore info: www.abyzz.

de or contact Seneye on

01223 911075.

4.5/5

for example, to change the 
mode, press the ‘M’ button, 
scroll to ‘Mode’, then press 
‘Start/Stop’ to begin editing. 
You can then adjust the settings 
accordingly, using ‘Start/Stop’ 
to confirm at each stage, and 
then store the programme. The 
Driver protects itself and the 
pump by preventing dry 
running and it won’t work if it’s 
overheated for whatever reason.

The A200 can chuck out water 
at the rate of 14,500 lph, and has 
a maximum head height of 9m. 
But the real beauty is its 
programmability. Tap into the 
potential of the Driver, and 
you’ll be creating wave and 
surge efects you wouldn’t have 
believed possible. 

An advantage of running an 
uber-controllable three-phase 

pump through an inverter is 
being able to exactly match the 
flow to your requirements. 
Reducing the output of a regular 
pump typically involves closing 
valves to create an artificial 
head — the pump’s power use 
remains the same, so in efect 
this wastes energy. The Abyzz 
pumps, however, allow the 
pump’s power draw to be 
reduced by tweaking the speed 
of the motor, for a more 
energy-eicient approach. 
Abyzz calculates that reducing 
the pump’s flow rate to half the 
maximum capacity makes for 
an energy saving of over 75%.

Pump noise is literally 
non-existent (although there’s 
still noise from the movement 
of water); the instructions 
suggest that new pumps may be 

slightly noisy at first as the 
bearings bed in, but my test 
model had already seen some 
action, so was silent from the 
get-go. The pump isn’t self-
priming, so it will need to be 
placed below the water level.

Pretty much the only 
maintenance is periodically 
cleaning the impeller (this 
involves unbolting the pump 
head — not diicult, but not a 
five second job). I was a little 
concerned at the lack of a 
strainer or guard on the inlet 
side, but this won’t worry most 
folks — in any case, Abyzz 
produces a stainless steel mesh 
guard for submersible use, or 
alternatively, a nifty inline 
strainer for dry side plumbing 
(both available separately).

Running costs
In terms of running costs, there 
are some significant savings to 
be made over other pumps 
— but you’ll need to take the 
long view when calculating at 
which point you’ll break even, 
on account of the high costs of 
the Abyzz pumps themselves. 

I made some calculations, and 
the break-even point when 
replacing other pumps varies, 
but in most cases, an Abyzz will 
efectively pay for itself after a 
few years. For example, a 700W 
pool pump running a Koi pond 
filter costs nearly a grand a year 
to run.  Replacing this with an 
A400 means a saving of almost 
£400 a year in running costs 
— taking the initial purchase of 
each pump into account, the 
Abyzz’s break-even point is just 
under five years. After that 
you’re efectively saving 
yourself cash. And that’s based 
on current electricity prices, 

which are likely to go up, and 
assuming the Abyzz is being 
used on maximum draw 24/7. 
Running it in reduced speed/
energy modes will make 
potential savings even greater.

The Driver software can be 
subject to periodic optional 
upgrades — in such cases 
Venotec will pimp your  
Driver for a small nominal fee if 
you wish. 

A final point worth 
mentioning is Venotec’s 
‘lifetime’ (10-year) warranty — 
you’ll need to activate this 
shortly after purchase to extend 
the standard one-year warranty, 
but it’s free. Abyzz is confident 
the pumps will last well over a 
decade, suggesting that in most 
cases impellers might simply 
need replacing to make them as 
good as new after this period. 
Alternatively, the company  
will repair and refurbish pumps 
(for a charge) past the extended 
warranty. 

The Driver ofers tons of 
programming potential.

Pump noise on the 
test model was pretty 

much non-existent.

The bright orange ABS 
impeller is more akin in design 
to those found on pool pumps.
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Shoptour
This month’s shoptour takes us to two locations in Devon.

Address: Jacks Patch 
Garden Centre, Newton Road, 
Bishopsteignton, Teignmouth, 
Devon, TQ14 9PN.
Telephone: 01626 777242.
Website: https://fishkeeper.
co.uk/store/teignmouth
Opening hours:  Open seven 
days a week — please phone 
for opening hours (closed 
Easter Sunday, Christmas Day 
and Boxing Day).
Tanks: 89 tropical tanks plus 
Betta bank, 19 marine, five 
pond vats.

S
ituated alongside the 
beautiful Teign estuary 
inside a large garden 

centre, Maidenhead 
Teignmouth certainly is in a 
beautiful location. The store is 
mid-sized for the chain and is 
laid out in typical style; large
banks of tanks, stepping up
from huge glass fronted 
sumps, themselves home to
fish. The building is relatively
dark, with little natural light
so the tanks really stand out.

Tropical stocks were good
with plenty of the usual 
suspects to keep the average 
fishkeeper happy but nothing 
much to thrill those seeking 
rarity or oddity. Closer 
inspection revealed several 
gems however, especially for 
smaller tanks with some 
lovely little ‘nano’ species such 

STAR RATING

Maidenhead Aquatics @ Teignmouth

species that don’t need a pond
or a heater and goldfish were
limited to three tanks of 
fancies which included a
couple of massive, full grown
fish which make the ideal
educational tool to show
those who think they can fit
one in a bowl or small tank!

In one of the larger display
tanks a pair of gorgeous 
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as Dwarf scissortail rasbora
and Paskai rainbowfish.

Hard water African species 
are kept in a separate bank of 
tanks and while there was 
nothing especially unusual in 
the stock choices, what was 
there was plump and healthy. 
Like many Maidenheads, 
Teignmouth had a good bank 
of ‘temperate’ tanks filled with 

Teignmouth

Crediton

Geophagus brasiliensis were 
tending a cloud of fry, 
oblivious to the attentions of 
customers but alert to the 
presence of their tank mates. 

Freshwater inverts were 
limited to a couple of shrimp 
and snail species. There was a 
nice range of very healthy 
aquatic plants on ofer  
with no terrestrial species to 

Fish are plump and healthy, with plenty 
of ‘bread and butter’ tropicals and a 
good selection of temperate species.  

Nothobranchius rubripinnis. XL fancy goldfish.
Tropical fish ..........................1�1�1�1�1 
Discus ......................................................NS
Catfish ......................................1�1�1�1�1

Cichlids ...................................1�1�1�1�1 
Oddballs .................................1�1�1�1�1

Indoor plants........................1�1�1�1�1

Pond plants ...........................1�1�1�1�1

Koi ..............................................1�1�1�1�1 
Pond fish .................................1�1�1�1�1

Fancies ....................................1�1�1�1�1

Indoor coldwater................1�1�1�1�1 
Marine fish .............................1�1�1�1�1

Marine inverts ......................1�1�1�1�1 
Indoor dry ..............................1�1�1�1�1 
Pond dry ..................................1�1�1�1�1

Freshwater inverts ............1�1�1�1�1 
Labelling .................................1�1�1�1�1

KEY:         Member of OATA —  the Ornamental Aquatic Trade Association              Member of the PFK anti-dyed fish campaign                 Member of the Big Fish Campaign
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Whatstoodout?
● Dwarf scissortail,

Rasbosomaspilocerca£2

● Paskai rainbow £4

● Tropheusduboisi£12

● Barilius sp. £10

● Nothobranchius

rubripinnis£20 a pair.

● Black lined loach,

Ambastaianigrolineata£6

● XL Diamond tetra £3

● Black spotted barb,

Dawkinsiafilamentosa£3

● Danioerythromicron£4

● Keyhole angelfish,

Centropyge tibicen£36.50

There’s a good range of 
pond plants to choose from.

Dry goods cover all areas 
of the hobby.

Sumo loach.

Tropheus duboisi.

Netting out ‘that one’ from 
this swirling mass of colourful 
bodies could take some time.

Barilius sp. Black-lined loach.

catch out the unwary. 
The marine section was 

small and stock was low 
during my visit but everything 
that was there was plump and 
healthy. A gorgeous Keyhole 
angelfish caught my eye, as did 
some curious Pink scooter 
blennies, scuttling around the 
substrate. A small range of 
bright, colourful corals was 

also on o�er in three 
dedicated tanks.

Outside was devoted to a 
range of pond plants, 
preformed liners and a couple 
of small display ponds with 
the actual pond fish being 
held indoors in five large vats. 
These were literally heaving 
with a mix of colourful 
goldfish varieties and Koi 

which made a spectacular sight, 
but probably make the 
assistants’ job a nightmare  
if the customer decides they 
want “that one” among the 
swirling mass!

Dry goods were beautifully 
laid out and covered all areas of 
the hobby, so if you’re after a pot 
of flake or a protein skimmer 
they can no doubt help you out.

Verdict: You tend to know 
what you’re getting with a 
Maidenhead Aquatics store 
and this branch at 
Teignmouth doesn’t 
disappoint, with healthy fish 
and a good selection of dry 
goods, all well displayed. 
It probably won’t set your 
pulse racing, but you’re 
unlikely to be let down either.

STAR RATING: Excellent 1�1�1�1�1  Good 1�1�1�1�1  Average 1�1�1�1�1  Below average 1�1�1�1�1  Poor 1�1�1�1�1  Out of season OS  Not stocked NS
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STARRATING

BowAquatic Centre
Address:BowAquaticand
GardenCentre,Bow,Credtion,
Devon,EX176LA.
Telephone:0136382438.
Website:www.bowaquatics.
co.uk
Openinghours:MontoSat
9amto5.30pm,Sunday10am
to4.30pm.
Tanks:120tropical, 40marine
plus twocoral trays, 12 fancy
goldfish,23pondvats.

N
estled in thebeautiful
Devonshire
countryside,Bow

Aquatics isapartofa larger
gardencentrecomplexall
ownedandrunbythesame

family.Theaquatic shoptakes
upaconsiderablechunkof the
mainbuildingaswell asa
significantareaoutside for
ponds.Myvisitwas justaftera
busyweekendsostockingwasa
little sparse inplaces,however
theuncrowdedtanksmade
spottingraritiesandoddities
tuckedamongst the ‘breadand
butter’fish fareasier—clearly
someonehasa taste for the
unusual.Africanmoontetra,
Bathyaethiopsbreuseghemi,
Sailfincharacin,Crenuchus
spilurusandGreen line tetra
rubbedfinswithmore familiar
NeonsandGlowlights,while
Panda loach,Yaoshania
pachychilus, andOrange-finned
danio,Brachydaniokyathit,
are justacoupleof slightly
moreunusualchoices for those

not interested in tetras.
Labellingwasa little sparse in

places,butnoteworthy for its
rigouronthegoodselectionof
freshwatershrimpwhere the
extradetail given in termsof
waterchemistrywas
commendable.Anicerangeof
aquaticplantswasondisplay
alongsidevariousdecor for
thoseafter thenatural look.
Adecentselectionof the fancy

goldfishvarietieswasavailable.
Twotanksofblackandalbino
Axolotl alsodrewmyeye—not
fish,butanold favouriteofmine
worthamention.
Marinefishwerehealthyand

vibrantwithabusyFlame
filefish,Pervagor
melanocephalus,andavibrant
Hawaiianmoorish idol,Zanclus
cornutus,catchingmyeye.Both

hardandsoftcoralswereon
display inapairof large,
eight-sidedcoral trays,while
shrimps, crabsandother
invertswerescatteredamongst
thesales tanks.
Outside, thenewpondseason

was in full swing,withwell
stockedvatsfilledwith
everything fromgoldfishto
sterlets.Thereweresome
particularlyniceJapaneseKoi
stocked inseparate largesales
vats (with individualfiltration)
to thecolourful ifnot so
prestigious IsraeliKoialsoon
ofer.Abroadrangeofaquatic
plantswereburgeoning into
springgrowthwitha
noteworthyselectionof lily
varietiesonofer.
Thecafeonsitewas in the

processofbeingreplacedbya

Most fishkeepers will find
something to interest
them at this Devon store.

Africanmoon tetra.

Corydorasmetae.

Tropical fish ..........................11111
Discus ......................................................NS
Catfish......................................11111
Cichlids ...................................11111
Oddballs.................................11111
Indoorplants........................11111
Pondplants...........................11111
Koi..............................................11111
Pondfish.................................11111
Fancies ....................................11111
Indoorcoldwater................11111
Marinefish.............................11111
Marine inverts......................11111
Indoordry..............................11111
Ponddry..................................11111
Freshwater inverts ............11111
Labelling.................................11111

KEY: Member of OATA— theOrnamental Aquatic Trade Association Member of the PFK anti-dyed fish campaign Member of the Big Fish Campaign
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PFK  shoptour

Whatstoodout?
● Flame filefish £40

● Hawaiian Moorish idol £75

● Green spotted mandarin

£30

● Synodontis notatus£18

● Sailfin characin £3

● African moon tetra £3

● Green line tetra £3

● Orange-finned danio £2.50

● Panda loach £13

● Corydorasmetae£6

far larger purpose built
structure which will take full
advantage of the 15,000 gal
Koi pond which really shows
not only how these fish should
be kept, but also how
impressively they’ll repay the
expense and e�ort. A huge
Chagoi was probably the
largest I’ve seen and looked
like a majestic battleship
surrounded by a fleet of
impressive frigates as it led its
more colourful brethren
around the pond.

Dry goods selection for

indoor hobbyists was solid if
unspectacular, while pond-
keepers should find themselves
well served by the wide range on
o�er with everything from
pumps to liners in abundance.

Verdict: Empty tanks and low
stock can be a bad sign, but in
Bow’s case it is simply down
to its own success and poor
timing for my visit. Ponds
are certainly its strong point
but most fishkeepers should
find something to interest
them here.

Brachydanio
kyathit.

Axolotl.

Moorish idol.

There’s a large Koi pond
outdoors, stocked with some
impressive-looking fish.

The pond section is 
particularly strong here.

STAR RATING: Excellent 1�1�1�1�1  Good 1�1�1�1�1  Average 1�1�1�1�1  Below average 1�1�1�1�1  Poor 1�1�1�1�1  Out of season OS  Not stocked NS
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NEXTMONTH

CHECK MATES
Keeping and breeding
the lovely little Checker barb.

D’YA THINK
I’M SEXY?

Spotlight on the
fabulous Sexy shrimp.

OGoing on holiday?What to do
— and what not to do— before you go.

O Summer pond problems and how to deal
with them.

O PLUS: Take your hobby outdoors
with our guide to rockpooling and a list
of some of the best aquatic-themed
places to visit.

GLORIOUS GUPPIES
We celebrate these mainstays of the

aquarium hobby.

in the A gust issue of

On sale July 6th 2016

Plus  O�New fish in the shops O�Keeping decorative snails O�Readers’ tanks 
O New products and trends at the Interzoo trade show — and much more.
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133 HIGH STREET, MALDONCM9 5BS TELEPHONE 01621 858469

BRITISH B  REPTILES

NO IMPORTS

Over 50 Tropical Fish Tanks
Fish from Sri Lanka, Singapore, Columbia, Indonesia and Miami

to name a few and plenty more varieties planned.

Wide Selection of Reptiles & Amphibians
Panther Chameleons, Leopard Gecko’s, Bearded Dragons, 

Water Dragons, a variety of Royal Pythons, Corn Snakes and 
Boa Constrictors plus Tropical Frogs, Salamanders, Toads, 
Mexican Walking Fish (Axolotle’s), Spiders and Scorpions.

Domestic Pet Section
Hamsters, Gerbils, Guinea Pigs, Rabbits, a variety 

of Birds, Kittens and the occasional Puppy.

“We look forward to meeting you and introducing you 
\W�\PM�[PWX�KPIUMTMWV[�»8IJTW¼�IVL�»9]IIV¼	º

New

pond stock 

in!!

From plants to
Cichlids, Stingrays 

to Snakeheads

The Aquatic Store 

Really does have it all! 
www.theaquaticstore.co.uk    01179 639120

28 North Street Bedminster Bristol BS3 1HW

fi nd us at Piccotts End

Hemel Hempstead

HP1 3BA

deepblueaquatic@yahoo.co.uk

Tel: 01442 244072

coldwater

pond fi sh

koi

tropical

marine

inverts

weekly fi sh orders

taken on facebook

Stunning Discus & Rare L No.Plecs

Show Grade Coldwater Fancies

Aquaponics Nile Tilapia

www.OSAquatics.co.uk
01929-405563 BH20 6HE

Aquascapers favourite Dennerle
plants now stocked here!

THE CORAL CAVE AQUATIC CENTRE

“FOR A TOTAL FISH EXPERIENCE”

www.coralcave.co.uk  01954 212004

175 St.Neots Rd, Hardwick Cambridge CB23 7QJ

“smell the inspiration not the fi sh”

+  Voted PFK East retailer of the year & UK runner up

+  Tropical

+  Cold water

+  Marines & invertebrates

+  Huge aquarium showroom

+  Superb dry good selection

MIMMACKSAQUATICS
WATERLILIES AND AQUATIC SPECIALISTS

Established since 1927
LARGE VARIETY AVAILABLE:

100’s grown on our 7 acre site. Bog and moisture loving plants. Butyl pool liners and accessories.
Please send 2 x 1st class stamps for catalogue to:

Woodholme Nursery, Goatsmoor Lane, Stock, Essex CM4 9RS (Dept PFK13). Telephone: 01277 840204
Open by appointment only.

www.mimmacks.co.uk

Premier Pet and Aquatic Centre
FISH AND AQUATICS EXPERTS
Ponds s Pumps sWaterfalls s Filters s Fish s Plants

Full range of stock online also!
Hillier Garden Centre,Winchester, Romsey Road,Winchester, Hampshire SO22 5DN

MON - SAT 9.00 am - 5.30 pm, SUN - 10.00 am - 4.00 pm

shop.premierpetandaquatics.com 01962 856753

Cafe serving home cooked food

5 acres of award

winning gardens

Ample Free Parking

Romsey World of Water Trading for 30 years 

Specialist Independant Retailer                                           

9000ltr Tropical �sh and Plants

5000ltr Marine �sh corals and Inverts 

80,000ltr Japanese Koi, Gold�sh and Natives

www.romseyworldofwater.co.uk
01794 515 923

SO51 0HB

Open 9am-6pm Monday-Saturday                                                                                                                                  
           10am-4pm Sunday

www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk

HERTFORDSHIRE

HAMPSHIRE

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

ESSEX

ESSEX

DORSET

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

BRISTOL

 ARUNDEL AVIARIES 
& FISHERIES

311 – 315 Arundel Street, Portsmouth. 

Tel: 02392 820047
Tropical, reptiles, amphibians, 
marines etc. Also cage birds. 
Good selection of accessories

Open Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat 9am-5pm. Wed Closed  
Established over 75 years

Find us on facebook

GILBERTS
www.gilbertspets.co.uk

Comprehensive range of fish and accessories
YOUR FRIENDLY LOCAL AQUATIC SHOP

The Precinct, St Mary Church,
Torquay. 01803 329149

TROPICAL
FISH

 CREATION AQUATICS
 Specialist in the buy and selling of second hand aquatic equipment - 

stock ever changing so please call us for an up to date stock list!

Aquarium & Pond Supplies 
Marine Fish, Invertebrates, Ponds, Koi & Filtration, Large Selection Of 
Tanks, 1000’s Of Fish To Choose From, Live Rock, Soft & Hard Corals.
238 LONDON ROAD, WICKFORD, ESSEX SS12 0JX, UK

01268-766553

The only true aquatic Superstore, with over 250 stock tanks
specializing in community, rare and unusual cold water, tropical
and marine fish inverts and corals. Largest range of aquariums,

dry goods, frozen and live foods and Tropical plants.

Fish Alive

Opening hours weekdays 10.00 - 18.00, Saturdays 10.00 - 17.00, Sundays 10.00 - 16.00, Closed on Wednesdays

Units 10 & 11, Dragonville Retail Park, Durham DH1 2YB
Phone and fax: 0191 3843590

Retailer of
the year

North East

DEVONCOUNTY DURHAM
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NG TIMES
● MONDAY: CLOSED

● TUES, WED & FRI 10.30-6.00
● SAT 10.00-6.00
● SUN 10.00-2.00

www.wholesaletropicalsaquatics.co.uk

RETAIL SHOPPERS ONLY

220 Bethnal Green Road, London, E2 

Tel: 020 77395356 Fax: 020 77292444

Abacus Aquatics
� 9RWHG %HVW )LVK 6KRS LQ 6( (QJODQG � \HDUV UXQQLQJ
� 9RWHG 5XQQHU 8S %HVW )LVK 6KRS LQ 6( (QJODQG � \HDUV UXQQLQJ
� 9RWHG 2QH RI 7KH 7RS )LVK 6KRSV LQ WKH :KROH RI WKH 8. � \HDUV UXQQLQJ

:H WDNH JUHDW SULGH LQ WKH KHDOWK RI RXU ¿VK DV ZHOO DV RIIHULQJ D
JUHDW YDULHW\ �LQFOXGLQJ PDQ\ UDUHO\ VHHQ HOVHZKHUH�.

:H DOVR VWRFN D ZLGH UDQJH RI HTXLSPHQW �LQFOXGLQJ DTXDULXPV�
DOO VROG DW FRPSHWLWLYH SULFHV�

www.abacus-aquatics.co.uk
��� +DOIZD\ 6W� 6LGFXS� .HQW '$�� �'- RU DW�

Tel: 020 8302 8000

The Fish Bowl Ltd
133 Dawes Road,
London. SW6 7EA

Tel: 020 7385 6005

www.thefishbowlltd.com
email: thefishbowlltd@tiscali.co.uk

OFFICIAL JUWEL STOCKIST.
AGEN AND AQUA ONE PRODUCTS AVAILABL

LIVE FISH FOODS AT THE WEEKEND.
FROZEN FISH FOODS.

Aquatic and Pet Shop.

ek 10am to 6pm. Closed all day Thu

2 ELLIOT ROAD

SELLY OAK

BIRMINGHAM

B29 6LA

TEL: 0121 472 5144

WWW.ANGELAQUATICS.CO.UK

ANGEL AQUATICS

OPENING TIMES

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10AM-6PM

SUNDAY 11AM-5PM

Tel: 01384 877150 � www.prestwoodpetzone.com

One of the largest aquatic centres 
in the Midlands.

W’hampton Rd (A449),Prestwood,Near Stourbridge,West Midlands.DY7 5AF
1SR�*VM �EQ � �TQ � 7EX 
 7YR ��EQ � �TQ

���8VSTMGEP�½�WL��GSQQYRMX]�ERH�3HHFEPP�WTIGMIW��(MWGYW��8ERKER]OERW�

�TPERXIH�EUYEVMYQW�

����/SM��+SPH½�WL��3VJI�ERH�TSRH�TPERXW�
���4YQTW��½�PXIVW��JSSH��WTIGMEPMWX�IUYMTQIRX��ERH�JVII�I\TIVX�EHZMGI�
����+VIEX�GLSMGI�SJ�6ITXMPIW��%QTLMFMERW�
�7TMHIVW�

Tel: 01773 861255 Marine direct: 01773 811044 Reptile direct: 01773 811499
Open 7 Days - 65-67 Wharf Road, Pinxton, Notts. NG16 6LH (near M1 J28)

TROPICAL - MARINE - POND & COLDWATER - REPTILES
Six-time winner of top UK aquatic retailer

www.wharfaquatics.co.uk

Huge range of
livestock in more
than 600 tanks!

House of Pisces ~ Scotland’s largest aquatic superstore by far
With over 1000 aquariums full of tropical, marine and cold water fish 

Huge range of aquariums, aquarium furniture and equipment at discount prices 

Unit B/G, 207 Strathmartine Road, Dundee, Scotland, DD3 8PH 

01382 832000   www.tropicalfish-scotland.com

www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk

LONDON

KENT

SCOTLAND

Largest retail shop in Central
London minutes from Oxford Circus

Fully stocked with marine
fish and invertebrates,
Tropical and coldwater

fish, large range of cichlids
including Africans, South
Americans and discus.

We do all sorts of freshwater and marine nano
tanks and everything to go with them.

Quality equipment from all leading manufacturers

DELTEC, AQUAMEDIC, JUWEL, EHEIM, AQUAONE

Aquarium design manufacture, installation, and maintenance.
107-111 Great Portland Street,

London W1W 6QG
Tel: 020 7580 6764

www.aquaticdesign.co.uk

Worcester’s largest
specialist aquatic centre

Huge selection of tropical

cold water and pond plants
Worcester Aquatic Centre, The Nurseries,

Droitwich Road, Worcester WR3 8TE
Tel: 01905 453460

Opening hours: Monday to Saturday
10.00am - 5.30pm. 

Sundays and Bank Holidays
10.00am - 4.00pm

Worcester
Aquatic Centre

“UK Top Aquatic 
Retailer 2001”

Large selection of 
Tropicals, Marine, Corals 

and other livestock

Quality Liverock always in stock

Call us (0116) 274 34 26
All major brands stocked | Pond equipment available

www.clearwateraquatics.co.uk

Here at DKP we specialise in producing bespoke 
fi breglass fi sh tanks for the discerning customer 

who wants the BEST for their fi sh.

The DKP product range includes Filters, Bakki’s and 
Tanks 400, 450, 900 & 1500 gallons in rectangular 
with 700 & 800 gallons in circular but any bespoke 
size can be catered for including viewing windows.

www.denbykoiponds.co.uk
01332781461/07773186198
sales@denbykoiponds.co.uk

 

Coalville AQUATICS

Established 1973

55 John Street, Porthcawl, 
CF36 3AY

Tel: 01656 784646

www.leicesteraquatics.com

Leicester Aquatics
0116 2709 610

Fish & Coe
21 marine tanks, 9 Coldwater tanks,  
51 Tropical tanks, from bread & butter ish  to 
some more exotics and unusual species!   
28 years experience. Special orders taken on dry 
goods and wet goods. See us on Facebook. 
Tel: 01732 350474
Drayton Cottages, Drayton 
Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2BE

LITTLE PET STORES
We have 100 aquariums w
tropical and coldwater fis

Come and see us at
48-50 Coatsworth Road,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear.
NE8 1QN

Tel: 0191 477 3088 CLOSE

Thank youfor 50 yearsof custom

WEST MIDLANDS

WEST MIDLANDS

WILTSHIRE

WALESTYNE & WEAR

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

NOTTINGHAMSHIRELONDON

LONDON

LEICESTERSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE
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Makers of Fine Quality Glass Aquariums

Nationwide delivery

�  Aquariums Custom 
Made

� Complete systems

� All Equipment supplied

� Rimless / braceless

� Cabinet / Hoods

� Metal frame Stands

� Sumps

� Pvc Pipe Fittings

�  Build Onsite / Design
Service

� Holes Drilled

� Repairs / Servicing

www.huttonaquaticproducts.co.uk

for: Ponds • Spas • Pools • Marine • Construction

Tel: 01202 481706 Fax: 01202 481708

GOLD LABEL

 O Seals Under Water

 O No Need To Drain Ponds

O Bonds To Most Surfaces

 O Plastic, Glass, Stone & Wood

 O Seals Splits & Cracks

O Non Toxic

Aqua Pond

Paint:-

Bonds to 

Damp Surfaces

Without Primer

Pipe Repair

Tape:-

Instant Pipe

& Joint

Repair

Pond Liner

Patch:-

Butyl Liner

Pieces For Use

With Gold Label

ONE-SHOTNOW AVAILABLEIN CLEAR

290MLNOW AVAILABLEIN CLEAR

Barlows Aquatic Trading
AQUARIUM MANUFACTURERS..supplying direct to the public at trade prices

� HiVcYVgY h^oZh [gdb hidX`

��BVYZ�id�bZVhjgZ

��;^aigVi^dc�heZX^Va^hih###hjbeh!�l^Zgh!�XdbWh! e^eZ! ejbeh ZiX####

��C:L�##EaZXd�Ædl�iVc`h!�WgZZY^c\�XjWZh� di]Zg h^oZh

��;gZZ�XdchjaiVi^dc�VcY�YZh^\c

Ring: 01254 388815
www.barlows-aquarium-supplies.com

e mail: barlowsaquatics@aol.com

or call in and see us at: 

Brisol Works, Mount St., Accrington, Lancs BB50PJ

A^`Z�jh�
dc�

FACEBOOK

Tropical – Coldwater
Marine – Shrimp
Coral – Reptiles

Tel: 01978 664108
Aqua Magic

23/24 Bridgeway Centre
Bridge Road, Wrexham LL13 9QS

aqua.magic@outlook.com
Follow us on

Pipexpress Ltd
www.pipexpress.co.uk

Specialists in PVC pipe:
- fittings & valves - unions & couplers   - rigid and flexi pipe 

- compression fittings  - Metric & Imperial 
Submersible pumps & lay-flat hoses

info@pipexpress.co.uk
01626 335806

20 Swift Units, Kingsteignton, Devon, TQ12 3SH

www.aquariumgardens.co.uk

01480 450572 info@aquariumgardens.co.uk

P L A N T E D  A Q UA R I U M  S P E C I A L I S T S

To advertise in the Practical Fishkeeping 
classified section please contact

Steven Knighton on 01733 366363 or email: 
steven.knighton@bauermedia.co.uk

www.aquarist-classifieds.co.uk

ACCESSORIES & PARTS

INTERNET

AQUARIUM DIRECTORY

DISCUSWREXHAM

NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTORS

  

Over 250 tanks stocked

with Top Quality Fish and a

Huge dry goods section!

Tel: 01772 623497
www.aquahome.co.uk

Within Avant Gardens, (Opposite Leyland Golf

Club) Wigan Road, Leyland, PR25 5XW

AQUATICS
CENTRE

SHEFFIELD’S LARGEST
AQUATIC CENTRE

0114 231 0225
www.sheffi eldaquatics.co.uk

�Rare breeds - Discus, L-number Plecs etc
�Over 150 aquariums and ponds
�Tropical, Coldwater & Pond
�2700 Litre Malawi section

     

2nd
 

EDITION

Discus Kings 
Aquarium 

Equipment and 
Supplies

�ƌŝŶŐŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŚĞ�ďŝŐŐĞƐƚ�ƐĞůĞĐƟŽŶ 
of Discus Fish in Gloucestershire!

Unit 17, Lansdown Industrial Estate, Cheltenham, GL51 8PL

www.discuskings.co.uk
Contact us on 01242 243728 

kim@discuskings.co.uk

Fish Treatment Ltd.
www.fish-treatment.co.uk

The simple solution for skin 
flukes, gill flukes & tapeworms
Easy and effective

Fluke-Solve
TM

New 50g Sachet

 

 

 

  

Please mention 

when responding to 
adverts

WHOLESALERS

SHRIMP

MISCELLANOUSYORKSHIRE
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...thehobbycouldbeabouttohitawonderful
epoch.Aswellashavingourlocalstoresprovidingthestaples,
we’reincreasinglyseeingtheriseofthefocusedseller.
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H
owdidwereachthispoint
where thegeneral consensus
—assuming it is theconsensus
—wasthatbricks-and-mortar

shopsweresomehow‘good’ and ‘right’
whileanythingelsewasanabomination.
What is thismisconceptionof theonline
marketplace thatpeoplehave?
Someof it isobviousstuf, for sure. We’ve

probably all had experiences trying to buy
something from a self-professed ‘expert’
over the web, only to find that they had all
the expertise of a lobotomised chimp.

And there’ll always be that *insert online
marketplace* trader who is doing
everything below board, trading livestock
without a pet shop license, bringing in
anything willy-nilly, and ready to go into
liquidation at the first snif of a refund. But
there are brick-builds that do that as well.
It’s by no means exclusive to online trading.

Shiftingdynamics
I sense a certain elitism attached to
bricks-and-mortar. It’s as though they’ve
somehow ‘arrived’ at a better place. Well
yeah, I guess in some cases that’s quite true.
Some companies have built up quite an
empire based on their skilled negotiations
of the marketplace. Years or decades of hard
graft have allowed for expansion, to the 
point where any outsider must be thinking 
‘they’re doing something right!’, and usually 
they are. Or at the least they were, as it still 
remains to be seen if all brick build retailers 
are ready for the ever shifting dynamics of 
modern trade. Let us not ignore the fact that 
some brick-builds have not had the mettle, 
or the evolutionary skills to keep up, and 
have vanished. 

Then there are the bricks-and-mortar 
sites that started elsewhere. There are 
properties I can think of that began online 
only and now have magnificent physical, 
cash and carry stores. 

But here’s a thing. Online transactions 
have allowed an entirely new genre of store 
to appear on the scene that was quite 
limited before, and I’m fascinated by it. 

Imagine a retailer ten years ago who 
wanted to stock and sell nothing but their 
absolute, all time, favourite ever fish 
species. Base them wherever — Nathanville, 
say — and stock their shop with nothing but 

Corydoras. Nothing else, no dry goods and
no other fish at all. How long do you
imagine they’d last? Would there be enough
traic for them to make a living from that
alone? You bet your sweet breeches there
wouldn’t. If you tried making a living that
way, chances are you’d be getting all
Kung Fu with debt collectors on your
driveway within a month.

Now, though, I could easily set up a
business importing, breeding, raising and
caring for any one of the (reasonably
popular) fish varieties available and make a
career out of it. I already thought about it as
a potential venture, but then I remembered
how cushy my job is here.

Loyal following
Point in case, I went on a visit this month to
LJB Aquatics, and I was inspired. Now, to
clarify, it isn’t exactly pretty inside, but then
it doesn’t need to be. Reclaimed fish racks
from old retailers line the walls, and
warehouse shelving takes care of the rest.
It’s rusty, crusty, damp and stufy, in every
way that a retail premises shouldn’t be. But
its owner, Lisa, isn’t trying to be high street
boutique — it’s not a cash and carry retailer.
No, instead, Lisa has cultivated a vast
online presence and a loyal following, and
simply needs to display her wares via 
Facebook for people to throw 
money at her like they’re 
lobbing rocks at an 
attacking bear. 

What does she stock? 
Mainly Betta. There 
are other fish on the 
sidelines, but the core 
of this business 
revolves around one 
fish; the humble 
Fighter. Hundreds and 
hundreds of them, in 
every colour and fin 
shape imaginable. More 
than I’ve ever seen in  
one place. 

Given that the fixtures were a 
little ‘shaky’, would I knock the 
livestock? Jeepers, no! Those fish were 
perfect. Could I knock the owner as being 
not as knowledgeable as a bricks-and-
mortar employee? Ha ha! Lawd a mercy, no! 

Lisa has forgotten more aboutBetta than I’ll
ever know, and she could put many an
‘expert’ straight on their care and upkeep.

After my visit down there, I came away
feeling invigorated, albeit the exhausted,
blind-in-one-eye after a day of photography
kind of invigorated.

I know the debates between the fans of the
many diferent camps will go on and
on. There’ll be brick-build haters, online-
trader haters, lovers, fighters, apathetics
and whateverers.

But for me, the bigger picture is that the
hobby could be about to hit a wonderful
epoch. As well as having our local stores
providing our staples, we’re increasingly
seeing the rise of the focused seller. If that
means in five years I can get a single fish
from someone who has no other
distractions but that one species, and is
passionate about it beyond compare, then
I’m real excited. Bring it on!

         

Tailpiece
“ 

”

with Nathan Hill 

Nathan Hill is PFK’s features editor, freestyle skateboard 
junkie, lo-fidelity hip hop aficionado and part time  
Betta appreciator.

Devoting your whole business 
to just one species of fish would 

have led to disaster pre-internet.
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We offer (0% APR representative) on any purchase over
£350, up to a total credit value of £2500. * In participating
stores only. Subject to terms and conditions. Ask in store
for details.

Maidenhead Aquatics - leading the way in fishkeeping excellence.

To find your nearest store,

visit fishkeeper.co.uk

Maidenhead Aquatics @the_fishkeeper
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